
List of Talks

Title: Bayesian nonparametric mixtures inconsistency for the number of clus-
ters

Speaker: Louise Alamichel CT

Université Grenoble Alpes
Bayesian nonparametric mixture models are often employed for modelling complex data. Whilethese models are well-suited for density estimation, their application for clustering has somelimitations. Miller and Harrison, JMLR (2014), proved posterior inconsistency in the number ofclusters when the true number of clusters is finite for Dirichlet process and Pitman–Yor processmixture models. In this work, we extend this result to additional Bayesian nonparametric priorssuch as Gibbs-type processes and finite-dimensional representations of them. The latter include theDirichlet multinomial process and the recently emerged Pitman–Yor and normalized generalizedgamma multinomial processes. We show that mixture models based on these processes are alsoinconsistent in the number of clusters. However, upon establishing new posterior contractionrates in the Wasserstein divergence, we also obtain positive consistency results for the number ofclusters by applying the post-processing procedure of Guha et al, Bernoulli (2021).
Title: Bayesian Computing in the Undergraduate Statistics Curriculum

Speaker: Jim Albert IS

Bowling Green State University
Advances in Bayesian methodology and software have made Bayesian techniques more accessi-ble to applied statisticians and, in turn, have potentially transformed Bayesian education at theundergraduate level. We provide an overview of the various options for implementing Bayesiancomputational methods motivated to achieve particular learning outcomes. For each compu-tational method, we propose activities and exercises, and discuss each method’s pedagogicaladvantages and disadvantages based on our experience in the classroom. The goal is to presentguidance on the choice of computation for the instructors who are introducing Bayesian methodsin their undergraduate statistics curriculum.
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Title: Bayesian Inference in Point ProcessModels Based on Thinning Procedures

Speaker: Renaud Alie CT

McGill University
In this talk, we discuss point process models based on thinning procedures, where each pointof a base configuration is either kept or discarded. We present a principled way of carryingBayesian inference in such models via data augmentation. Basically, imaginary thinned locationsare instantiated at each step of the MCMC algorithm according to their conditional distribution.This distribution is not always straightforward to derive; we detail some of the potential issues.
We then provide a general colouring theorem (named after the homonymous result for Poissonprocesses) that streamlines most of the measure theoretic details involved in obtaining the jointdistribution of thinned and observed locations in any model with a tractable density. We demon-strate its usefulness on common models based on thinning procedures and introduce interestingvariations. Finally, we showcase applications on datasets provided in the spatstat package in R.
Title: Hierarchical stochastic block model for community detection in multiplex
networks

Speaker: Arash Amini IS

University of California, Los Angeles
Multiplex networks have become increasingly more prevalent in many fields, and have emerged asa powerful tool for modeling the complexity of real networks. There is a critical need for developinginference models for multiplex networks that can take into account potential dependencies acrossdifferent layers, particularly when the aim is community detection. We add to a limited literature byproposing a novel and efficient Bayesian model for community detection in multiplex networks. Akey feature of our approach is the ability to model varying communities at different network layers.In contrast, many existingmodels assume the same communities for all layers. Moreover, ourmodelautomatically picks up the necessary number of communities at each layer (as validated by realdata examples). This is appealing, since deciding the number of communities is a challenging aspectof community detection, and especially so in the multiplex setting, if one allows the communitiesto change across layers. Borrowing ideas from hierarchical Bayesian modeling, we use a hierarchicalDirichlet prior to model community labels across layers, allowing dependency in their structure.Given the community labels, a stochastic block model (SBM) is assumed for each layer. We developan efficient slice sampler for sampling the posterior distribution of the community labels as well asthe link probabilities between communities. In doing so, we address some unique challenges posedby coupling the complex likelihood of SBM with the hierarchical nature of the prior on the labels.An extensive empirical validation is performed on simulated and real data, demonstrating thesuperior performance of the model over single-layer alternatives, as well as the ability to uncoverinteresting structures in real networks.
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Title: Bayesian hierarchical modeling to account for complex patterns of mea-
surement error in cohort studies. Application in radiation epidemiology

Speaker: Sophie Ancelet CT

IRSN
Despite its deleterious consequences for statistical inference and its ubiquity in observationalresearch, exposure measurement error is rarely accounted for in epidemiological studies. Basically,standard correction methods, like regression calibration or SIMEX, often lack the flexibility toaccount for complex patterns of exposure uncertainty. However, in occupational cohort studies,for instance, changes in the methods of exposure assessment can lead to complex error structures.Moreover, a strategy of group-exposure assessment and individual worker characteristics may leadto error components that are shared between or within individuals. In this work, we thus proposeand fit several Bayesian hierarchical models, combining survival models with time-dependentcovariates, measurement and exposure models, to obtain a corrected estimate of the potentialassociation between exposure to radon and mortality for several cancer types in the Frenchcohort of uranium miners. A simulation study is under progress to assess the impact of modelmisspecification on risk estimates.
Title: Modelling species’ responses to climate change using a flexible nonlinear
Bayesian approach

Speaker: Marti Anderson CT

Massey University & PRIMER-e
Species are disappearing faster than they are being discovered. Effects of climate change onbiodiversity require urgent assessment. Physiological responses to environmental and spatialgradients (such as temperature, altitude, depth, latitude, etc.) are non-linear – typically modal.Field data documenting species’ abundances (typically discrete counts) also show zero-inflationand variance-mean relationships. Asymmetries and/or flat or peaked responses also hampereffective modelling. We propose a flexible hierarchical nonlinear mathematical model that catershandsomely to ecological data, and apply this to broad-scale datasets in time and space. A Bayesianapproach prevents the model from heading towards illogical outcomes and provides a naturalframework for updating. Species’ modal positions along gradients can be estimated rigorously,and responses to changing environments can be tracked at global scales. We demonstrate ourtechnique on North American Breeding Birds, sampled over the past 50+ years.
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Title: Improved Inference for Doubly Robust Estimators of Heterogeneous Treat-
ment Effects

Speaker: Joseph Antonelli IS

University of Florida
We propose a doubly robust approach to characterizing treatment effect heterogeneity in obser-vational studies. We utilize posterior distributions for both the propensity score and outcomeregression models to provide valid inference on the conditional average treatment effect evenwhen high-dimensional or nonparametric models are used. We show that our approach leads toconservative inference in finite samples or under model misspecification, and provides a consistentvariance estimator when both models are correctly specified. In simulations, we illustrate theutility of these results in difficult settings such as high-dimensional covariate spaces or highlyflexible models for the propensity score and outcome regression. Lastly, we analyze environmentalexposure data from NHANES to identify how the effects of these exposures vary by subject-levelcharacteristics.
Title: Clustering grouped data via hierarchical mixture models

Speaker: Raffaele Argiento IS

Università degli Studi di Bergamo
In this work we propose a new approach to cluster grouped data by considering a mixture modelwith a hierarchical structure. In particular, the weights of the mixing measures are obtained bynormalization of independent finite point processes, and the dependence across groups is ensuredby assuming that the random probability measures share the same support. Our model inducesboth a local (within groups) and a global (between groups) clusters. We characterize the lawand study the properties of this group-dependent clustering structure by providing a closed formexpression for the partially exchangeable partition probability function. Furthermore, we providea posterior characterization of the vector of random mixing measures and design a conditionalGibbs sampler to perform full Bayesian inference. The performances of the proposed approach areillustrated via simulated data and a real application.
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Title: Trees of random probability measures and Bayesian nonparametric mod-
elling

Speaker: Filippo Ascolani CT

Bocconi University
We introduce a way to generate trees of random probability measures, where the link betweentwo nodes is given by a hierarchical procedure: starting from a common root, each node of thetree is endowed with a random probability measure, whose baseline distribution is again randomand given by the associated node in the previous layer. The data can be observed at any nodeof the tree and different branches may have different length: the split mechanism can be alsoconsidered random or based on covariates of interest. When the branches have the same lengthand the observations are linked only to the leaves, we recover the well known family of discretehierarchical processes. We prove that, if the distribution at each node is given by the normalizationof a completely random measure (NRMI), the model is analytically tractable: conditional on asuitable latent structure, the posterior is still given by a tree of NRMIs. Furthermore, the asymptoticbehaviour of the number of clusters is derived, when either the sample size at a particular layerdiverges or the number of levels grows. Finally, applications to real data are discussed.
Title: Bayesian strategies formulti-study integration using biological hierarchies

Speaker: Veera Baladandayuthapani IS

University of Michigan
Modern precision medicine endeavors are at an inflexion point – facing the fundamental challengeof assimilating, organizing, analyzing and interpreting multi-domain data types to make individu-alized health decisions. To this end, we propose an integrative hierarchical Bayesian frameworkfor modeling multi-platform genomics and clinical outcome data. The key feature of our model isthe use of the fundamental biological and mechanistic hierarchies, mapping them onto a series ofhierarchical regression models which are used to quantify the mechanistic evidence and facilitatetheir use in predicting clinical outcome(s) of interest. For the latter, we propose a novel calibratedBayesian variable selection scheme that allows incorporation of evidence from different modelinglayers. This allows simultaneous high-dimensional variable selection and gives model enoughflexibility to estimate and incorporate the different intrinsic structures of biological relationshipsfor different high-throughput platforms. Using synthetic datasets, we illustrate how integrativemethods have higher power to detect disease related markers than non-integrative approachesand exemplify our approaches using several case studies in oncology. (joint work with RupamBhattacharyya and Nicholas Henderson)
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Title: Bayesian Nonparametric Analysis of Spatial Variationwith Discontinuities

Speaker: Cecilia Balocchi IS

University of Edinburgh
Spatial data often display high levels of smoothness but can simultaneously present abrupt dis-continuities, especially in urban environments. We model neighborhood crime trends over timein the City of Philadelphia by combining a spatial local shrinkage model with spatial partitions ofareal units to allow for discontinuities. Two main challenges arise in this setting. First, the vastspace of spatial partitions makes typical stochastic search techniques computationally prohibitive.We introduce an ensemble optimization procedure that summarizes the posterior by simultane-ously targeting several high probability partitions. Second, the data are organized in a hierarchicalstructure with multiple resolution levels. We introduce a model combining the Nested DirichletProcess with the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process to allow for flexible partitions of multi-resolutiondata and sharing of information between the partitions at different resolutions. Both our methodsare demonstrated on synthetic data and on real data in Philadelphia.
Title: Simulation-based Bayesian Sample Size Calculations Using Design and
Analysis Priors in Contemporary Clinical Trials

Speaker: Sudipto Banerjee IS

University of California, Los Angeles
Power and sample size analysis comprises a critical component of clinical trial study design. Thereis an extensive collection of methods addressing this fundamental problem from diverse perspec-tives. This talk builds upon a two-stage framework with different priors in the design and analysisstages that has been effectively used for cost-effectiveness analysis. We offer a general Bayesianframework for simulation-based sample size determination that can be easily implemented onmodest computing architectures. We further qualify the need for different priors for the design andanalysis stage. We work primarily in the context of conjugate Bayesian linear regression models andconsider different settings with varying levels of information regarding the population variances.Throughout, we draw parallels with classical solutions, which arise as special cases, and alternateBayesian approaches with an emphasis on how the numerical results from existing methods canarise as special cases of our framework.
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Title: Computational Advertising: A New Field for Statistics

Speaker: David Banks IS

Duke University
On-line advertising is a billion dollar industry that has completely changed how we buy and sellgoods. And nearly every aspect of computational advertising poses new statistical challenges. Mon-itoring click-through rates over time is a form of process control. Google runs hundreds of complexdesigned experiments a year, and Netflix has advertised for statisticians with expertise in responsesurface methodology. This talk will describe the big picture in this rapidly evolving economicecosystem, and point out ways in which Bayesian statisticians can and should contribute.
Title: Bayesian estimation and forecasting of migration in Europe: From hierar-
chical models to panel VARs

Speaker: Emily Barker IS

University of Southampton
Migration flows are important for the demography, economy, and society in every European country,whether net receiver or sender of migrants. Still, there is a large amount of uncertainty around thesize of migration flows due to differences in reporting methods and definitions. In this paper, weshow Bayesian hierarchical models for estimating harmonised migration flows developed withinthe QuantMig project. The estimates are subsequently used in a forecasting exercise. Given thedifferent migratory and macroeconomic profiles within Europe, one migration model cannot fitall situations. To forecast migration and examine the effects of migration shocks, we analyse linksbetween migration and the macroeconomy, government finances, and labour markets by usingBayesian panel VAR models. Selected European countries are grouped based on macroeconomicand migration characteristics. The results show that, while migration predictions are on the wholehighly uncertain, the impact of migration on the economy can vary between countries.
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Title: Bayesian Divide-and-Conquer Propensity Score Based Approaches for Lever-
aging Real World Data in Randomized Control Trials

Speaker: Eric Baron IS

University of Connecticut
There has been a considerable increase in the usage of real world data (RWD) to supplement thecontrol arm in a randomized control trial (RCT). Propensity score methods such as stratificationhave been used to balance baseline characteristics and prognostic factors between historicalcontrol patients and RCT patients to improve the estimation of a treatment effect. This papermerges propensity score methodology and Bayesian inference to estimate a treatment effect inthe presence of substantial historical control data as follows: (i) match historical control patientsand RCT patients by strata using the percentiles of the RCT patients’ propensity scores, (ii) apply aprior within each stratum to leverage RWD to then estimate the stratum-specific treatment effect,and (iii) use a weighted average to combine the stratum-specific treatment effect estimates toestimate the treatment effect. In stage (ii), an extension of the borrowing by parts prior is used. Anextensive simulation study is carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed approachesand a case study is examined based on the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)data base.
Title: Bayesian Joint Modeling of Within- and Between-Period Information in
Capture-Recapture Studies of Migrating Populations

Speaker: Audrey Béliveau CT

University of Waterloo
We contribute a unified Bayesian approach for estimating both short- and long-term trends in theabundance of migrating animal populations from capture-recapture data. Conventional approachesto analysis, which model within-year information separately in each year, cannot reliably analyzesparse data, which commonly arise due to unfavorable environmental conditions, design flawsor other unforeseen circumstances. Moreover, conventional single-year approaches miss theopportunity to borrow strength across years. To address these issues, we develop a Bayesianhierarchical capture-recapture joint modeling framework which shares information across yearswithout imposing a parametric form on the latent abundance and capture probability time series.Notably, flexibility is achieved by introducing Bayesian penalized splines of day and year latentlywhile accommodating between-year variations using interaction terms, such as tensor products.We demonstrate the approach on data on outmigrating sockeye salmon smolts collected daily atthe Koeye river since 2014.
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Title: Hierarchical Modeling of Heterogeneous Networks for Animal Production
Systems

Speaker: Nora M. Bello IS

The Ohio State University
Understanding the interconnections between performance outcomes in a system is increasinglyimportant for integrated management. Structural equation models (SEMs) are a type of multiple-variable modeling strategy that allows investigation of directionality in the interconnections be-tween outcome variables, thereby providing insight into links defining a functional network. A keyassumption underlying SEMs is that of a homogeneous network structure, whereby the structuralcoefficients defining functional links are assumed homogeneous and impervious to environmentalconditions or management factors. This assumption seems questionable as systems are regularlysubjected to explicit interventions to optimize the necessary trade-offs between outcomes. Using aBayesian approach, we propose methodological extensions to hierarchical SEMs that accommodatestructural heterogeneity of the network by explicitly specifying structural coefficients as functionsof systematic and non-systematic sources of variation. We validate the proposed approach usingsimulation and apply it to a dataset from commercial swine production. Results indicate thatexplicit modeling of network heterogeneity enhances understanding of complex systems in animalproduction agriculture.
Title: Beyond CRMs: normalized random measures with atoms’ interaction for
Bayesian mixture models

Speaker: Mario Beraha IS

Politecnico di Milano and Università di Bologna
Discrete random probability measures (RPMs) are one of the founding blocks of Bayesian non-parametrics (BNP). They are routinely used as mixing measures in mixture models. Normalizedcompletely random measures are the prominent class of priors in BNP, thanks to their analyticaltractability. In the context of mixture models, such priors assume that the cluster-specific parame-ters are i.i.d from some base distribution. This might comewith drawbacks such as inconsistency forthe number of detected clusters and lack of robustness to model misspecification. A large class ofRPMs based on the normalization of non-completely-randommeasures will be described in this talk.In particular, by assuming a point process as the joint distribution for the number of support pointsof the measure and their location, the model could favor repulsiveness or attractiveness among theclusters. Several theoretical properties such as the posterior distribution of the underlying randommeasure and the marginal distribution of a sample will be discussed, together with numericalillustrations on simulated and real-world applications.
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Title: A comparison of response adaptive randomization and arm dropping fea-
tures in the presence of temporal drift

Speaker: Lindsay Berry IS

Berry Consultants
The implementation of adaptive platform trials shortly after the COVID-19 outbreak led to importantfindings of both life-saving treatments and ineffective treatments. This talk focuses on two topicsin the ongoing conversation about adaptive platform trials: the use of response adaptive random-ization (RAR) and the effect of time trends. First, RAR and arm-dropping designs are comparedin the setting of multi-arm trials aiming to identify a best active arm and compare that arm toa control arm. Second, the effect of time trends is evaluated for both allocation methods underconsideration. We show that, within the context of finding the best arm, standard arm-droppingtechniques based on p-values have worse performance than methods based on the posteriorprobability each arm is optimal. Additionally, the performance of arm-dropping is slightly worsethan a well-tuned RAR design. Finally, we show both methods are robust to time trends whenappropriate time modeling is employed. We relate these findings to the REMAP-CAP platform trialfor COVID-19 that utilizes Bayesian methods for RAR and modeling of time trends.
Title: MCMC and SMC algorithms for estimating parameters in Thermogravemet-
ric Analysis.

Speaker: Matthew Berry IS

University of Wollongong
Thermogravemetric Analysis is an experimental procedure where a small sample is heated andthe change of mass is recorded. These changes are the result of chemical reactions or phasetransitions. This process is modelled using a system of differential equations, which must be solvednumerically in order to evaluate the likelihood. In this talk we introduce a combined Runge-Kuttaand Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to estimate the kinetic parameters in our model. For complexreaction schemes, traditional methods are difficult to use, due to issues such as multimodalityand parameter identifiability. Our algorithm allows us to reliably estimate posterior distributonsfor the parameter values in these cases. Our algorithm combines multimodal data from bothThermogravemetric Analysis and fractional weight change observations. We utilise simulateddata and experimental data as a test case for this algorithm. We then introduce a SequentialMonte-Carlo algorithm that allows us to integrate data from multiple experiments in succession toconduct our inference.
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Title: Priors for microclustering based on allelic partitions

Speaker: Brenda Betancourt CT

University of Florida
In contrast to traditional clustering some applications, such as record linkage, require a large numberof clusters with a few observations per cluster. We introduce a new class of prior distributions basedon allelic partitions suited for the small cluster setting. Our approach makes it straightforward tointroduce prior information about the cluster size distribution at different scales, and naturallyenforces sublinear growth of the maximum cluster size i.e. the microclustering property. We alsointroduce a set of novel microclustering conditions in order to impose further constraints on thecluster sizes a priori. We evaluate the performance of our proposed class of priors using simulationsand official statistics data, and show that our models provide competitive results compared toother microclustering models. Moreover, we compare the performance of different loss functionsfor optimal point estimation of the partitions using decision-theoretical based approaches recentlyproposed in the literature.
Title: Graphical Evidence

Speaker: Anindya Bhadra IS

Purdue University
Marginal likelihood, also known as model evidence, is a fundamental quantity in Bayesian statistics.It is used for model selection using Bayes factors or for empirical Bayes tuning of prior hyper-parameters. Yet, the calculation of evidence has remained a longstanding open problem in Gaussiangraphical models. Currently, the only feasible solutions that exist are for special cases such as theWishart or G-Wishart, in moderate dimensions. We present an application of Chib’s technique thatis applicable to a very broad class of priors under mild requirements. Specifically, the requirementsare: (a) the priors on the diagonal terms on the precision matrix can be written as gamma or scalemixtures of gamma random variables and (b) those on the off-diagonal terms can be representedas normal or scale mixtures of normal. This includes structured priors such as the Wishart orG-Wishart, and more recently introduced element-wise priors, such as the Bayesian graphical lassoand the graphical horseshoe. Among these, the true marginal is known in an analytically closedform for Wishart, providing a useful validation of our approach. For the general setting of the otherthree, and several more priors satisfying conditions (a) and (b) above, the calculation of evidencehas remained an open question that this talk seeks to resolve.
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Title: Bayesian Strategies for Multi-study Integration using Biological Hierar-
chies

Speaker: Rupam Bhattacharyya IS

University of Michigan
Modern precision medicine endeavors are at an inflexion point – facing the fundamental challengeof assimilating, organizing, analyzing and interpreting multi-domain data types to make individu-alized health decisions. To this end, we propose an integrative hierarchical Bayesian frameworkfor modeling multiplatform genomics and clinical outcome data. The key feature of our model isthe use of the fundamental biological and mechanistic hierarchies, mapping them onto a series ofhierarchical regression models which are used to quantify the mechanistic evidence and facilitatetheir use in predicting clinical outcome(s) of interest. For the latter, we propose a novel calibratedBayesian variable selection scheme that allows incorporation of evidence from different modelinglayers. This allows simultaneous high-dimensional variable selection and gives model enoughflexibility to estimate and incorporate the different intrinsic structures of biological relationshipsfor different high-throughput platforms. Using synthetic datasets, we illustrate how integrativemethods have higher power to detect disease related markers than non-integrative approachesand exemplify our approaches using several case studies in oncology. This is a joint work withNicholas Henderson and Veera Baladandayuthapani.
Title: Semiparametric Variational Inference for dynamic sparsity in time-varying
parameter model

Speaker: Nicolas Bianco CT

University of Padova
Time-varying parameter models are widely used in statistics for the analysis of dynamical systems.However, since the risk of over-parametrization is high, perform efficient model selection andachieve sparse estimates is crucial. In this work, we extend the Bernoulli-Gaussian model forvariable selection to deal with dynamic sparsity. The time-dependence is introduced by assuming astochastic process for both the dynamic of the regression coefficients and the inclusion probabilities.We propose a variational Bayes approach for joint parameter estimation and signal extractionthat relies on a global representation of the latent states through a non-stationary GaussianMarkov random field. The properties of the Bernoulli-Gaussian specification, together with thecomputational efficiency of variational methods, give rise to a fast and scalable algorithm, suitablefor regressions with a large number of predictors.
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Title: Multiple latent clustering model for the inference of RNA life-cycle kinetic
rates from sequencing data

Speaker: Enrico Bibbona IS

Politecnico di Torino
We here propose a hierarchical Bayesian model to infer RNA synthesis, processing, and degradationrates from sequencing data, based on an ordinary differential equation system that models theRNA life cycle. We parametrize the latent kinetic rates, that rule the system, with a novel functionalform, and estimate their parameters through 6 Dirichlet process mixture models. Owing to thecomplexity of this approach, we are able to simultaneously perform inference, clustering, andmodel selection. We apply our method to investigate transcriptional and post-transcriptionalresponses of murine fibroblasts to the activation of proto-oncogene Myc. Our approach uncoverssimultaneous regulations of the rates, which had not previously been observed in this biologicalsystem.
Bounding Wasserstein distance with couplings

Niloy Biswas IS

Harvard University
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) provides asymptotically consistent estimates of intractableposterior expectations as the number of iterations tends to infinity. However, in large data ap-plications, MCMC can be computationally expensive per iteration. This has catalyzed interest insampling methods such as approximate MCMC, which trade off asymptotic consistency for im-proved computational speed. In this article, we propose estimators based on couplings of Markovchains to assess the quality of such asymptotically biased sampling methods. The estimatorsgive empirical upper bounds of the Wassertein distance between the limiting distribution of theasymptotically biased sampling method and the original target distribution of interest. We establishtheoretical guarantees for our upper bounds and show that our estimators can remain effective inhigh dimensions. We apply our quality measures to stochastic gradient MCMC, variational Bayes,and Laplace approximations for tall data and to approximate MCMC for Bayesian logistic regressionin 4500 dimensions and Bayesian linear regression in 50000 dimensions.
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Title: Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) for the natural history of breast
cancer, with application to data from a Milan cohort study

Speaker: Laura Bondi CT

MRC Biostatistics Unit, University of Cambridge
We propose a new class of multi-state models for the natural history of breast cancer, wherethe main events of interest are the start of asymptomatic detectability of the disease and thestart of symptomatic detectability. We develop a cure rate parametric specification that allows fordependence between the times from birth to the two events, and present the results of the analysisof longitudinal data from the Milan breast cancer screening program. Due to the intractabilityof the observed likelihood function arising from the complex missing data structure, we rely onApproximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) for inference. We discuss issues that arise from theuse of ABC for model choice and parameter estimation, with a focus on the problem of choosingappropriate summary statistics. The estimated latent disease process allows for the study of theeffect of different examination schedules and adherence patterns on a population of asymptomaticsubjects.
Title: Bayesian modeling, prior compatibility and selection for extreme value
models

Speaker: Nicolas Bousquet CT

EDF
The presented work proposes a new Bayesian modeling of the parameters of the extreme laws(Fréchet, Weibull, Gumbel), by separating the basins of attraction, by an Approximate PosteriorPrior approach. By its explicability, this approach is likely to allow a better adoption of the Bayesianapproach. The compatibility between Bayesian models, aiming at allowing a fair selection of thebest basin of attraction, is defined by variational approaches between marginal laws and crosscalibrations of imaginary sample sizes, which are natural hyperparameters of these models.
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Title: Comparative Study of Differentially Private Data Synthesis Methods

Speaker: Claire Bowen IS

Urban Institute
When sharing data among researchers or releasing data for public use, there is a risk of exposingsensitive information of individuals in the data set. Data synthesis is a statistical disclosure limitationtechnique for releasing synthetic data sets with pseudo individual records. Traditional data synthe-sis techniques often rely on strong assumptions of a data intruder’s behaviors and backgroundknowledge to assess disclosure risk. Differential privacy (DP) formulates a theoretical approach fora strong and robust privacy guarantee in data release without having to model intruders’ behaviors.Efforts have been made aiming to incorporate the DP concept in the data synthesis process. Inthis paper, we examine current DIfferentially Private Data Synthesis (DIPS) techniques for releasingindividual-level surrogate data for the original data, compare the techniques conceptually, andevaluate the statistical utility and inferential properties of the synthetic data via each DIPS tech-nique through extensive simulation studies. Our work sheds light on the practical feasibility andutility of the various DIPS approaches, and suggests future research directions for DIPS.
Title: Bypassing Markov Chains for a Broad Class of Bayesian Generalized Linear
Mixed Effects Models

Speaker: Jonathan Bradley CT

Florida State University
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) has become a standard in Bayesian statistics that allows oneto generate dependent replicates from a posterior distribution for general Bayesian hierarchicalmodels. However, convergence issues, tuning, and the effective sample size of the MCMC arenontrivial considerations that are often overlooked or can be difficult to assess. This motivates usto consider finding closed-form expressions of the posterior distribution that are computationallystraightforward to sample from directly. We focus on a broad class of Bayesian generalized linearmixed-effects models (GLMM) that allows one to jointly model data of different types. We derivea class of distributions that allows one to specify the prior on fixed and random effects to beany conjugate multivariate distribution. The expression of the posterior distribution is given, anddirect simulations have an efficient projection form. An analysis of an environmental dataset ispresented.
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Title: An Automatic Finite-Data Robustness Check for Bayes and Beyond: Can
Dropping a Little Data Change Conclusions?

Speaker: Tamara Broderick IS

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
One hopes that Bayesian methods will be used to analyze data and make beneficial decisionsregarding people’s health, finances, and well-being. But the data fed to a statistical analysis maysystematically differ from the data where these decisions are ultimately applied. For instance,suppose we analyze data in one country and conclude that microcredit is effective at alleviatingpoverty; based on this analysis, we decide to distribute microcredit in other locations and in futureyears. We might then ask: can we trust our conclusion to apply under new conditions? If we foundthat a very small percentage of the original data was instrumental in determining the originalconclusion, we might expect the conclusion to be unstable under new conditions. So we propose amethod to assess the sensitivity of data analyses to the removal of a small fraction of the data set.Analyzing all possible data subsets of a certain size is computationally infeasible even for small datasets, so we provide an approximation. We call our resulting method the Approximate MaximumInfluence Perturbation. Our approximation is automatically computable, theoretically supported,and works with common schemes using or approximating a Bayesian posterior — including (butnot limited to) variational Bayes and MAP. We show that any non-robustness our metric finds isconclusive. Empirics demonstrate that while some applications are robust, in others the conclusionsbe changed by dropping less than 0.1% of the data—even in simplemodels and evenwhen posteriorcredible intervals are small.
Title: Flexible discrete-time Hawkes processes in practice

Speaker: Raiha Browning IS

Queensland University of Technology
A wide range of real-world self-exciting phenomena are modelled using continuous time Hawkesprocesses with a parametric form for the triggering process. Recent interest has focused onalternative discrete-time, flexible Hawkes processes that may capture the data acquisition andexcitation patterns encountered in practice.
In this presentation we explore the use of reversible-jump MCMC for discrete-time Hawkes pro-cesses that allow the model for the triggering kernel to take the form of any step function, therebyaffording muchmore flexibility than a parametric form. We apply the proposedmodel to real-worlddata to evaluate the interaction between France and Italy in the COVID-19 pandemic and recoverexcitation patterns between these countries that align with what occurred historically.
We also propose a nonparametric spatiotemporal triggering kernel for discrete-time Hawkesprocesses. The spatial and temporal decay functions are assumed to be separable. This modelis applied to data from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data project, a comprehensivedatabase containing details of political violence and protests worldwide.
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Title: Bayesian extrapolation from multi-source and multi-species pre-clinical
data to human

Speaker: Sandrine Boulet IS

INSERM / Inria
The development of a new drug requires a preclinical trial phase that includes in vitro, in vivo and insilico experiments. These experiments allow to determine a safe and effective starting dose range forthe first-in-human study. Nevertheless, usually each experiment is analyzed independently, withoutusing previous analysis results, and the final doses are often chosen based on one experience only.We propose a Bayesian framework for the extrapolation (from preclinical to clinical) of multi-sourceand multi-species data to predict the doses of interest (e.g. the minimum effective dose, themaximum tolerated dose, etc.) in human. A full Bayesian approach, divided in four main steps,is built to deal with the sequential estimation nature, the extrapolation, the commensurabilitychecking and the information merging. The new framework is evaluated via an extensive simulationstudy, inspired by a real-life example in oncology, the inhibition of TGF-beta signaling to blocktumor growth.
Title: The Geometry of Continuous Latent Space Models for Network Data

Speaker: Catherine Calder IS

University of Texas at Austin
This talk will focus on the class of continuous latent spacemodels for network data, paying particularattention to the role of the geometry of the latent space. In these models, the presence/absence ofnetwork dyadic ties is assumed to be conditionally independent given the dyads’ unobserved posi-tions in a latent space. In this way, these models provide a probabilistic framework for embeddingnetwork nodes in a continuous space equipped with a geometry that facilitates the description ofdependence between random dyadic ties. Specifically, thesemodels naturally capture homophiloustendencies and triadic clustering, among other common properties of observed networks. In addi-tion to providing an overview of continuous latent space models from a geometric perspective, Iwill highlight the important role the geometry of the latent space plays on properties of networksarising from these models via intuition and simulation. In addition, I will discuss results from spec-tral graph theory that allow us to explore the role of the geometry of the latent space, independentof network size. Finally, I will discuss a Bayesian model-based approach for estimating latent spacecurvature. This presentation is based on joint research with Anna Smith and Dena Asta.
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Title: Scaled process priors for Bayesian nonparametric estimation of the unseen
genetic variation

Speaker: Federico Camerlenghi CT

University of Milano-Bicocca
The estimation of the number of unseen features is an important problem in biological sciences.We first emphasize advantages/disadvantages of the popular stable-Beta process prior in Bayesiannonparametric inference for the unseen-features problem: i) the disadvantage lies in the limiteduse of the sampling information in the posterior distributions, which depend on the observablesample only through the sample size; ii) the advantage lies in its analytical tractability. We thenintroduce an alternative nonparametric prior, called the stable-Beta scaled process prior: this isthe first prior that allows to enrich the posterior distribution of the number of unseen features,through the inclusion of the additional sampling information on the number of distinct features inthe observable sample, while preserving analytical tractability. We apply our approach to cancergenomics, showing that it outperforms available competitors in terms of estimation accuracy. (Jointwork with S. Favaro, L. Masoero and T. Broderick)
Title: Scalable Gaussian-process regression and variable selection using Vecchia
approximations

Speaker: Jian Cao CT

Texas A&M
Gaussian process (GP) regression is a flexible, nonparametric approach to regression that naturallyquantifies uncertainty. In many applications, the number of observations and variables are bothlarge, and a goal is to select variables that are related to the response. For this setting, we proposea novel, scalable method, which optimizes a penalized GP loglikelihood based on the Vecchia GPapproximation from spatial statistics. We travel the solution path from strong to weak penalization,sequentially adding candidate variables based on the gradient of the loglikelihood and deselectingirrelevant variables through a new constrained quadratic coordinate descent algorithm. We proposeVecchia-based mini-batch subsampling, which provides unbiased gradient estimators. The resultingprocedure is scalable to millions of observations and tens of thousands of variables. Theoreticalanalysis and numerical studies demonstrate the improved scalability and accuracy relative toexisting methods.
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Title: Simultaneous Reconstruction of Spatial Frequency Fields and Sample Loca-
tions via Bayesian Semi-Modular Inference

Speaker: Chris U. Carmona CT

University of Oxford
Traditional methods for spatial inference estimate smooth interpolating fields based on featuresmeasured at well-located points. When the locations of a subset of instances is missing, jointinference of the fields and locations is required. Conventional Bayesian Inference is inadequatefor this task if the spatial model is mildly misspecified and the number of missing locations isconsiderable, this is mainly due to the feedback between the estimated fields and the imputedlocations. Semi-Modular Inference (SMI) offers a solution by modulating the feedback between thedifferent probabilistic assumptions in the model. Motivated by linguistic studies on a large corpusof Medieval English texts, we propose a probabilistic model to simultaneously learn English dialectfields and estimate missing locations of the texts on a map of England. We provide a (flow-based)Variational approximation to the SMI posterior for our model, which allows us to efficiently exploremultiple rates of feedback between modules. A comparison with the MCMC-based approximationis also discussed.
Title: Shrinkage Bayesian Causal Forests for Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
Estimation

Speaker: Alberto Caron CT

University College London
Shrinkage Bayesian Causal Forests are a sparsity-inducing version of Bayesian Causal Forests, arecently proposed nonparametric causal regression model that employs Bayesian Additive Regres-sion Trees and is designed to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects under observational data.The sparsity-inducing component we introduce is motivated by empirical studies where not all theavailable confounders are relevant, leading to different degrees of sparsity underlying the surfacesof interest. Shrinkage BCF is equipped with a pair of priors allowing the model to adjust the weightof each covariate through the corresponding number of splits in the tree ensemble. These priorsimprove the model’s adaptability to sparse data generating processes and allow to perform fullyBayesian feature shrinkage in treatment effects estimation, and thus to uncover the moderatingfactors driving heterogeneity. The method also allows prior knowledge about relevant confoundersand the magnitude of their impact on the outcome to be incorporated in the model.
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Title: Latent Association Graph Inference for Binary Transaction Data

Speaker: Luis Carvalho CT

Boston University
We discuss a novel approach for modeling multivariate binary transaction data and inferringco-purchase patterns in market basket data. To this end, we exploit a latent graph capturingthese purchase associations, where each transaction is a clique, and set meaningful priors basedon expected transaction sizes and frequency. We present a MCMC sampling procedure thathandles large datasets and conclude that this model provides sparser representations of inferredassociations compared to traditional frequent itemset mining (FIM) approaches, without sacrificingpredictive accuracy. This is joint work with David Reynolds.
Title: Bayesian nonparametric panel Markov-switching GARCH models

Speaker: Roberto Casarin CT

University Ca’ Foscari of Venice
This paper introduces a new model for panel data with Markovswitching GARCH effects to dealwith regime changes and temporal clustering of conditional volatility and expected return in a largegroup of US financial assets. The model incorporates a series-specific hidden Markov chain processthat drives the GARCH parameters. To cope with the high-dimensionality of the parameter space,the paper exploits the cross-sectional clustering of the series by first assuming a soft parameterpooling through a hierarchical prior distribution with a two-step procedure, and then introducingclustering effects in the parameter space through a Bayesian nonparametric prior distribution. Anumerical analysis is carried out to evaluate the performance of the new model. More specifically,some simulation experiments are run along with an empirical application to financial returns datain the US.
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Title: Bayesian sample size determination for network structure learning

Speaker: Federico Castelleti IS

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)
Graphical models based on Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are widely used to model dependencerelations among variables. Observational data cannot distinguish in general between DAGs repre-senting the same conditional independence assertions (Markov equivalent DAGs), which implies alimited ability to learn causal relationships among variables. Interventional data produced afterexogenous manipulations of the variables can greatly improve the structure learning process,because they can distinguish among equivalent DAGs. Since interventions are typically expensive,an optimal design aiming at minimizing the number of variables to be manipulated is crucial. Mostimportantly however, the accuracy behind the DAG learning process depends on the number ofcollected interventional data, whose sample size should be determined before the interventionexperiment is performed. We tackle this problem from a Bayesian experimental design perspectiveby adopting the Bayes Factor as a measure of evidence between competing causal structures. Forany candidate sequence of manipulated variables, our method determines the correspondingoptimal sample size which guarantees a fixed degree of assurance that the intervention experimentwill produce compelling evidence in favor of the true causal-model hypothesis.
Title: Approximate General Bayesian Inference via Semiparametric Variational
Bayes

Speaker: Cristian Castiglione CT

Università degli Studi di Padova
We present a new efficient variational algorithm to approximate the general posterior distributionfor Bayesian models that combine subjective prior beliefs with an empirical risk function. In partic-ular, we consider the class of loss functions with a piecewise polynomial behavior, which includes,as remarkable cases, support vector machines, quantile regression, and expectile regression. Ouriterative procedure lies in the class of semiparametric variational Bayes and enjoys closed-formupdating formulas along with an analytic integration of the evidence lower bound. We requireneither conjugacy nor elaborate data augmentation strategies. Structured prior distributions,e.g., cross-random effects, spatio-temporal processes, or inducing shrinkage priors, can be easilyaccommodated into such a framework without additional effort since the modularity of meanfield variational Bayes is preserved. The performances of our algorithm are assessed through asimulation study, where we compare the proposed method with MCMC and conjugate MFVB.
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Title: On complex dependence structures in Bayesian nonparametrics: a distance-
based approach

Speaker: Marta Catalano IS

University of Warwick
Randommeasures are themain building block of Bayesian nonparametric models. The introductionof infinite-dimensional parameter spaces guarantees remarkable flexibility and generality to themodels but makes the investigation of theoretical and inferential properties more demanding.This applies to the interpretation, prior elicitation, posterior sampling, robustness and frequentistproperties of the models. We address many of these issues with a key unifying principle: they canall be framed in terms of model comparison and they can be quantified by relying on appropriatedistances.
Title: Divide-and-Conquer Bayesian Fusion

Speaker: Ryan Chan CT

The Alan Turing Institute
Combining several (sample approximations of) distributions, which we term sub-posteriors, intoa single distribution proportional to their product, is a common challenge. For instance, in dis-tributed ‘big data’ problems, or when working under multi-party privacy constraints. Many existingapproaches resort to approximating the individual sub-posteriors for practical necessity, thenrepresenting the resulting approximate posterior. The quality of the posterior approximation forthese approaches is poor when the sub-posteriors fall out-with a narrow range of distributionalform. Recently, a Fusion approach has been proposed which finds a direct and exact Monte Carloapproximation of the posterior (as opposed to the sub-posteriors), circumventing the drawbacksof approximate approaches.
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Title: Bayesian Scalable Precision Factor Analysis for Massive Sparse Gaussian
Graphical Models

Speaker: Noirrit Kiran Chandra IS

The University of Texas at Austin
We propose a novel approach to estimating the precision matrix of multivariate Gaussian data thatrelies on decomposing them into a low-rank and a diagonal component. Such decompositionsare very popular for modeling large covariance matrices as they admit a latent factor basedrepresentation that allows easy inference. The same is however not true for precision matricesdue to the lack of computationally convenient representations which restricts inference to low-to-moderate dimensional problems. We address this remarkable gap in the literature by building on alatent variable representation for such decomposition for precisionmatrices. The construction leadsto an efficient Gibbs sampler that scales very well to high-dimensional problems far beyond thelimits of the current state-of-the-art. The ability to efficiently explore the full posterior space alsoallows the model uncertainty to be easily assessed. The decomposition crucially additionally allowsus to adapt sparsity inducing priors to shrink the insignificant entries of the precision matrix towardzero, making the approach adaptable to high-dimensional small-sample-size sparse settings. Exactzeros in the matrix encoding the underlying conditional independence graph are then determinedvia a novel posterior false discovery rate control procedure. A near minimax optimal posteriorconcentration rate for estimating precisionmatrices is attained by ourmethod undermild regularityassumptions. We evaluate the method’s empirical performance through synthetic experimentsand illustrate its practical utility in a data sets from immunology.
Title: New partition based measures for data compatibility and information
gain

Speaker: Ming-Hui Chen IS

University of Connecticut
It is of great practical importance to compare and combine data from different studies in orderto carry out appropriate and more powerful statistical inference. We propose a partition basedmeasure to quantify the compatibility of two data sets using their respective posterior distributions.We further propose an information gain measure to quantify the information increase (or decrease)in combining two data sets. These measures are well calibrated and efficient computationalalgorithms are provided for their calculations. We use examples in a benchmark dose toxicologystudy, a six cities pollution data and a melanoma clinical trial to illustrate how these two measuresare useful in combining current data with historical data and missing data.
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Title: Bayesian Graph Neural Networks

Speaker: Mark Coates IS

McGill University
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have proven successful for multiple graph learning tasks rangingfrom image captioning to recommendation andmolecular property prediction. Despite this success,many of the methods fail to adequately account for uncertainty in the graph structure and cannotprovide confidence intervals for the predictions they generate. In this talk, we will present severalapproaches for Bayesian graph neural networks, where we treat the observed graph as a samplefrom a random graph model and incorporate prior distributions over the graph. We then targetjoint inference of the graph topology and the weights of the neural network model. We illustratehow such an approach can be applied to perform spatio-temporal traffic prediction and improvethe performance of large scale recommender systems.
Title: Block structured Gaussian graphical models for spectrometric functional
data

Speaker: Alessandro Colombi IS

University of Milan - Bicocca
Motivated by the analysis of spectrometric data, we introduce a Gaussian graphical model forlearning the dependence structure among frequency bands of the infrared absorbance spectrum.The spectra are modeled as continuous functional data through a B-spline basis expansion anda Gaussian graphical model is assumed as a prior specification for the smoothing coefficients.The structure of the graph is unknown and is learned from the data. Inference is carried outto simultaneously smooth the curves and to estimate the conditional independence structurebetween portions of the functional domain. To improve the interpretability of such relationships,we introduce a prior distribution that imposes a block structure in the adjacency matrix of thegraph. Conditionally on this choice, the structure of the precision matrix is constrained by thegraph through a G-Wishart prior distribution. Finally, we develop a Double Reversible Jump MonteCarlo Markov chain that avoids any G-Wishart normalizing constant calculation when comparinggraphical models. The novel algorithm looks for block structured graphs, hence proposing movesthat add or remove not just a single link but an entire group of them. The proposed model isapplied to the analysis of infrared absorbance spectra of strawberry purees.
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Title: A Bayesian Approach to Modeling Multivariate Multilevel Insurance Claims
in the Presence of Unsettled Claims

Speaker: Marie-Pier Côté IS

Université Laval
A Bayesian model for individual insurance claims is proposed. It accounts for the multivariatemultilevel features of the claims, including multiple claimants for the same event, each of whommay receive benefits under different coverages. A Bayesian approach makes it possible to accountfor missing values in the covariates and partial information contained in open files, thereby avoidingsampling bias induced when unsettled claims are ignored. For a given claim, the combination ofcoverages under which payments are made is modeled as a type with multinomial regression. Thepresence of legal and expert fees follows a logistic regression given the type. The non-zero claimamounts are then modeled with log skewed normal regressions linked by a Student t copula. TheBayesian framework yields a predictive distribution for the amounts paid, including parameter riskand process risk, while handling missing covariates and open files. The approach is illustrated withAccident Benefits car insurance claims from a Canadian company.
Title: Discussion of “Bayesian methods for network data"

Speaker: Forrest Crawford IS

Yale University
As the discussant of this session, I will lead an in-depth critique of “Bayesian methods for networkdata"
Title: Bayesian Inference and Partial Identification in Multi-Treatment Causal
Inference with Unobserved Confounding

Speaker: Alexander D’Amour IS

Google Research
In causal estimation problems, the parameter of interest is often only partially identified, implyingthat the parameter cannot be recovered exactly, even with infinite data. Here, we study Bayesianinference for partially identified treatment effects in multi-treatment causal inference problemswith unobserved confounding. In principle, inferring the partially identified treatment effects isnatural under the Bayesian paradigm, but the results can be highly sensitive to parameterizationand prior specification, often in surprising ways. It is thus essential to understand which aspects ofthe conclusions about treatment effects are driven entirely by the prior specification. We use a so-called transparent parameterization to contextualize the effects of more interpretable scientificallymotivated prior specifications on the multiple effects. We demonstrate our analysis in an examplequantifying the effects of gene expression levels on mouse obesity.
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Title: Shrinking a Partition Distribution Towards a Baseline Partition, With Appli-
cations to Dependent Partitions

Speaker: David Dahl IS

Brigham Young University
The shrinkage partition distribution (SPD) takes any random partition distribution and pulls ittowards a baseline partition. The baseline partition may be formulated from prior knowledge, butit can also be the basis for inducing dependence among partitions. The degree of dependence isgoverned by a shrinkage parameter. The normalizing constant is tractable and standard MCMCtechniques are readily applied. We show that the SPD can hierarchically model a collection ofrandom partitions and can also model time-dependent random partitions.
Title: Bayesian screening via mixtures of shrinkage priors with applications to
light-sheet fluorescence microscopy in brain imaging

Speaker: Francesco Denti IS

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Milan
The majority of classical screening methods partition the units of interest (e.g., brain regions)into two classes: significant and non-significant. However, such binary grouping methods maylead to overly simplistic results, filtering out weak but important signals that might have beendegraded by the noise present in the data. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a newBayesianapproach that can classify the brain regions into several tiers with varying degrees of relevance.Our approach is based on a combination of shrinkage priors – used in regression and multiplehypothesis testing problems – and mixture models – employed in model-based clustering. Ourmodel provides a general setting for Bayesian sparse estimation, reduces the number of shrinkageparameters needed, and creates a framework for sharing information across units of interest. Thisapproach leads to more biologically meaningful and interpretable results in our brain imagingproblem: it allows for the discrimination between active and inactive regions while ranking thediscoveries into clusters representing tiers of similar importance. Additionally, we investigate anextension of the classical two-group model to exploit the hierarchical structure of the brain regionswithin our multiple hypothesis testing framework, accounting for each parent region’s contributionto the overall brain activities.
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Title: Beyond axis-aligned decisions: a new BART prior for structured categorical
predictors

Speaker: Sameer Deshpande IS

University of Wisconsin–Madison
Default implementations of Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) represent categorical pre-dictors using several binary indicators, one for each level of each categorical predictor. Axis-aligneddecision rules are well-defined with these indicators; they send one level of a categorical predictorto the left and all other levels to the right (or vice versa). Regression trees built with these rulespartition the set of all levels of a categorical predictor by recursively removing one level at atime. Unfortunately, most partitions of the levels cannot be built with this “remove one at a time”strategy, meaning that default implementations of BART are extremely limited in their ability to“borrow strength"" across groups of levels.
We overcome this limitation with a new class of decision rules and prior partitioning process thatcan send multiple levels of a categorical variable to each child of a decision node in a regressiontree. We then extend these rules to accommodate structured categorical variables for which thereare a priori preferences to cluster certain levels together. In spatio-temporal applications, suchvariables are frequently used to encode an observation’s membership in spatial units displayingnatural adjacency structures like census tracts or counties. In these applications, our new decisionrules are able to produce spatially-contiguous partitions of the areal units. Our new categoricaldecision rules can be integrated seamlessly within the standard Bayesian backfitting procedureused to fit BART, often yielding improved out-of-sample predictive performance without muchadditional computational burden. Despite their conceptual simplicity, our new decision rules openthe door for performing Bayesian treed regression over complex discrete spaces like networks.
Title: Multivariate Hawkes Processes with Inhibition

Speaker: Isabella Deutsch CT

University of Edinburgh
Hawkes processes are point processes that model data where events occur in clusters through theself-exciting property of the intensity function. This model can be extended two ways. First weconsider a multivariate setting where multiple processes can influence each other. Second, wemodify the intensity function to allow for excitation and inhibition, bothwithin and across processes.We present a summary of this multivariate Hawkes model where we focus on the specification ofthe influences in the intensity function that also allows for sparsity. We highlight difficulties in theestimation procedure caused by a potentially negative intensity function and provide approximateand exact solutions. Moreover, we leverage the notion of direct offspring events to examine thenumber of general offsprings and demonstrate its usefulness for prior predictive checks in theBayesian workflow. These concepts are then showcased in a novel Bayesian application of Hawkesprocesses for fashion wholesale data.
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Title: Teaching Bayesian modeling with Bayes Rules!

Speaker: Mine Dogucu IS

University of California Irvine
Bayesian statistics is becoming more popular in data science. Data scientists are often not trainedin Bayesian statistics and if they are, it is usually part of their graduate training. During this talk,we will introduce an introductory course in Bayesian statistics for learners at the undergraduatelevel and comparably trained practitioners. We will share tools for teaching (and learning) the firstcourse in Bayesian statistics, specifically the bayesrules package that accompanies the open-accessBayes Rules! An Introduction to Bayesian Modeling with R book. We will provide an outline of thecurriculum and examples for novice learners and their instructors.
Title: Data Science to Address the Health Impacts of Climate Change

Speaker: Francesca Dominici KL

Harvard University
In this talk, I will provide an overview of data science methods, including methods for Bayesiananalysis, causal inference, and machine learning, to inform environmental policy. This is based onmy work analyzing a data platform of unprecedented size and representativeness. The platformincludes more than 500 million observations on the health experience of over 95% of the USpopulation older than 65 years old linked to air pollution exposure and several confounders. Finally,I provide an overview of studies on air pollution exposure, environmental racism, wildfires, andhow they also can exacerbate the vulnerability to COVID-19.
Title: Can we do better than Spike-and-Slab? — New theory about L1-ball priors
in variable selection

Speaker: Leo Duan CT

University of Florida
Spike-and-slab priors have been viewed as the “gold standard" for variable selection in high di-mensional regression. Although some optimality has been shown for signal recovery when bothn and p diverge, in practice under a large but finite p (with p gt; n), we found that the shrinkageeffect of spike-and-slab is often overly-aggressive, causing elimination of true signals in estimates.In this study, we conduct theoretical analysis on the alternative, “L1-ball prior", whose sparsityis induced by projecting a continuous precursor random variable onto the surface of L1-ball. Weshow that when the precursor is allowed to be distributed anisotropically, the induced L1-ballprior gains substantial adaptiveness to different scales of signals. This improvement leads to amuch superior signal detection limit, compared to common spike-and-slab priors using iid Bernoulliinclusions. We demonstrate practical advantages of these L1-ball priors in both simulations anddata applications, where we obtain a much-improved balance between controlling false discoveryrate and maintaining high statistical power.
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Title: Graph based Gaussian processes on restricted domains

Speaker: David Dunson IS

Duke University
Gaussian processes (GP) are used routinely for modeling of functional data and surfaces. In suchsettings, it is common for the inputs to fall in a restricted subset of Euclidean space. Typical kernel-based methods that do not take into account the intrinsic geometry of the domain across whichobservations are collected may produce sub-optimal results. We focus on solving this problemin the context of Gaussian process (GP) models, proposing a new class of Graph Laplacian basedGPs (GL-GPs), which learn a covariance that respects the geometry of the input domain. As theheat kernel is intractable computationally, we approximate the covariance using finitely-manyeigenpairs of the Graph Laplacian (GL). The GL is constructed from a kernel which depends only onthe Euclidean coordinates of the inputs. Hence, we can benefit from the full knowledge about thekernel to extend the covariance structure to newly arriving samples by a Nyström type extension.We provide substantial theoretical support for the GL-GP methodology, and illustrate performancegains in various applications.
Title: Bayesian nonparametric factorizations of matrix-valued parameters

Speaker: Daniele Durante IS

Bocconi University
Matrix-valued parameters are often encountered in several statistical models. In modern applica-tions, such matrices are increasingly high-dimensional and often sparse, thus motivating lowerdimensional representations based on latent variables. A common problem within this contextis the lack of knowledge on the dimension of the latent space, which has to be learned from theobserved data. To address this issue, it is possible to rely either on over-complete representations incombination with suitable shrinkage priors, or to consider a prior distribution also for the unknowndimension of the latent space. In this talk, I will discuss how Bayesian nonparametric methods canbe effective in both directions. More specifically, the focus will be mainly on presenting a novelincreasing shrinkage prior, named cumulative shrinkage process, which is based on a sequence ofspike-and-slab distributions that assigns increasing mass to the spike as model complexity growsvia a cumulative sum of stick-breaking probabilities. Using factor analysis as an illustrative example,I will show that this formulation has theoretical and practical advantages, including an improvedability to recover the model dimension. Towards the end of the talk, I will also briefly mention theproblem of learning block-structures among groups of nodes in network data, while recoveringthe unknown number of clusters. Motivated by criminal network studies, I will discuss a generalframework for stochastic block modeling, named extended stochastic block model, that infersgroups of nodes via Gibbs–type priors on the partition process. Within this unified formulation, Iwill focus in particular on the Gnedin process as a realistic prior that allows the number of groupsto be finite, random and subject to a reinforcement process coherent with the modular structuresin organized crime. The performance is illustrated in an application to an Italian Mafia network,where the proposed model unveils complex block structures, mostly hidden from state-of-the-artalternative solutions.
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Title: Bayesian sensitivity analysis for a missing data model

Speaker: Bart Eggen IS

Delft University of Technology
In the field of causal inference, sensitivity analysis is very important to assess the robustness ofstudy conclusions when certain assumptions are not satisfied. We will look at the missing datamodel and perform sensitivity analysis under the assumption that missing outcomes are missingcompletely at random. Scharfstein et. al. (2003) introduced a fully Bayesian methodology andconjectured a Bernstein-von Mises theorem for the posterior of the outcome, by incorporatingprior beliefs about non-identifiable, but interpretable parameters. We prove their conjecture byproviding two Bernstein-von Mises theorems using a Dirichlet process prior and a normalizedextended gamma process prior. We also provide a simulation study, showing the performance ofthe methods in finite sample scenarios.
Title: Lower-dimensional Bayesian Mallows model for rank-based unsupervised
transcriptomic analysis

Speaker: Emilie Eliseussen IS

University of Oslo
The Bayesian Mallows model for analysing ranking data has been previously introduced, showingvery good accuracy when using different types of preference data. However, inference with theBayes Mallows model is computationally intensive when data are high-dimensional: for instance,the model cannot scale to the data dimension typical of -omics applications (thousands of patientsand hundreds of thousands of omic features). Wedescribe one possibleway of performing inferenceon a reduced-dimensional Mallows model, when handling high-dimensional data. This is relevantfor some reasons: (i) computational advantages, since by reducing the dimension of the parameterspace, inference is much easier and faster; (ii) better modeling, since the reduced-dimensionalMallows allows for automatically selecting the items that are “relevant enough” to be included inthe distance computation; (iii) better results interpretation, since a model with fewer parametersenforces a better distinction between noisy and relevant items. All these aspects have a quitesubstantial importance in -omics applications.
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Title: Advances in Bayesian Inference for Binary and Categorical Data

Speaker: Augusto Fasano IS

European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), Ispra and Collegio Carlo Alberto
Bayesian binary probit regression and its extensions to time-dependent observations andmulti-classresponses are popular tools in binary and categorical data regression due to their interpretability andnon-restrictive assumptions. Although the theory is well established in the frequentist literature,these models still face a florid research in the Bayesian framework to overcome computationalissues or inaccuracies in high dimensions as well as the lack of a closed-form expression for theposterior distribution of the model parameters in many cases. We develop a novel variationalapproximation for the posterior distribution of the coefficients in high-dimensional probit regressionwith binary responses and Gaussian priors, resulting in a unified skew-normal (SUN) approximatingdistribution that converges to the exact posterior as the number of predictors increases. Moreover,we derive closed-form expressions for posterior distributions arising from models that account forcorrelated binary time-series and multi-class responses, developing computational methods thatoutperform state-of-the-art routines. Finally, motivated by links to the Bayesian Nonparametricsliterature, we introduce a novel partially-exchangeable species-sampling model with the twofoldgoal of predicting the classes (or species) of the future observations and of testing for homogeneityamong the different available populations.
Title: Against all odds: enhancing statistical monitoring schemes using new
sources of data

Speaker: Edgar Santos Fernandez IS

Queensland University of Technology
Modernmonitoring schemes are increasingly relying on new sources of data such as those producedby sensor technology and citizen science programs. However, making inferences is challengingsince these datasets are generally messy and observed with error. These complications are exacer-bated when dealing with high-dimensional and big datasets and complicated spatial and temporaldependence.
This presentation will focus on two real-world monitoring challenges in stream networks and coralreefs, and the statistical methods that have been developed to correct bias, detect anomalies, andproducemoremeaningful and trustworthy outcomes. Attentionwill also be paid to computationallyefficient implementations of these methods.
This work is joint with Professors Erin Peterson, Jay ver Hoef, James McGree and Kerrie Mengersen.
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Title: Bayesian analysis of GLMMs with nonlocal priors for genome-wide associa-
tion studies

Speaker: Marco Ferreira IS

Virginia Tech
We present a novel Bayesian method to find single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associatedwith particular phenotypes measured as discrete data from genome-wide association studies(GWAS). This is a regression problem with p two to three orders of magnitude larger than n, thesubjects are correlated, and the SNPs regressors are highly correlated. To deal with these challenges,we propose nonlocal priors specifically tailored to GLMMs and develop related fast approximatecomputations for Bayesian model selection. To search through hundreds of thousands of possibleSNPs, we use a two-step procedure: first, we screen for candidate SNPs; second, we performmodelsearch that considers all screened candidate SNPs as possible regressors. A simulation study showsfavorable performance of our Bayesian method when compared to other methods widely usedin the GWAS literature. We illustrate our method with applications to the analysis of real GWASdatasets from plant science and human health.
Title: Posterior contraction for deep Gaussian process priors

Speaker: Gianluca Finocchio CT

University of Vienna
We study posterior contraction rates for a class of deep Gaussian process priors applied to thenonparametric regression problem under a general composition assumption on the regressionfunction. It is shown that the contraction rates can achieve the minimax convergence rate (upto log factors), while being adaptive to the underlying structure and smoothness of the targetfunction. The proposed framework extends the Bayesian nonparametrics theory for Gaussianprocess priors.
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Title: Updating Variation Bayes: Fast sequential posterior inference

Speaker: Catherine Forbes IS

Monash University
Variational Bayesian (VB) methods produce posterior inference in a time frame considerably smallerthan traditional Markov Chain Monte Carlo approaches. Although the VB posterior is an approxi-mation, it has been shown to produce good parameter estimates and predicted values when a richclasses of approximating distributions are considered. In this paper, we propose the use of recursivealgorithms to update a sequence of VB posterior approximations in an online, time series setting,with the computation of each posterior update requiring only the data observed since the previousupdate. We show how importance sampling can be incorporated into online variational inferenceallowing the user to trade accuracy for a substantial increase in computational speed. The proposedmethods and their properties are detailed in two separate simulation studies. Additionally, twoempirical illustrations are provided, including one where a Dirichlet Process Mixture model with anovel posterior dependence structure is repeatedly updated in the context of predicting the futurebehaviour of vehicles on a stretch of the US Highway 101.
Title: On the Importance of Priors in Bayesian Deep Learning

Speaker: Vincent Fortuin IS

University of Cambridge
While Bayesian deep learning has been a popular field of research in recent years, most of the workhas focused on improving inferencemethods for better performance and lower computational costs.Conversely, the priors have often been ignored and merely chosen to be isotropic Gaussian, formathematical and computational convenience. In this talk, I will review recent work that calls thispopular practice into question and highlights pathologies that can arise from prior misspecificationin Bayesian neural networks. I will then present different methods that can aid the selection ofbetter priors and I will discuss the advantages of function-space priors over weight-space ones.
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Title: Bayesian covariance structure modeling of clustered data

Speaker: Jean-Paul Fox IS

University of Twente
A Bayesian multivariate model with a structured covariance matrix for multi-way clustered data isproposed. This flexiblemodeling framework allows for positive and for negative associations amongclustered observations, and generalizes the well-known dependence structure implied by randomeffects. A conjugate shifted-inverse gamma prior is proposed for the covariance parameters whichensures that the covariance matrix remains positive definite under posterior analysis. A numericallyefficient Gibbs sampling procedure is defined for (balanced) designs. For categorical outcomedata, a data augmentation procedure is proposed which facilitates sampling latent variables from(truncated) univariate normal distributions, and avoids numerical computation of the inverseof the structured covariance matrix. In the multivariate approach, the dependence structurecan represent negative, no (zero), or positive associations, and therefore avoids issues with thelowerbound of zero of a random effect variance. This has the advantage that our general modelingapproach does not show testing or estimation issues, when the within-cluster and/or between-cluster (co)variance approaches zero. The Bayesian covariance structure model is applied tointerval-censored event times to analyze differences in adverse events between different groups ofpatients (analyze treatment effects) and between patients receiving the same treatment (analyzeindividual differences in treatment effects).
Title: Multi-Task Gaussian Process Models for NBA Production Curves

Speaker: Alexander Franks IS

University of California, Santa Barbara
Understanding how athlete skill changes with age is of immense importance across a range sports,in large part because it can be used to forecast changes future player value. To date, most existingwork on aging curves in sports focuses on modeling changes in aggregate measures of playerability, like Wins Above Replacement (WAR). However, different aspects of player skill and abilityevolve differently with age. For example, metrics that demand more athleticism and agility tendto degrade more quickly with age, whereas metrics that are less dependent on athleticism (e.g.free throw shooting in basketball) are relatively invariant to aging (or even improve with practice).Different metrics for player ability/skill are also not independent, but rather are a reflection ofa combination of different latent player attributes. In this work, we jointly model how multiplemetrics evolve with time using a multi-task Gaussian Process. We demonstrate the utility of ourmethod with an analysis of NBA data.
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Title: Nonparametric priors for multi-sample data: dependence and borrowing
of information

Speaker: Beatrice Franzolini IS

Agency for Science, Technology and Research
When data come from different, though related, sources, they typically are homogeneous withinand heterogeneous across groups and the Bayesian paradigm requires a prior law over a collectionof distributions. From a modelling point of view, it is essential to study how this structure reflectson the observables, especially in nonparametric models. We explore the implications on theinduced dependence structure and borrowing of information for a general class of nonparametricpriors, which encompasses several popular dependent nonparametric priors and has the merit ofhighlighting their core features. We show how to compute the correlation between observablesand show how its sign depends from the joint specification of the underlying random probabilities.Finally, we propose a novel class of dependent nonparametric priors, which may induce eitherpositive or negative correlation across samples.
Title: Asymptotic Properties of Bayesian Synthetic Likelihood

Speaker: David Frazier CT

Monash University
Synthetic likelihood is a common approach for carrying out Bayesian inference when the likelihoodis intractable, but it is straightforward to simulate from the model. The method constructs anapproximate likelihood by assuming that the distribution of a vector summary statistic is multi-variate normal, with the unknown mean and covariance matrix estimated by simulation for anygiven parameter value. We explore the theoretical behavior of the Bayesian synthetic likelihood(BSL) posterior and find several interesting conclusions. In correctly specified models, BSL deliversinferences that are asymptotically equivalent to those obtained by approximate Bayesian compu-tation (ABC), however, we show that BSL is more computationally efficient than ABC. In contrastto ABC, we find that the BSL posterior can display a wide range of behaviors depending on thelevel of model misspecification, including being asymptotically mixed-Gaussian. We document alltheoretical results using a simple running example.
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Title: When it counts – Econometric Identification of Bayesian Factor Models
with Sparse Loading Matrices

Speaker: Sylvia Frühwirth-Schnatter IS

WU Vienna University of Economics and Business
Factor analysis is a popular method to obtain a sparse representation of the covariance matrixof multivariate observations. In many contexts, it is also relevant to obtain inference regardingthe number of factors and the structure of the loading matrix. In this talk we show that thischallenging problem can be resolved within the class of Bayesian factor models with a generalizedlower triangular (GLT) structure in combination with spike and slab priors that introduce sparsityin the loading matrix. Sparse GLT structures not only resolve rotational identification, but allowverifying variance identification through a simple counting rule that also yields a mathematicallyjustified estimator of the number of factors. Applications to financial and economic data will serveas an illustration.
Title: Partially-exchangeable multilayer stochastic block models

Speaker: Francesco Gaffi CT

Bocconi University
There is an increasing availability of complex network data encoding connectivity informationamong a set of nodes, often belonging to different layers. For example, in bill co-sponsorshipnetworks, the nodes correspond to political candidates, whereas layers denote the party of af-filiation, and the goal is to infer grouping structures made by candidates with similar behaviorsin co-sponsoring bills. Although it could be reasonable to expect such blocks to coincide withlayers, this assumption is too strong and fails to learn sub-blocks within each layer as well asacross-layer grouping structures. To incorporate these mixed architectures while accounting forlayer information in a principled manner, we propose a new generation of partially-exchangeablemultilayer stochastic block models relying on a hierarchical random partition prior for the nodeallocations driven by the urn scheme of a hierarchical normalized completely random measure(H-NRMI) or a hierarchical Pitman-Yor process (H-PYP). The partial exchangeability assumptionamong nodes according to layer partitions allows to infer both within- and across-layer blocks,while preserving probabilistic coherence, principled uncertainty quantification and formal inclusionof prior information from layer membership. The mathematical tractability of such priors furtherallows to analytically derive and compare predictive within- and across-layer co-clustering proba-bilities, thereby providing conditions on hyperparameters to enforce interpretable features on thegrouping structures. The applied potentials of this new class of Bayesian nonparametric modelsare illustrated in political and criminal network studies.
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Title: Structue Learning of Mixed Graphical Models

Speaker: Chiara Galimberti CT

Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca
Mixed data are variables of heterogeneous nature, with both discrete and continuous measure-ments, and they can be found in various areas, such as genomics or industrial machine processes.For instance, in industrial processes, discrete values identify machine settings or quality outputsand continuous variables identify measurements of physical quantities. Graphical models haveproven to be an effective tool for representation of conditional independences among variables.They have been extensively studied for separate set of continuous or discrete variables, but therehave been limited efforts on joint statistical models, in simplified settings that constrain to specificmodel distributions or that approximate parts of the model otherwise computationally prohibitive.We propose a Bayesian Conditional Gaussian model able to deal with mixed data, for posteriorparameter inference and for learning the graph-driven structure of dependences. We implementan MCMC algorithm and the method is compared with alternatives in the literature, showingfavorable results.
Title: Average Error Controlled Bayesian Sample Size Determination Methods

Speaker: Sujit Ghosh IS

North Carolina State University
Sample size determination is one of most widely used methods in bio-pharmaceutical applications.The primary goal is to determine minimal sample size that would achieve a desired samplingprecision for statistical estimation and/or maintain a pre-specified Type-I and Type-II error rates forhypotheses testing. However, Bayesian methods are not usually designed to achieve such desiredprecision or control error rates despite the need for such desired characteristics from regulatoryperspectives. On the other hand, the success of classical sample size determination methodscrucially depend on finding a pivotal quantity which becomes increasingly difficult for generalcomposite null hypothesis (e.g., bio-equivalence and non-inferiority tests) involving nuisanceparameters. Thus, a unified methodological framework is needed that not only provide theoreticalguarantees for controlling desired level of errors but is also broadly applicable for composite nullhypothesis. This talk will focus on presenting average error controlled Bayesian methodologies forsample size calculation primarily for hypotheses testing framework.
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Title: Immersion posterior: Empowering Bayesians to meet frequentist targets
under structural restrictions

Speaker: Subhashis Ghosal FL

North Carolina State University
Bayesian procedures can be attractive from the frequentist perspective, if carefully constructed.Classical results such as the complete class theorem and the Bernstein-von Mises theorem justifyBayesian estimators and credible intervals from a frequentist perspective in parametric problems.Posterior consistency and contraction rates theorems developed over the last sixty years gaveconditions for frequentist validity of many Bayesian procedures in infinite-dimensional parameterspaces. In more recent years, finer properties like the frequentist coverage of credible regionsfor nonparametric problems have come into prominence, but most works have been done undersmoothness regimes. In many contexts of statistical modeling, the shape of a function usedin modeling plays a key role. Shape restrictions like monotonicity, convexity, log-concavity orunimodalitymay arise naturally. In a differential equationmodel, the regression function is implicitlygiven by a set of differential equations. These are examples of restricted parameter spaces, wherethe original parameter space may be viewed as a subset of larger parameter space where themodel remains meaningful. In such situations, it is operationally and computationally convenientto put a prior on the bigger space, where classical tools like conjugacy may be available. To make aninference with a posterior distribution supported within the intended parameter space, we consideran immersion map that induces such a distribution from the posterior on the larger parameterspace. A projection map is a natural type of immersion map, but more general immersion mapsmay be beneficial for some problems. Exploiting the explicit description of the immersion posteriordistribution, we show that the corresponding “immersion posterior” leads to credible regionswith frequentist validity for many problems including monotone regression, monotone density,multivariate monotone regression, multivariate monotone density, convex regression, ordinary andpartial differential equation models, and so on. Interesting new phenomena such as over-coverage,recalibration, and exotic new limit distributions arise from the analysis. The immersion posteriorapproach also allows us to derive the optimal rate of contraction and obtain Bayesian tests forstructural hypotheses with optimal asymptotic properties.
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Title: Flexible spatial modeling of areal data: Introducing the Hausdorff-Gaussian
Spatial Process

Speaker: Lucas Godoy CT

University of Connecticut
Accounting for spatial dependence when analyzing areal data is extremely important for efficientand valid statistical inferences. Most existing models for areal data employ adjacency matrices toquantify the spatial dependence structure, where spatial polygons of different shapes and sizesare treated the same way. Such methodologies impose some limitations. Remarkably, computingpredictions in different maps may become impractical. We propose a flexible model for area datafrom a geostatistical perspective with a Gaussian process defined based on the Hausdorff distanceinstead of the Euclidean distance to circumvent these limitations. We present the benefits of theproposed method in Bayesian spatial modeling via a simulation study comparing its performanceto popular spatial models. The model is used to fit the average income at the census tracts in aBrazilian city called Barbacena. Our methodology, has performed better (WAIC = 409) than a CARmodel (WAIC = 433.1).
Title: Assessment of design operating characteristics in Bayesian adaptive trials

Speaker: Shirin Golchi IS

McGill University
Bayesian adaptive designs have gained popularity in all phases of clinical trials with numerousnew developments in the past few decades. Designing Bayesian adaptive trials, however, requiresextensive simulation studies that are generally considered challenging, particularly in time-sensitivesettings such as a pandemic. In this talk, I lay out a set of methods for efficient estimation anduncertainty quantification for design operating characteristics of Bayesian adaptive trials. Theproposed approach is tomodel the sampling distribution of Bayesian probability statements that arecommonly used as the basis of decision making. To showcase the implementation and performanceof the proposed approach, we use a clinical trial design with an ordinal disease-progression scaleendpoint.
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Title: Model-based clustering of high-dimensional data via Bayesian factor mod-
els

Speaker: Claire Gormley IS

University College Dublin, Ireland
Factor-analytic Gaussian mixture models are often employed as a model-based approach to cluster-ing high-dimensional data. Typically, the numbers of clusters and latent factors must be specifiedin advance of model fitting, and remain fixed. The pair which optimises some model selectioncriterion is then chosen. For computational reasons, models in which the number of latent factorsdiffer across clusters are rarely considered. Here the infinite mixture of infinite factor analysers(IMIFA) model is introduced. IMIFA employs a Pitman-Yor process prior to facilitate automaticinference of the number of clusters using the stick-breaking construction and a slice sampler. Fur-thermore, IMIFA employs multiplicative gamma process shrinkage priors to allow cluster-specificnumbers of factors, automatically inferred via an adaptive Gibbs sampler. IMIFA is presented as theflagship of a family of factor-analytic mixture models, providing flexible approaches to clusteringhigh-dimensional data. Applications to a benchmark data set, metabolomic spectral data, anda manifold learning handwritten digit example illustrate the IMIFA model and its advantageousfeatures. These include obviating the need for model selection criteria, reducing the computa-tional burden associated with the search of the model space, improving clustering performance byallowing cluster-specific numbers of factors, and quantifying uncertainty in the numbers of clustersand cluster-specific factors.
Title: Bayesian Multi-Study Non-Negative Matrix Factorization for Mutational
Signatures

Speaker: Isabella Grabski IS

Harvard University
Mutational signatures reveal the processes underlying tumors and are typically identified fromcancer genomes using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). It is often of interest to comparesignatures across conditions, such as treatments or cancer types, but existing techniques onlydecompose one dataset at a time. We introduce a Bayesian NMF method that jointly decomposesmultiple datasets to estimate signatures and their sharing patterns across conditions. We proposetwo models: a completely unsupervised "discovery-only" model, and a "recovery-discovery" modelbuilding informative priors from previous findings to identify both known and novel signatures. Weextend these models to estimate the effects of sample-level covariates, enforcing sparsity througha non-local spike-and-slab prior. Our approach is evaluated in extensive simulations and real dataapplications.
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Title: Multivariate Nearest-Neighbors Gaussian Processes with Random Covari-
ance Matrices

Speaker: Isabelle Grenier CT

UC Santa Cruz
Computational efficiency is at the forefront of many cutting edge spatial modeling techniques.Non-stationarity, on the other hand, has often been an unintentional feature of the approximationsused in these spatial models. Deriving from the well known multivariate linear regression model,we propose a non-stationary and non-isotropic spatial model. In order to remain relevant withtoday’s massive datasets challenges, we apply the concept of nearest-neighbors to our normal-inverse-Wishart framework. The model, called Nearest-Neighbor Gaussian Process with RandomCovariance matrices (NN-RCM) is developed for both univariate and multivariate spatial settingsand allow for specific characteristics such as duplicate observations and missing data. The model isillustrated in a case study of albedo assessments over CONUS from the Geostationary OperationalEnvironmental Satellites (GOES) East and West. We apply the bivariate NN-RCM model using eachsatellite as a source of information. The objective is to merge the albedo assessments while alsoquantifying the discrepancy between the sources.
Title: Spatio-temporal stick breaking

Speaker: Clara Grazian IS

University of Sydney
Dirichlet processes and their extensions have reached a great popularity in Bayesian nonparametricstatistics. They have also been introduced for spatial and spatio-temporal data, as a tool to analysisand predict surfaces. A popular approach to Dirichlet process in a spatial setting relies on a stick-breaking representation of the process, where the dependence over space is described in thedefinition of the stick-breaking probabilities. Extensions to include temporal dependence usuallyintroduce a temporal dependence among the atoms of the Dirichlet process, however this approachdoes not allow to properly test and incorporate a possible interaction between space and time.In this talk, we propose a Dirichlet process where the stick-breaking probabilities are defined toincorporate both spatial and temporal dependence. An advantage of the method is that it offers anatural way to test for separability of the two components. The performance of this approach willbe tested on simulations and a real-data example from meteorology.
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Title: Repulsive mixture models for high-dimensional data

Speaker: Alessandra Guglielmi IS

Politecnico di Milano
Model-based clustering is customarily achieved in the Bayesian setting through finite or infinitemixture models, assuming that data are iid generated from homogeneous populations, representedby parametric densities. In this talk, we focus on the large-p setting, i.e. for instance when p is in theorder of hundreds or thousands, and possibly larger than the sample size. The poor performance ofBayesian mixtures in the large-p setting is known. For instance, Chandra, Canale and Dunson (2020)show that Gaussian mixtures lead to inconsistent cluster estimates when p increases to infinity.They propose a latent factor model, where clustering is performed at the latent level, specificallyon d-dimensional latent parameters, for d much smaller than p. In this talk we build on a class ofmixtures of latent factor models, similar to the one in Chandra, Canale and Dunson (2020), mixingover the latent parameters. Our main contribution to the model is the assumption of a repulsivepoint process as mixing measure. The matrix of factor loadings drives the anisotropic behavior,so that separation is indeed induced between the high-dimensional centers of different clusters.In this talk (details in Lorenzo Ghilotti’s talk), we propose a MCMC algorithm which extends theconditional algorithm introduced in Beraha et al. (2022) for repulsive mixture models. To samplefrom the full conditional of the factor loadings, we replace the standard Metropolis step by aMetropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm.
This is a joint work with Mario Beraha (Università di Bologna & Politecnico di Milano) and LorenzoGhilotti (Università di Milano Bicocca).
Title: Inference and Interpretability in Latent variable modeling

Speaker: Aritra Guha IS

Data Science and AI Research, AT&T
We study posterior contraction behaviors for parameters of interest in the context of Bayesianmixture modeling, where the number of mixing components is unknown while the model itselfmay or may not be correctly specified. Two representative types of prior specification will beconsidered: one requires explicitly a prior distribution on the number of mixture components,while the other places a nonparametric prior on the space of mixing distributions. The former isshown to yield an optimal rate of posterior contraction on the model parameters under minimalconditions, while the latter can be utilized to consistently recover the unknown number of mixturecomponents, with the help of a fast probabilistic post-processing procedure. We then turn thestudy of these Bayesian procedures to the realistic settings of model misspecification. It will beshown that the modeling choice of kernel density functions plays perhaps the most impactful rolesin determining the posterior contraction rates in the misspecified situations. Drawing on concreteposterior contraction rates established in this paper we wish to highlight some aspects about theinteresting tradeoffs between model expressiveness and interpretability that a statistical modelermust negotiate in the rich world of mixture modeling.
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Title: Bayesian Generalized Sparse Symmetric Tensor-on-Vector Regression

Speaker: Sharmistha Guha IS

Texas A&M University
Motivated by brain connectome datasets acquired using diffusion weighted magnetic resonanceimaging (dMRI), this article proposes a novel generalized Bayesian linearmodeling frameworkwith asymmetric tensor response and scalar predictors. The symmetric tensor coefficients correspondingto the scalar predictors are embedded with two features: low-rankness and group sparsity withinthe low-rank structure. Besides offering computational efficiency and parsimony, these two featuresenable identification of important “tensor nodes” and “tensor cells” significantly associatedwith thepredictors, with characterization of uncertainty. The proposed framework is empirically investigatedunder various simulation settings and with a real brain connectome dataset. Theoretically, weestablish that the posterior predictive density from the proposed model is “close” to the true datagenerating density.
Title: Bayesian data compression for spatially correlated data

Speaker: Rajarshi Guhaniyogi IS

Texas A&M University
Wewill introduce Bayesian data compression for spatial regressionmodels to obviate computationalchallenges presented by large numbers of spatial locations. To address the challenges of analysinglarge spatial data, we compress spatially oriented data by a random linear transformation to achievedimension reduction and conduct inference on the compressed data. Our approach distinguishesitself from several existing methods for analysing large spatial data in that it requires neither thedevelopment of new models or algorithms nor any specialised computational hardware whiledelivering fully model-based Bayesian inference. Well-established methods and algorithms forspatial regression models can be applied to the compressed data and compressed data protectsprivacy of the samples. We will discuss theoretical results on data compression idea and provideempirical understanding of the proposed approach.
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Title: Bayesian approaches for clustering distributional features in neuroimaging
experiments.

Speaker: Michele Guidani IS

University of California, Irvine
In the neurosciences, it is now widely established that brain processes are characterized by hetero-geneity at several levels. For example, neuronal processes differ by external stimuli, and patterns ofbrain activations vary across subjects. In this presentation, we will discuss a few Bayesian strategiesfor characterizing heterogeneity in the neurosciences, where time-series data are assumed tobe organized in different, but related, units (e.g., neurons and/or regions of interest), and somesharing of information is required to learn distinctive features of the units. First, we will brieflydiscuss models for multi-subject analysis that will identify population subgroups characterized bysimilar brain activity patterns, also by integrating available subject information. Then, we will lookat how novel techniques in intracellular calcium signals may be used to analyze neural responsesto external stimuli in awake animals. The performance of the models will be demonstrated byapplications to data from fMRI, EEG, and fluorescence microscopy experiments.
Title: Handling Partial Identification: Sensitivity Analysis, Inference, or Stuck in
the Middle with Bayes?

Speaker: Paul Gustafson IS

University of British Columbia
In many scientific application areas, realistic modeling of available data may lead to only partialstatistical identification of parameters of interest. Intuitively put, with only a partially identifiedmodel, even an infinite amount of data would not reveal the exact value of a scalar target parameter.Though it could reveal lower and upper bounds for the target. This talk will review Bayesianinference in partially identified settings, describing how it works and when and why it might beuseful. We will try to shed light on this perhaps murky realm, wedged as it is between whatstatisticians typically think of sensitivity analysis, and what they typically think of as inference. Wediscuss connections with non-Bayesian methods based on parameter bounds, and consider optionsfor prior specification in such settings.
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Title: Principled, practical, flexible, fast: a new approach to phylogenetic factor
analysis

Speaker: Gabriel Hassler IS

Department of Computational Medicine, UCLA
Biological traits are products of complex evolutionary processes in which selective forces influencemultiple biological characteristics in unknown ways. Phylogenetic factor analysis disentanglesthese relationships across the evolutionary history of a group of organisms. These relationshipscan include, for example, the influence of interacting viral mutations on transmissibility and clinicaloutcomes. Scientists seeking to employ this modeling framework confront numerous modeling andimplementation decisions, the details of which pose computational and replicability challenges.General and impactful community employment requires a data scientific analysis plan that balancesflexibility, speed and ease of use, whileminimizingmodel and algorithm tuning. Even in the presenceof non-trivial phylogenetic model constraints, we show that one may analytically address latentfactor uncertainty in a way that (a) aids model flexibility, (b) accelerates computation (by as muchas 500-fold) and (c) decreases required tuning. We further present practical guidance on inferenceand modeling decisions as well as diagnosing and solving common problems in these analyses. Wecodify this analysis plan in an automated pipeline that distills the potentially overwhelming arrayof modeling decisions into a small handful of (typically binary) choices.
Title: Shrinkage on the Simplex: Bayesian Inference with Sparse Generalized
Dirichlet Distributions

Speaker: Matthew Heiner CT

Brigham Young University
The Dirichlet distribution is the default choice in many modeling settings including categorical dataanalysis, as a prior for mixture proportions, and for the population distribution of latent variables.Its popularity among modelers owes to: (i) its simple and interpretable structure, (ii) conjugacyto multinomial likelihoods, and (iii) shrinkage properties when the concentration parameter isclose to zero. Property (iii) is often exploited to allow many elements of a probability vector to beclose to zero; for example, favoring effective deletion of unnecessary components in probabilisticfactorizations. However, the Dirichlet is actually very inflexible as a shrinkage prior. Motivated bythis problem, we propose a new class of Sparse Generalized Dirichlet distributions that maintains(i)-(iii) while improving concentration around sparse vectors. We provide theoretical support forthe new class of distributions and show improved performance in simulation settings, as well as anapplication to ecological data on species counts.
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Title: Prior elicitation for variance parameters in Bayesian hierarchical models

Speaker: Ingeborg Gullikstad Hem IS

Norwegian University of Science and Technology
The prior distribution is a central component in Bayesian inference, and allow us to incorporateexpert knowledge in the model and make the Bayesian inference robust. However, prior selectioncan be challenging even for statistical experts, and default choices, ad hoc procedures or suggestionsfrom the literature are often used in practice. In this talk, I will present a new tool for formulatingjoint priors for variance parameters that eases the prior specification in hierarchical models. Usinga hierarchical variance decomposition, we formulate a joint prior for variance parameters that takesthe entire model structure into account. The user can utilize prior beliefs to proportion the totalvariance present in the model to the different random effect components. This allows for existingknowledge to be intuitively incorporated at the level it applies to. This framework is implementedin the user-friendly R-package ’makemyprior’, with a graphical interface where the user can clickthrough the model and select priors, making the process transparent and interactive.
Title: Bayesian calibration of a model of forced displacement

Speaker: Jason Hilton IS

University of Southampton
Recent years have seen a rapid increase in the number of people forcibly displaced from theirhomes, who often must make decisions about where to move to and what route to take quicklyand with limited information. Changing policies of destination and transit countries together withaccess to new information frequently necessitates re-evaluation of these decisions. Informationgathered by migrants may be shared with their social network, meaning that individual routechoices depend upon the decisions of and interactions with others. Such migration systems arecomplex, in that it is difficult to predict the macro-level (aggregate) end state of such a system fromknowledge of the micro-level behaviour. Understanding aggregate migration route dynamics istherefore difficult, but agent-based simulation provides a tool through which such systems canbe studied. Agent-based simulation involves creating a computer model which allows softwareagents representing individuals to interact with each other and their environment according todecision rules governing individual behaviour. Agent-based models typically have free parameterswhich are difficult or impossible to measure accurately. Calibration involves finding the distributionof parameters such that the simulation output is close to empirical values, accounting for thevarious sources of uncertainty including parameter errors and stochasticity of the simulation itself.This paper reports on a simulation model of migration route dynamics for Syrian migrants toEurope. Using limited data on migrant presence at locations in North Africa, parameters governingmigrant decision making and information transfer are calibrated so that the simulation can replicateempirical patterns.
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Title: Bayesian approaches to unifying causal inference from mechanistic and
statistical models

Speaker: Joseph Hogan IS

Brown University
Causal inference requires extrapolating unobserved potential outcomes from a model of anobserved-data process. Causal inference from statistical models typically involves fitting a para-metric or nonparametric model to observed data and using that model to generate predictedoutcomes under different levels of an exposure of interest. Unless the observed data derive from arandomized trial, the inferences themselves depend on untestable assumptions about confound-ing (e.g., ‘no unmeasured confounding’). Causal inference from mechanistic models, sometimesformulated as agent-based models, involves generating simulated values under different exposurelevels using pre-specified models. For both types of models, a version of the g-formula can beapplied to generate predicted or simulated outcomes.
This talkwill describe a fully Bayesian formulation that casts causal inference as a posterior predictiveinference problem, providing a unifying approach that applies to both statistical and mechanisticmodels. An appropriately formulated observed-data likelihood shows how information is usedor, in the case of mechanistic models, integrated from multiple data sources; prior distributionsare used to encode untestable assumptions and to assess sensitivity to violations of them. Wedraw connections to ‘data fusion’ methods and illustrate the fully Bayesian analyses using data andmodels related to COVID and HIV.
Title: A quantum parallel Markov chain Monte Carlo

Speaker: Andrew Holbrook IS

UCLA Biostistics
We propose a novel quantum computing strategy for parallel MCMC algorithms that generatemultiple proposals at each step. This strategy makes parallel MCMC amenable to quantum paral-lelization by using the Gumbel-max trick to turn the generalized accept-reject step into a discreteoptimization problem. This allows us to embed target density evaluations within a well-knownextension of Grover’s quantum search algorithm. Letting P denote the number of proposals in asingle MCMC iteration, the combined strategy reduces the number of target evaluations requiredfrom O(P ) to O(

√
P ).
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Title: Using BART to PerformParetoOptimization andQuantify its Uncertainties

Speaker: Akira Horiguchi IS

Duke University
Techniques to reduce the energy burden of an industrial ecosystem often require solving a multiob-jective optimization problem. However, collecting experimental data can often be either expensiveor time-consuming. In such cases, statistical methods can be helpful. This article proposes ParetoFront (PF) and Pareto Set (PS) estimation methods using Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART),which is a nonparametric model whose assumptions are typically less restrictive than popular alter-natives, such as Gaussian Processes (GPs). These less restrictive assumptions allow BART to handlescenarios (e.g. high-dimensional input spaces, nonsmooth responses, large datasets) that GPs finddifficult. The performance of our BART-based method is compared to a GP-based method usinganalytic test functions, demonstrating convincing advantages. Finally, our BART-basedmethodologyis applied to a motivating engineering problem.
Title: Modeling Populations

Speaker: Leanna House IS

Virginia Tech
Applied areas such as, epidemiology, social policy, transportation, etc., often rely on complex simu-lation models (e.g., agent-based) to assess the viability of various mitigation and policy strategies.Many of these models require specific, individual-level details for entire populations. While thereare numerous synthetic population generation approaches in the literature (e.g., iterated condi-tional modes and other imputation methods), describing the uncertainty of estimated populationsremains a difficult task. This is not surprising because, in statistics, focus is typically placed on pop-ulation parameters, not the population itself. The consequence is that uncertainty in populationsis often not included in simulation-based analyses, thus inference can be unduly dependent onrandom features of supplied input populations. In this talk, we develop approaches for generatingrealizations of populations a posteriori, which can be incorporated directly into simulation-basedanalyses. Presented by Leanna House and Dave Higdon.
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Title: Bayesian Nonparametric Estimation for Point Processes with Spatial Homo-
geneity: A Spatial Analysis of NBA Shot Locations

Speaker: Guanyu Hu IS

Univerity of Missouri
Basketball shot location data provide valuable summary information regarding players to coaches,sports analysts, fans, statisticians, as well as players themselves. Represented by spatial points, suchdata are naturally analyzed with spatial point process models. We present a novel nonparametricBayesian method for learning the underlying intensity surface built upon a combination of Dirichletprocess and Markov random field. Our method has the advantage of effectively encouraginglocal spatial homogeneity when estimating a globally heterogeneous intensity surface. Posteriorinferences are performedwith an efficientMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. Simulationstudies show that the inferences are accurate and the method is superior compared to a widerange of competing methods. Application to the shot location data of 20 representative NBAplayers in the 2017-2018 regular season offers interesting insights about the shooting patterns ofthese players. A comparison against the competing method shows that the proposed method caneffectively incorporate spatial contiguity into the estimation of intensity surfaces.
Title: Bayesian inference with models made of modules

Speaker: Pierre Jacob SB

ESSEC Business School
In many cases, models employed in statistics are made of different "modules" that each relatesto a specific part of the analysis or a specific source of data. For example, there might be aprimary module with the parameters of interest, but also: a module for the imputation of missingdata, a module for the estimation of propensity scores, a module that estimates unobservedexplanatory variables using external data, a module that handles some pre-processing step, amodule representing measurement error, etc. An appeal of the Bayesian approach is the ability toperform inference on all unknown quantities jointly, leading to a coherent treatment of uncertaintyacross all modules. However, misspecification of any module can motivate departures from thestandard joint inference approach and has led practitioners to employ "modularized" strategies,designed to "cut" some unwanted feedback from some modules onto others, leading to "cutdistributions" instead of joint posteriors. Modularization is sometimes perceived as unprincipled,and its implementation as either computationally convenient or computationally difficult dependingon the context. This lecture will review (1) the arguments proposed to defend and to condemnmodularization in Bayesian analysis, (2) describe some statistical properties of the "cut distributions"and (3) review a range of algorithms to implement them.
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Title: General Bayesian Loss Function Selection and the use of ImproperModels

Speaker: Jack Jewson IS

Universitat Pompeu Fara
Statisticians often face the choice between using probability models or a paradigm defined byminimising a loss function. Both approaches are useful and, if the loss can be re-cast into a properprobability model, there are many tools to decide which model or loss is more appropriate forthe observed data, in the sense of explaining the data’s nature. However, when the loss leads toan improper model, there are no principled ways to guide this choice. We address this task bycombining the Hyvarinen score, which naturally targets infinitesimal relative probabilities, andgeneral Bayesian updating, which provides a unifying framework for inference on losses andmodels. Specifically we propose the H-score, a general Bayesian selection criterion and provethat it consistently selects the (possibly improper) model closest to the data-generating truth inFisher’s divergence. We also prove that an associated H-posterior consistently learns optimal hyper-parameters featuring in loss functions, including a challenging tempering parameter in generalisedBayesian inference. As salient examples, we consider robust regression and non-parametric densityestimation where popular loss functions define improper models for the data and hence cannot bedealt with using standardmodel selection tools. These examples illustrate advantages in robustness-efficiency trade-offs and enable Bayesian inference for kernel density estimation, opening a newavenue for Bayesian non-parametrics.
Title: Variable Selection Consistency of Gaussian Process Regression

Speaker: Sheng Jiang IS

University of California, Santa Cruz
Bayesian nonparametric regression under a rescaled Gaussian process prior offers smoothness-adaptive function estimation with near minimax-optimal error rates. Hierarchical extensionsof this approach, equipped with stochastic variable selection, are known to also adapt to theunknown intrinsic dimension of a sparse true regression function. But it remains unclear if suchextensions offer variable selection consistency, i.e., if the true subset of important variables couldbe consistently learned from the data. In this talk, I will show that variable consistency may indeedbe achieved with such models at least when the true regression function has finite smoothness toinduce a polynomially larger penalty on inclusion of false positive predictors. Our result covers thehigh dimensional asymptotic setting where the predictor dimension is allowed to grow with thesample size.
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Title: Scalable Gaussian Processes on Physically Constrained Domains

Speaker: Bora Jin IS

Duke University
Many applications in point-referenced geostatistics have measurements that are collected andmeaningful only within a constrained domain. Typical spatial Gaussian process (GP) models ignorethe unique geometry of the domain, which may lead to inappropriate smoothing over physicalbarriers. We focus on developing a scalable GP approach that incorporates the constrained domain.One way to construct a scalable GP is via sparsity-inducing directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) thatlimit neighbors and impose conditional independence. A main contribution of this paper is thedevelopment of the Barrier Overlap-Removal Acyclic directed graph GP (BORA-GP) that constructsneighbors conforming to barriers, enabling characterization of dependence in constrained domains.We analyze levels of sea surface salinity in the Arctic Ocean as a motivating application.
Title: Gaussian processes using network inputs with application to the micro-
biome

Speaker: Nathaniel Josephs IS

Yale University
While the study of a single network is well-established, technological advances now allow forthe collection of multiple networks with relative ease. Increasingly, anywhere from several tothousands of networks can be created from brain imaging, gene co-expression data, or microbiomemeasurements. And these networks, in turn, are being looked to as potentially powerful featuresto be used in modeling. However, with networks being non-Euclidean in nature, how best toincorporate them into standard modeling tasks is not obvious. In this talk, we propose a Bayesianmodeling framework that provides a unified approach to binary classification, anomaly detection,and survival analysis with network inputs. We encode the networks in the kernel of a Gaussianprocess prior via their pairwise differences and we discuss several choices of provably positivedefinite kernel that can be plugged into our models. Although our methods are widely applicable,we are motivated here in particular by microbiome research (where network analysis is emerging asthe standard approach for capturing the interconnectedness of microbial taxa across both time andspace) and its potential for reducing preterm delivery and improving personalization of prenatalcare.
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Title: Detecting and diagnosing prior and likelihood sensitivity with power-
scaling

Speaker: Noa Kallioinen IS

Aalto University
Determining the sensitivity of a posterior to perturbations of the prior and likelihood is an importantpart of the Bayesian workflow. Here, we discuss a practical and computationally efficient sensitivityanalysis approach using importance sampling to estimate properties of posteriors that would resultfrom power-scaling the prior or likelihood. We suggest a diagnostic based on this that can indicatethe presence of prior-data conflict or likelihood noninformativity and also discuss limitations to thepower-scaling approach. The approach can be readily included in Bayesian workflows with minimalwork by the model builder, and we present its implementation in our R package, priorsense. Wefurther demonstrate the workflow on case studies of real data using models ranging from simplelinear regression to Gaussian processes.
Title: Bayesian Spatially VaryingWeightNeural Networkswith the Soft-Thresholded
Gaussian Process Prior

Speaker: Jian Kang IS

University of Michigan
Deep neural networks (DNN) have been adopted in the scalar-on-image regression which predictsthe outcome variable using image predictors. However, training DNN often requires a large samplesize to achieve a good prediction accuracy and the model fitting results can be difficult to interpret.In this work, we construct a novel single-layer Bayesian neural network (BNN) with spatially varyingweights for the scalar-on-image regression. Our goal is to select interpretable image regions and toachieve high prediction accuracy with limited training samples. We assign the soft-thresholdedGaussian process (STGP) prior to the spatially varying weights and develop an efficient posteriorcomputation algorithm based on stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD). The BNN-STGPprovides large prior support for sparse, piecewise-smooth, and continuous spatially varying weightfunctions, enabling efficient posterior inference on image region selection and automaticallydetermining the network structures. We establish the posterior consistency of model parametersand selection consistency of image regions when the number of voxels/pixels grows much fasterthan the sample size. We compared our methods with state-of-the-art deep learning methods viaanalyses of multiple real data sets including the task fMRI data in the Adolescent Brain CognitiveDevelopment (ABCD) study.
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Title: Bayesian Dynamic Borrowing with Applications to Large-Scale Educational
Assessments

Speaker: David Kaplan CT

University of Wisconsin - Madison
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate and evaluate the use of Bayesian dynamic borrowing(Viele et al., 2014) as a means of systematically utilizing historical information with specific applica-tions to large-scale educational assessments. Dynamic borrowing via Bayesian hierarchical modelsis a special case of a general framework of historical borrowing where the degree of borrowingdepends on the heterogeneity among historical data and current data. A joint prior distributionover the historical and current data sets is specified with the degree of heterogeneity across thedata sets controlled by the variance of the joint distribution. We apply Bayesian dynamic borrowingto both single-level and multilevel models and compare this approach to complete pooling andtraditional power priors (Ibrahim & Chen, 2000). Two case studies using data from the PISA revealthe utility of Bayesian dynamic borrowing in terms of predictive accuracy. This is followed bytwo simulation studies that reveal the utility of Bayesian dynamic borrowing over simple poolingand power priors in cases where the historical data is heterogeneous compared to current databased on bias, mean squared error, total effective sample size, and predictive accuracy. In casesof homogeneous historical data, Bayesian dynamic borrowing performs similarly to data poolingand power priors. In contrast, for heterogeneous historical data, Bayesian dynamic borrowingperformed at least as well, if not better, than other methods of borrowing with respect to MSE,percent bias, total effective sample size, and leave-one-out cross-validation.
Title: Dynamic factor models with common (drifting) stochastic trends

Speaker: Sylvia Kaufman IS

Study Center Gerzensee
High-dimensional macroeconomic and financial data are often composed of groups of series thatdisplay a common upward or downward drift, or a kind of long-run oscillating behavior. It is nowcommon to capture these drifts by modelling a stochastic trend, i.e. a random walk with or withoutdrift, respectively. When using a factor model to extract common components, common driftstraditionally are removed by mean-adjusting first differences of the level series. However, it maybe of interest to extract factors that include the drift of the common stochastic trend component.We propose a dynamic factor model that captures the common drifting trend component as wellas a remaining idiosyncratic stochastic trend component. We address identification issues andapply a MCMC sampler based on parameter expansion to obtain posterior inference.
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Title: Assessing Statistical Disclosure Risk for Differentially Private, Hierarchical
Count Data, with Application to the 2020 U.S. Decennial Census

Speaker: Zekican Kazan IS

Duke University
We propose Bayesian methods to assess the statistical disclosure risk of data released underzero-concentrated differential privacy, focusing on settings with a strong hierarchical structureand categorical variables. Risk assessment is performed by hypothesizing Bayesian intruders withvarious amounts of prior information and examining the distance between their posteriors andpriors. We discuss applications of these risk assessment methods to differentially private datareleases from the 2020 decennial census and perform simulation studies using public individual-level data from the 1940 decennial census. Among these studies, we examine how the data holder’schoice of privacy parameter affects the disclosure risk and quantify the increase in risk when ahypothetical intruder incorporates substantial amounts of hierarchical information.
Title: A Variational Inference Approach to Inverse Problems with Gamma Hyper-
priors

Speaker: Hwanwoo Kim CT

University of Chicago
Hierarchical models with gamma hyperpriors provide a flexible, sparse-promoting frameworkto bridge L1 and L2 regularizations in Bayesian formulations to inverse problems. Despite theBayesian motivation for these models, existing methodologies are limited to maximum a posterioriestimation. The potential to perform uncertainty quantification has not yet been realized. Weintroduce a variational iterative alternating scheme for hierarchical inverse problems with gammahyperpriors. The proposed variational inference approach yields accurate reconstruction providesmeaningful uncertainty quantification and is easy to implement. In addition, it lends itself naturallyto conducting model selection for the choice of hyperparameters. We illustrate the performanceof our methodology in several computed examples, including a deconvolution problem and sparseidentification of dynamical systems from time series data.
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Title: Bayesian inference when the model is wrong

Speaker: Alice Kirichenko IS

University of Warwick
Over the last years it became abundantly clear that Bayesian inference can behave rather poorlyunder misspecification. In this talk I will discuss theoretical and empirical approaches to using(modifications of) Bayesian methods when the model is wrong. For example, a possible remedy isto employ a generalized Bayesian method instead, i.e. to raise the likelihood in the Bayes equationto some power, which is called a learning rate. It turns out that under some conditions the posteriorwith a suitably chosen learning rate concentrates around the best approximation of the truth withinthe model, even when the model is misspecified. In particular, these conditions are satisfied forGeneral linear models (GLMs). We also show that this method significantly outperforms otherBayesian estimation procedures on both, simulated and real data.
Title: Marginally calibrated response distributions for end-to-end learning in
autonomous driving

Speaker: Nadja Klein CT

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
End-to-end learners for autonomous driving are deep neural networks that predict the instanta-neous steering angle directly from images of the ahead-lying street. These learners must providereliable uncertainty estimates for their predictions in order tomeet safety requirements and initiatea switch tomanual control in areas of high uncertainty. Yet end-to-end learners typically only deliverpoint predictions, since distributional predictions are associated with large increases in trainingtime or additional computational resources during prediction. To address this shortcoming weinvestigate efficient and scalable approximate inference for the implicit copula neural linear modelof Klein, Nott and Smith (2021) in order to quantify uncertainty for the predictions of end-to-endlearners. The result are densities for the steering angle that are marginally calibrated, i.e. theaverage of the estimated densities equals the empirical distribution of steering angles. To ensurethe scalability to large n regimes, we develop efficient estimation based on variational inference asa fast alternative to computationally intensive, exact inference via Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. Wedemonstrate the accuracy and speed of the variational approach in comparison to HamiltonianMonte Carlo on two end-to-end learners trained for highway driving using the comma2k19 dataset. The implicit copula neural linear model delivers accurate calibration, high-quality predictionintervals and allows to identify overconfident learners. Our approach also contributes to the ex-plainability of black-box end-to-end learners, since predictive densities can be used to understandwhich steering actions the end-to-end learner sees as valid.
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Title: Detecting Stealthy Behavior within Big Data

Speaker: Michael Kouritzin CT

University of Alberta
A real-time Bayesian approach to big data knowledge extraction and prediction that is basedprobabilistic behavior modeling and counting is given. While its goal is to ?find, track and predictmultiple behaviors within the data rather than noise removal, the approach still shares the niceanalytic and implementation features of nonlinear fi?ltering theory. In particular, data analysis,learning and prediction can be implemented by sequential Monte Carlo algorithms, especiallymodel-rating particle algorithms, like the one that will be given, and conditional expectationestimates of behaviors are described in terms of a measure-valued stochastic equations. Finally, itis shown that themodel rating particle algorithm given here converges to the givenmeasure-valuedprocess, establishing consistency for the algorithm.
Title: Semiparametric Functional Factor Models with Bayesian Rank Selection

Speaker: Daniel Kowal IS

Rice University
Functional data are frequently accompanied by parametric templates that describe the typicalshapes of the functions. Although the templates incorporate critical domain knowledge, para-metric functional data models can incur significant bias, which undermines the usefulness andinterpretability of these models. To correct for model misspecification, we augment the parametrictemplates with an infinite-dimensional nonparametric functional basis. Crucially, the nonparamet-ric factors are regularized with an ordered spike-and-slab prior, which implicitly provides consistentrank selection and satisfies several appealing theoretical properties. This prior is accompanied by aparameter-expansion scheme customized to boost MCMC efficiency, and is broadly applicable forBayesian factor models. The nonparametric basis functions are learned from the data, yet con-strained to be orthogonal to the parametric template in order to preserve distinctness between theparametric and nonparametric terms. The versatility of the proposed approach is illustrated throughapplications to synthetic data, human motor control data, and dynamic yield curve data. Relativeto parametric alternatives, the proposed semiparametric functional factor model eliminates bias,reduces excessive posterior and predictive uncertainty, and provides reliable inference on theeffective number of nonparametric terms–all with minimal additional computational costs.
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Title: Bayesian Inversion with Hierarchical Random Field Priors: Computational
Strategies

Speaker: Jonas Latz IS

Heriot-Watt University
Gaussian random fields are popular models for spatially varying uncertainties, arising, e.g., ingeotechnical engineering, hydrology, or image processing. A Gaussian random field is fully charac-terised by its mean and covariance operator. In more complex models these can also be partiallyunknown. In this case we need to handle a family of Gaussian random fields indexed with hyperpa-rameters. Sampling for a fixed configuration of hyperparameters is already very expensive due tothe nonlocal nature of many classical covariance operators. Sampling from multiple configurationsincreases the total computational cost severely. In this talk we employ parameterised Karhunen-Loève expansions and adaptive cross approximations for sampling. To reduce the cost we constructa reduced basis surrogate built from snapshots of Karhunen-Loève eigenvectors in the first case. Inthe second case, we propose a parameterised version of the adaptive cross scheme.
In numerical experiments we consider Matérn-type covariance operators with unknown correlationlength and standard deviation. Here, we study the approximation accuracy of reduced basis andcross approximation. As an application we consider Bayesian inversion with an elliptic partialdifferential equation where the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient is a parameterised Gaussianrandom field. Indeed, we employ Markov chain Monte Carlo on the reduced space to generatesamples from the posterior measure.
Title: De Finetti’s theorem and beyond - revisiting extreme point models

Speaker: Steffen Lauritzen FL

University of Copenhagen
De Finetti’s theorem (1931) on the representation of exchangeable sequences of random variablesis basic for the theoretical underpinning of Bayesian statistics and in particular yields a bridgebetween a frequentist and subjective interpretation of probability. The theory of extreme pointmodels represents one of many extensions of that theorem. I shall revisit some of the most basicand more recent results with emphasis on its implications for Bayesian statistics.
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Title: Wasserstein distance between Lévymeasures with applications to Bayesian
nonparametrics

Speaker: Hugo Lavenant IS

Bocconi University
Optimal transport is a powerful and thriving theory which enables to build couplings betweenrandom variables and measure distances between probability distributions. I will present anextension of optimal transport to the case of Lévy measures with potentially infinite mass. It willbe applied to the study of Completely Random Measures (CRMs) and Completely Random Vectors,a central object to model in a Bayesian way the borrowing of information between similar, yetdifferent sources of observations. In particular we are able to build a tractable index of dependencebetween CRMs which quantifies precisely the borrowing of information. I will also present someongoing work about other applications of this new distance.
This is joint work with Marta Catalano, Antonio Lijoi and Igor Prünster.
Title: Concentration and robustness of discrepancy-basedABC throughRademacher
complexity

Speaker: Sirio Legramanti IS

University of Bergamo
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) typically employs summary statistics to measure thediscrepancy among the observed data and synthetic data generated from each proposed parametervalue. However, finding good summary statistics (that are close to sufficiency) is non-trivial formost of the models for which ABC is needed. This motivated summary-free versions of ABC basedon discrepancies between the empirical distributions of observed and synthetic data. The studieson the properties of the corresponding ABC posteriors are quite uneven, ranging from empiricalassessments to more theoretical investigations. Even when available, existing theory is oftenlimited to a single discrepancy, or relies on hypotheses that are difficult to verify. We proposea unifying view through Rademacher complexity over a general class of discrepancies known asintegral probability semimetrics, which include the maximum mean discrepancy and the totalvariation, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Wasserstein distances. For rejection ABC based on this class ofsemimetrics, we prove results on both posterior concentration and robustness. Such results connectthe properties of the ABC posterior to the Rademacher complexity of the class of test functionsthat characterizes each integral probability semimetric. This provides a new understanding of whysome discrepancies work well with ABC and others do not.
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Title: Compound vectors of subordinators and their associated positive Lévy
copulas

Speaker: Fabrizio Leisin IS

University of Nottingham
Lévy copulas are an important tool which can be used to build dependent Lévy processes. In aclassical setting, they have been used to model financial applications. In a Bayesian frameworkthey have been employed to introduce dependent nonparametric priors which allow to modelheterogeneous data. This talk focuses on introducing a new class of Lévy copulas based on a classof subordinators recently appeared in the literature, called compound random measures. Thewell-known Clayton Lévy copula is a special case of this new class. Furthermore, we provide somenovel results about the underlying vector of subordinators such as a series representation andrelevant moments. This is a work in collaboration with Alan Riva-Palacio.
Reference: Alan Riva-Palacio, Fabrizio Leisen. Compound vectors of subordinators and their associ-ated positive Lévy copulas, Journal of Multivariate Analysis, Volume 183, 2021,https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmva.2021.104728.
Title: Semi-supervised learning with copula-based hidden Markov models for
classification of shark behaviour

Speaker: Vianey Leos Barajas IS

University of Toronto
Advancements in cameras, drones and sensors are leading to the collection of increasingly novelshark movement data from remote locations over time and space. Biologists can attach biologgers,devices that contain sensors, onto an animal to collect its position, measure its depth in the water,and/or collect fine-scale acceleration data to obtain a detailed picture of the animal’s movement,with the goal of understanding where it goes and the behaviors it exhibits. However, one of thedifficulties with free-roaming animals is validating that the clusters of movement patterns capturedby statistical models or machine learning algorithms correspond to meaningful behavioral patterns.To bypass this hurdle, biologists have begun to attach cameras to sharks’ dorsal fins to identifyforaging and hunting events, as well as swimming and other behaviors. The end result is a dataset that is multivariate, collected at a fine temporal scale, and partially labeled with behaviorsobserved during the time the camera was attached. We develop a copula-based hidden Markovmodel that leverages the correlation structure in our multivariate data and use the labels fromthe video to classify segments of the time series without video data a semi-supervised learningframework.
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Title: Bayesian Fixed-domain Asymptotics for Covariance Parameters in Spatial
Gaussian Process Models

Speaker: Cheng Li IS

National University of Singapore
Gaussian processmodels typically contain finite dimensional parameters in the covariance functionsthat need to be estimated from the data. We present some recent development in Bayesian fixed-domain asymptotics for estimating the covariance parameters in the isotropic Matern covariancefunction. For the spatial Gaussian process regression model without nugget, we derive the limitingjoint posterior distribution for the microergodic parameter and the range parameter. For themodel with nugget, we explicitly derive the posterior contraction rates for both the microergodicparameter and the nugget parameter. We verify the new theory in simulation studies and real dataapplications.
Title: Principal Stratification: Uses, Bayesian Inference and Software

Speaker: Fan Li IS

Duke University
Post-treatment confounding is a common problem in causal inference, with special cases includingnon-compliance, truncation by death, surrogate endpoint and recruitment bias. Principal stratifi-cation is a general framework for post-treatment confounding. Despite its conceptual flexibility,principal stratification is not accessible to the vast majority of applied researchers because it inher-ently involves latent mixtures and thus requires complex modeling and inference tools that requireshighly-customized programming. We fill this gap by developing a computing platform R package"PStrata" to automatize inference of principal stratification for the most common scenarios. PStratasupports both frequentist and Bayesian paradigms and accommodate different assumptions. Forthe Bayesian paradigm, the computing architecture combines R, C ++, Stan, where R providesthe user-interface, Stan automatizes posterior sampling, and C++ bridges the two owing to theobject-oriented feature. For the frequentist paradigm, PStrata implements the weighting-basedtriply-robust estimator of Jiang et al (2020). PStrata can accommodate regular outcomes andtime-to-event outcomes. We will illustrate PStrata using a high-profile clinical trial on aspirin useamong heart disease patients.
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Title: Spatiotemporal Clustering with Neyman-Scott Processes via Connections
to Bayesian Nonparametric Mixture Models

Speaker: Scott Linderman IS

Stanford University
Neyman-Scott processes (NSPs) are point process models that generate clusters of points in timeor space. They are natural models for a wide range of phenomena, ranging from neural spike trainsto document streams. The clustering property is achieved via a doubly stochastic formulation:first, a set of latent events is drawn from a Poisson process; then, each latent event generatesa set of observed data points according to another Poisson process. This construction is similarto Bayesian nonparametric mixture models like the Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM)in that the number of latent events (i.e. clusters) is a random variable, but the point processformulation makes the NSP especially well suited to modeling spatiotemporal data. While manyspecialized algorithms have been developed for DPMMs, comparatively fewer works have focusedon inference in NSPs. Here, we present novel connections between NSPs and DPMMs, with thekey link being a third class of Bayesian mixture models called mixture of finite mixture models(MFMMs). Leveraging this connection, we adapt the standard collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithmfor DPMMs to enable scalable Bayesian inference on NSP models. We demonstrate the potentialof Neyman-Scott processes on a variety of applications including sequence detection in neuralspike trains and event detection in document streams.
Title: Mediation Analysis using Bayesian Tree Ensembles

Speaker: Antonio Linero IS

University of Texas at Austin
We present a general framework for causal mediation analysis using nonparametric Bayesianmethods in the potential outcomes framework. Our model, which we refer to as the BayesianCausal Mediation Forests model, combines recent advances in Bayesian machine learning usingdecision tree ensembles, Bayesian nonparametric causal inference, and a Bayesian implementationof the g-formula for computing causal effects. Because of its strong performance on simulateddata and because it greatly reduces researcher degrees of freedom, we argue that Bayesian CausalMediation Forests are highly attractive as a default approach. Of independent interest, we alsointroduce a new sensitivity analysis technique for mediation analysis with continuous outcomesthat is widely applicable. We demonstrate our approach on both simulated and real datasets, andshow that our approach obtains low mean squared error and close to nominal coverage of 95%interval estimates, even in highly non-linear problems on which other methods fail.
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Title: Discreteness and dependence: an effective interplay in Bayesian nonpara-
metrics

Speaker: Antonio Lijoi FL

Bocconi University
Random discrete structures are increasingly popular as compelling tools for defining Bayesiannonparametric models for grouped data, affected by some source of heterogeneity. This talk willsurvey some recent proposals and will highlight the range of dependencies and the strength of theborrowing of information across data groups they induce. The main ingredients of the analysisare the random partitions associated to such models and their probability distributions. Specialemphasis will be given to multivariate species sampling models, a new general class of randomprobabilities that encompasses as special cases most well known priors and serves as a unifyingthread for illustrating the most relevant distributional properties.
Title: Identifying the latent space geometry of network formationmodels through
analysis of curvature

Speaker: Shane Lubold IS

Department of Statistics, University of Washingtons
Modeling networks, across numerous disciplines and contexts, is fundamentally challenging be-cause of (often high-order) dependence between connections. A common approach assigns eachperson in the graph to a position on a low-dimensional manifold. Distance between individuals inthis (latent) space is inversely proportional to the likelihood of forming a connection. The choice ofthe latent geometry (the manifold class, dimension, and curvature) has consequential impacts onthe substantive conclusions of the model. More positive curvature in the manifold, for example,encourages more and tighter communities; negative curvature induces repulsion among nodes.Currently, however, the choice of the latent geometry is an a priori modeling assumption and thereis limited guidance about how to make these choices in a data-driven way. In this work, we presenta method to consistently estimate the manifold type, dimension, and curvature from an empiricallyrelevant class of latent spaces: simply connected, complete Riemannian manifolds of constantcurvature. Our core insight comes by representing the graph as a noisy distance matrix based onthe ties between cliques. Leveraging results from statistical geometry, we develop hypothesis teststo determine whether the observed distances could plausibly be embedded isometrically in eachof the candidate geometries. Our testing framework covers two empirically relevant cases: 1) whenthe graph is completely observed and 2) when only partial data about the network is available,such as aggregated relational data. We explore the accuracy of our approach with simulations andthen apply our approach to data-sets from economics, sociology, and neuroscience.
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Title: Balanced tree stick-breaking priors for covariate-dependent mixture mod-
els

Speaker: Li Ma IS

Duke University
Stick-breaking priors are often adopted in Bayesian nonparametric mixture models for generatingthe mixture weights. When covariates influence the sizes of the clusters, stick-breaking mixturescan leverage Pólya-gamma data augmentation to ease the demands of posterior computation.However, despite this computational convenience, we show that in the presence of covariates,existing stick-breaking processes in fact often induce artificial correlation among the class ofrandom measures they model, and introduce excessive posterior uncertainty into inference on thecovariates effects on all but the largest of the clusters, which propagates into posterior uncertaintyon the cluster sizes and the number of clusters. We believe that these phenomena arise becauseexisting stick-breaking models are constructed based on continually breaking a single remainingpiece of a unit stick. This design results in an underlying one-sided unbalanced tree structure,which in turn leads to an inefficient representation of covariate effects that often confounds withthe stochastic ordering of cluster sizes. Instead, we propose to generalize the stick-breaking priorsto allow the continual breaking of all remaining pieces of a unit stick at each stage of the stickbreaking. This corresponds to a balanced tree along which random weights are generated. Whencovariates are incorporated, this model decouples the stochastic ordering of the cluster sizes fromthat of the effect of covariates, thereby allowing covariate effects to be more sparsely representedand circumventing the challenges faced by existing stick breaking models. The computation underthis new covariate-dependent balanced-tree stick-breaking mixture model, on the other hand,remains essentially identical to that of existing stick-breaking mixtures. We demonstrate throughboth simulated and a data set from flow cytometry that the new model induces more robustposterior inference for both the number and size of clusters as well as the covariate effects on thecluster sizes. This talk is based on joint work with Akira Horiguchi.
Title: Dependence structures for longitudinal Bayesian nonparametric models

Speaker: Steve MacEachern IS

The Ohio State University
Nonparametric Bayesian models have proven their worth in many settings. The bulk of work onthe models considers a collection of conditionally independent observations, each of which isdrawn from a distribution of arbitrary (hence nonparametrics) form. In this talk, with much of thework joint with Zhiguang Xu and Xinyi Xu, we consider models that capture both nonparametricdistributions at a given time point and serial dependence within a collection of observations.
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Title: Some computational strategies for richly parameterized multivariate Gaus-
sian Markov random fields

Speaker: Ying MacNab IS

University of British Columbia
This presentation concerns with Bayesian hierarchical modeling of multivariate spatial data onlattice using richly parameterized multivariate Gaussian Markov random field (MGMRF) priors thatare formulated via full latent conditionals and linear co-regionalization. I present computationalmethods and strategies, analytically and via case studies of Bayesian disease mapping and smallarea estimation, for posterior estimation and inference of MGMRFs with a p by p full matrix C ofspatial dependence parameters and/or by a p by p full matrix of co-regionalization coefficientsmatrixA. These models allow for flexible characterizations of spatial and (a)symmetric cross-spatialdependence functions and/or cross-covariance functions. Bayesian estimation and inference ofthese models are challenged by complex requirements that the estimated MGMRF precisionmatrices be positive definite. I present and illustrate several solutions of placing hard or softconstraints, as well as no constraint, on the spatial parameterizations for posterior estimation ofMGMRFs via Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations.
Title: Sparse linear mixed model selection via streamlined variational Bayes

Speaker: Luca Maestrini IS

The Australian National University
Variational approximations facilitate fast approximate Bayesian inference for the parameters of avariety of statistical models, including linearmixedmodels. However, formodels with a high numberof fixed or random effects, simple application of standard variational inference principles doesnot lead to fast approximate inference algorithms, due to the size of model design matrices andinefficient treatment of sparse matrix problems arising from the required approximating densityparameters updates. We illustrate how recently developed streamlined variational inferenceprocedures can be generalized to make fast and accurate inference for the parameters of linearmixedmodels with nested random effects and global-local priors for Bayesian fixed effects selection.Our variational inference algorithms achieve convergence to the same optima of their standardimplementations, although with significantly lower computational effort, memory usage andtime, especially for large numbers of random effects. Joint work with Emanuele Degani, DorotaToczydłowska and Matt Wand.
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Title: A graphical Gaussian process model for multi-fidelity emulation of expen-
sive computer codes

Speaker: Simon Mak IS

Duke University
With advances in scientific computing, complex phenomena can now be reliably simulated viacomputer code. Due to the high computational cost of accurate (or high-fidelity) simulations,multi-fidelity emulation is often applied to leverage less accurate (or lower-fidelity) simulationdata for better predictive performance of high-fidelity simulations. In many complex applications(e.g., heavy-ion physics), simulation data with different fidelities are connected via a directedacyclic graph (DAG), which cannot be integrated within existing multi-fidelity emulator models.We thus propose a new Graphical Multi-fidelity Gaussian process (GMGP) model, which embedsthis underlying DAG structure within a Gaussian process predictive framework. We show that theGMGP has desirable modeling traits via two Markov properties, and admits a scalable recursiveformulation for computing the posterior predictive distribution along sub-graphs. We also present adesign framework for allocating experimental runs over the DAG given a computational budget andpropose a nonlinear extension to GMGP. The advantages of the GMGPmodel over existing methodsare then demonstrated via a suite of numerical experiments and an application to emulation ofheavy-ion collisions, which can be used to study the conditions of matter in the Universe shortlyafter the Big Bang.
Title: Stochastically developed Langevin dynamics applied to generative adver-
sarial networks

Speaker: Mariya Mamajiwala CT

University College London
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are deep neural networks trained to transform standardGaussian noise to the underlying multimodal distribution of a target dataset, for instance imagesor speeches. GANs comprise of two competing networks and hence their training is generallyunstable, owing to the non-convexity of the losses, and the conflicting goals of the two networks.As a result, training GANs with stochastic gradient descent algorithms has been challenging, withmodels failing to fully capture all the modes of the underlying distributions. The update schemewe propose in the present work is based on evolving the parameters of the network via Langevindynamics on a Riemannian manifold with a view to exploring the various modes efficiently. Weshow through several test examples, the benefits of the current approach versus the limitations ofstochastic gradient as well as natural gradient based search algorithms.
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Title: Statistical Approaches for Entity Resolution under Uncertainty

Speaker: Neil Marchant IS

University of Melbourne
When real-world entities are referenced in data, their identities are often obscured. This presentsan obstacle for data cleaning and integration, as references to an entity may be scattered acrossmultiple records or sources, without a means to identify and consolidate them. Entity resolution(ER) seeks to address this problem by linking references to the same entity based on impreciseinformation. ER has diverse applications: from construction of knowledge bases in the life sciences,to data sharing between government agencies, and integration of data silos in the enterprise. Inthis talk, I explore statistical approaches for managing uncertainty in ER applications. In the firstpart of the talk, I present work on improving the scalability and flexibility of Bayesian models forER, which naturally allow for uncertainty quantification of ER predictions. This work was done incollaboration with the Australian Bureau of Statistics and US Census Bureau. In the second part ofthe talk, I present work on evaluating ER accuracy via an adaptive importance sampling framework.This allows practitioners to obtain more precise accuracy estimates, with a reduced ground truthlabel budget.
Title: Dynamic Bayesian predictive synthesis with large number of forecasts

Speaker: Kenchiro McAlinn IS

Temple University
We consider using a large set of models for predictive synthesis to deal with model misspecificationand uncertainty. When the number of models to synthesize is large, many of the models produceredundant forecasts, providing little additional information. This produces a unique problem thatis different from typical issues in model uncertainty (e.g. sparse modeling). To address this, wepropose a novel method within the BPS framework that automatically clusters the forecasts intosubgroups, utilizing reduced rank formulation, within dynamic synthesis. Our methodologicaldevelopment is motivated by real applications in macroeconomics.
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Title: Using Bayesian latent Gaussian graphical models to infer symptom associa-
tions in verbal autopsies

Speaker: Tyler McCormick IS

University of Washington
Learning dependence relationships among variables of mixed types provides insights in a variety ofscientific settings and is a well-studied problem in statistics. Existing methods, however, typicallyrely on copious, high quality data to accurately learn associations. In this paper, we develop amethod for scientific settings where learning dependence structure is essential, but data are sparseand have a high fraction of missing values. Specifically, our work is motivated by survey-basedcause of death assessments known as verbal autopsies (VAs). We propose a Bayesian approach tocharacterize dependence relationships using a latent Gaussian graphical model that incorporatesinformative priors on the marginal distributions of the variables. We demonstrate such informationcan improve estimation of the dependence structure, especially in settings with little training data.We show that our method can be integrated into existing probabilistic cause-of-death assignmentalgorithms and improves model performance while recovering dependence patterns betweensymptoms that can inform efficient questionnaire design in future data collection.
Title: Bayesian remedies to identifiability issues arising in the estimation of
infection fatality rates with incomplete data

Speaker: Gonzalo Mena CT

University of Oxford
Suppose we want to estimate stratified infection fatality rate (IFR) of a new disease. We propose anovel hierarchical bayesian methodology for the estimation of such rates under the assumptionthat stratified death information is reliable, but case (and infection) information is incomplete.Our estimates are based on a cascade of binomial models linking infection, cases, and deaths. Toinfer infections from cases we estimate a mapping from a reporting proxy (such as testing rates) toreporting rates. We discuss the identifiability issues that appear as a consequence of incompletedata and over-parameterization. We also discuss how model ensembles can lead to more robustestimates. We apply this model to understand COVID-10 related mortality in Santiago, Chile. Fromour model we find a strong socioeconomic gradient of IFRs in young age groups.
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Title: Prior sample size extensions for assessing prior impact and prior–likelihood
discordance

Speaker: Xialoi Meng IS

Harvard University
This paper (Reimherr, Meng, Nicolae, 2021, JRSSB, 413-437) outlines a framework for quantifyingthe prior’s contribution to posterior inference in the presence of prior-likelihood discordance, abroader concept than the usual notion of prior-likelihood conflict. We achieve this dual purpose byextending the classic notion of prior sample size, M, in three directions: (I) estimating M beyondconjugate families; (II) formulating M as a relative notion, i.e., as a function of the likelihood samplesize k, M(k), which also leads naturally to a graphical diagnosis; and (III) permitting negative M, asa measure of prior-likelihood conflict, i.e., harmful discordance. Our asymptotic regime permitsthe prior sample size to grow with the likelihood data size, hence making asymptotic argumentsmeaningful for investigating the impact of the prior relative to that of likelihood. It leads to a simpleasymptotic formula for quantifying the impact of a proper prior that only involves computing acentrality and a spread measure of the prior and the posterior. We use simulated and real data toillustrate the potential of the proposed framework, including quantifying how weak is a “weaklyinformative"" prior adopted in a study of lupus nephritis. Whereas we take a pragmatic perspectivein assessing the impact of a prior on a given inference problem under a specific evaluative metric,we also touch upon conceptual and theoretical issues such as using improper priors and permittingpriors with asymptotically non-vanishing influence.
Title: Bayesian Optimal Experimental Design for Inferring Causal Structure

Speaker: Jeffrey Miller IS

Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health
Inferring the causal structure of a system typically requires interventional data, rather than justobservational data. Since interventional experiments can be costly, it is preferable to select interven-tions that yield the maximum amount of information about a system. We propose a novel Bayesianmethod for optimal experimental design by sequentially selecting interventions that minimize theexpected posterior entropy as rapidly as possible. A key feature is that the method can be imple-mented by computing simple summaries of the current posterior, avoiding the computationallyburdensome task of repeatedly performing posterior inference on hypothetical future datasetsdrawn from the posterior predictive. After deriving the method in a general setting, we apply itto the problem of inferring causal networks. We present a series of simulation studies in whichwe find that the proposed method performs favorably compared to existing alternative methods.Finally, we apply the method to real and simulated data from a protein-signaling network.
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Title: The Copula Opinion Pool: Modeling Expert Dependence

Speaker: James Mitchell IS

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
This paper develops methods for combining density forecasts that accommodate stochastic depen-dence between different experts’ predictions. Previous work combining density forecasts, usingso-called “opinion pools”, has tended to ignore dependence. The proposed basis for modeling thedependence among different experts’ densities is a recalibration function, based on the probabilityintegral transforms of the expert densities. We show that this reduces to a copula function in aspecial case and discuss the relationship with Bayesian predictive synthesis. We explore the prop-erties of various approximations to the re-calibration function both via Monte Carlo simulationsand in an application density forecasting U.K. inflation using the Bank of England’s “fan” chart. Wefind that the copula opinion pool can deliver more accurate densities than traditional methods.
Title: A Two-Stage Adaptive Metropolis Algorithm for Bayesian Model Calibra-
tion

Speaker: Anirban Mondal CT

Case Western Reserve University
We propose a new sampling algorithm combining two quite powerful ideas in the Markov chainMonte Carlo literature – adaptive Metropolis sampler and two-stage Metropolis-Hastings sampler.The proposed sampling method is particularly very useful for high-dimensional posterior samplingin Bayesian model calibration which involves a computationally expensive forward model basedlikelihood. In the first stage of the proposed algorithm, an adaptive proposal is used based onthe previously sampled states, and the corresponding acceptance probability is computed basedon an approximated inexpensive posterior. The approximated posterior can include a surrogatemodel or a statistical emulator that runs much faster than the true complex forward model. Theexpensive target posterior involving the true forward model is evaluated while computing thesecond stage acceptance probability only if the proposal is accepted in the inexpensive first stage.The adaptive nature of the algorithm guarantees faster convergence of the chain and very goodmixing properties. On the other hand, the two-stage approach helps in rejecting the bad proposalsin the inexpensive first stage, making the algorithm computationally efficient. As the proposals aredependent on the previous states the chain loses its Markov property, but we prove that it retainsthe desired ergodicity property. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with theexisting algorithms in a simulated and real data example in satellite remote sensing.
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Title: O(N) Approximate Bayesian Gaussian Process Regression

Speaker: Kelly Moran IS

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Gaussian processes (GPs) are common components in Bayesian non-parametric models having arich methodological literature and strong theoretical grounding. The use of exact GPs in Bayesianmodels is limited to problems containing several thousand observations due to their prohibitivecomputational demands. We leverage our novel posterior sampling algorithm along with kernelapproximation methods to develop O(n) fully Bayesian Gaussian process regression to problemshaving an input space of dimension up to 3. We show that this approximation’s Kullback-Leiblerdivergence to the true posterior can bemade arbitrarily small. Thiswork represents an improvementon our previous scaling in inputs, in which d-dimensional surfaces were modeled as tensor productsof univariate GPs. We illustrate the performance of this fast increased fidelity approximate GPusing both simulated and real data sets.
Title: Bayesian Population Finding in a Randomized Clinical Trial

Speaker: Satoshi Morita IS

Kyoto University
We consider finding a sensitive subpopulation for a new treatment in a randomized clinical trial(RCT), and approach the problem as a Bayesian decision problem together with a flexible probabilitymodel, Bayesian additive regression trees (BART), to summarize observed data. We define a utilityfunction that addresses the competing aims of the desired report so that the decision is constrainedto be parsimonious and interpretable. We illustrate the approach with data from RCTs for advancednon-small-cell lung cancer and metastatic breast cancer.
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Title: Single arm trials with a synthetic control arm built from RWD

Speaker: Peter Mueller IS

UT Austin
Randomized clinical trials (RCT) are the gold standard for approvals by regulatory agencies. However,RCT’s are increasingly time consuming, expensive, and laborious with a multitude of bottlenecksinvolving volunteer recruitment, patient truancy, and adverse events. An alternative that fasttracks clinical trials without compromising quality of scientific results is desirable to more rapidlybring therapies to consumers. We propose a model-based approach using nonparametric Bayesiancommon atoms models for patient baseline covariates. This specific class of models has two criticaladvantages in this context: (i) Themodels have full prior support, i.e., allow to approximate arbitrarydistributions without unreasonable restrictions or shrinkage in specific parametric families; (ii)inference naturally facilitates a reweighting scheme to achieve equivalent populations. We proveequivalence of the synthetic and other patient cohorts using an independent separate verification.Failure to classify a merged data set using a flexible statistical learning method such as randomforests, support vector machines etc. proves equivalence. We implement the proposed approachin two motivating case studies.
Title: Preferential data subsampling in stochastic gradient MCMC

Speaker: Christopher Nemeth IS

Lancaster University
Stochastic gradient MCMC (SGMCMC) offers a scalable alternative to traditional Markov chainMonte Carlo by constructing an unbiased estimate of the gradient of the log-likelihood with a small,uniformly-weighted subsample of the data. While efficient to compute, the resulting gradientestimator may exhibit a high variance and impact the sampler’s performance.
The problem of variance control has been traditionally addressed within the SGMCMC literature byconstructing a better stochastic gradient estimator (e.g. using control variates). In this talk, we’llexplore an alternative approach to reduce the gradient variance by preferentially subsamplingdata-points and re-weighting the stochastic gradient. Furthermore, as well as subsampling thedata non-uniformly, we’ll see how we can adaptively adjust the subsample size at each iteration ofthe SGMCMC algorithm to reduce the computational cost without increasing the Monte Carlo inthe posterior expectations.
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Title: Bayesian non-linear inverse problems in high-dimensions

Speaker: Richard Nickl FL

University of Cambridge
In the last decade, Bayesian inference methods have propagated into various areas of applied math-ematics and the physical sciences, in part because of an influential paper of Andrew Stuart (2010).Specifically, Bayes is now routinely used to solve statistical tasks in parameter identification withpartial differential equations, which can be viewed as complex, non-linear and high-dimensionalregression type. We explain why posterior inference has been such a success story in these areasof applied mathematics, and provide some theory about why it works in such settings. We alsodiscuss how one can prove that Bayesian computation is *not* NP hard in such problems, butactually feasible even in high dimensions and in absence of log-concavity of posterior measures,specifically when using gradient based methods. We will also discuss some of the mysteries ofBernstein-von Mises type phenomena in PDE settings.
Title: A Bayesian semiparametric Archimedean copula

Speaker: Luis Nieto-Barajas IS

ITAM, Mexico
An Archimedean copula is characterised by its generator. This is a real function whose inversebehaves as a survival function. We propose a semiparametric generator based on a quadraticspline. This is achieved by modelling the first derivative of a hazard rate function, in a survivalanalysis context, as a piecewise constant function. Convexity of our semiparametric generator isobtained by imposing some simple constraints. The induced semiparametric Archimedean copulaproduces Kendall’s tau association measure that covers the whole range (1, 1). Inference on themodel is done under a Bayesian approach and for some prior specifications we are able to performan independence test. Properties of the model are illustrated with a simulation study as well aswith a real dataset.
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Title: Bayesian nonparametric modelling of covariance functions on the torus
with an application to the analysis of wind speed data

Speaker: Bernardo Nipoti CT

University of Milano Bicocca
Motivated by the analysis of wind speed data, we propose a Bayesian nonparametric model forcovariance functions on the torus. Wind speed data display directional and seasonal autocorrelationpatterns: in order to account for both we consider a Gaussian process defined on the torus andaim at proposing a flexible model for its covariance function. To this end we define a prior forthe covariance function by exploiting a convenient spectral representation of isotropic covariancefunctions on the torus. We study its properties and assess the performance of the model with anextensive simulation study. Finally, we analyse a real dataset consisting of hourly measurements ofwind speed with accompanying wind mean direction.
Title: Hamiltonian zigzag sampler got more momentum than its Markovian
counterpart: Equivalence of two zigzags under a momentum refreshment limit

Speaker: Akihiko Nishimura IS

Johns Hopkins University
Zigzag and other piecewise deterministic Markov process samplers have attracted significant inter-est for their non-reversibility and other appealing properties for Bayesian posterior computation.Hamiltonian Monte Carlo is another state-of-the-art sampler, exploiting fictitious momentum toguide Markov chains through complex target distributions. In this article, we uncover a remark-able connection between the zigzag sampler and a variant of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo based onLaplace-distributed momentum. The position and velocity component of the corresponding Hamil-tonian dynamics travels along a zigzag path paralleling the Markovian zigzag process; however, thedynamics is non-Markovian in the position-velocity space as the momentum component encodesnon-immediate pasts. This information is partially lost during a momentum refreshment step, inwhich we preserve its direction but re-sample magnitude. In the limit of increasingly frequentmomentum refreshments, we prove that Hamiltonian zigzag converges strongly to its Markoviancounterpart. This theoretical insight suggests that, when retaining full momentum information,Hamiltonian zigzag can better explore target distributions with highly correlated parameters bysuppressing the diffusive behavior of Markovian zigzag. We corroborate this intuition by comparingperformance of the two zigzag cousins on high-dimensional truncated multivariate Gaussians,including a 11,235-dimensional target arising from a Bayesian phylogenetic multivariate probitmodel applied to HIV virus data.
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Title: Modelling the death rate among hospitalisations during the first wave of
the Coronavirus pandemic: A causal mediation approach

Speaker: Widemberg Nobre CT

INSPER - Brazil
We propose a causal mediation analysis to handle time-varying observations. The motivatingexample involves time-varying observations that are affected by an intervention at a given pointin time. The goal is to quantify the causal impact of an intervention when multiple observationsare available before and after the intervention. The proposal suggests modelling mediator andoutcome variables separately while accounting for the temporal evolution of the data. We illustratethe proposed method when modelling hospitalisation data due to respiratory diseases, duringthe first wave of the coronavirus pandemic, in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The outcome ofinterest is the death rate, and the time point intervention is March 11th of 2020, the day at whichthe World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the Coronavirus a pandemic. While accounting forcontrol variables affected by the intervention, our proposal allows us to describe the compositionof a time-varying global (total) causal impact in terms of a mediator variable.
Title: Semiparametric Bayesian Estimation of Dynamic Discrete Choice Models

Speaker: Andriy Norets CT

Brown University
We propose a tractable semiparametric estimation method for dynamic discrete choice models.The distribution of additive utility shocks is modeled by location-scale mixtures of extreme valuedistributions with varying numbers of mixture components. Our approach exploits the analyticaltractability of extreme value distributions and the flexibility of the location-scale mixtures. Weimplement the Bayesian approach to inference using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo and an approxi-mately optimal reversible jump algorithm from Norets (2021). For binary dynamic choice model,our approach delivers estimation results that are consistent with the previous literature. We alsoapply the proposed method to multinomial choice models, for which previous literature does notprovide tractable estimation methods in general settings without distributional assumptions onthe utility shocks. We develop theoretical results on approximations by location-scale mixtures inan appropriate distance and posterior concentration of the set identified utility parameters andthe distribution of shocks in the model.
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Title: Bayesian Semiparametric Model for Sequential Decision Making in Contin-
uous Time

Speaker: Arman Oganisian IS

Brown University
We present an analysis of an ongoing study of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) at the Children’sHospital of Philadelphia. Upon diagnosis, patients move through a sequence of four treatmentcourses where they are treated with either an anthracycline-based chemotherapy (ACT) agent ora non-anthracycline-based agent. While ACT is thought to more aggressively suppress AML, it isalso cardiotoxic. Thus, treating overzealously with either may reduce survival. Since ACT is notrandomized, its effect on survival is confounded over time. Our task is to estimate potential survivalprobabilities under hypothetical dynamic treatment strategies while adjusting for time-varyingconfounding. A key impediment is that the timing of each patient’s treatment sequence variesdepending on their unique disease progression, making the waiting times between courses a time-varying confounder of subsequent treatment and survival. We develop a generative Bayesian semi-parametric model based on Gamma Process priors that capture subjects’ transition to subsequenttreatment, death, or censoring in continuous time. A g-computation procedure is used to computea posterior over a causal survival probability under hypothetical strategies. We use the method toestimate the efficacy of various ejection fraction-based treatment rules that dynamically assignACT at each course based on cardiotoxicity.
Title: Coupling and Parallelization in Statistical Inference

Speaker: John O’Leary IS

Tudor/Xantium, Portfolio Manager
This talk considers the design of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimators using couplings.We begin by describing a coupling-based construction that yields unbiased estimators based onMCMC algorithms. This yields a parallelizable framework in which consistency occurs in the numberof replications rather than the number of time steps. The efficiency of the resulting estimatorsdepends on the quality of the underlying couplings, so for the second part of the talk we turn tothe question of coupling design. We describe a series of principles based on theory and numericalwork. These results clarify what is possible for Markovian couplings and suggest a path towardefficient unbiased MCMC estimators.
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Title: Latent Gauss-Markov models for spatial and spatiotemporal conditional
extremes

Speaker: Thomas Opitz IS

INRAE
Structured additive regression for Gaussian or non-Gaussian response variables, with latent Gaus-sian processes included in the predictor, defines a flexible and widely-used class of statisticalmodels, especially in spatial statistics. A Bayesian interpretation of these models is that we puta multivariate Gaussian prior on the vector of regression coefficients. By leveraging numericallyconvenient Gauss-Markov representations of theMatérn covariance function, an idea that is knownas the Stochastic Partial Differential Equation (SPDE) approach, we can model complex and largespatial and spatiotemporal datasets. Recently, such modeling techniques have been adapted toextreme-value analysis. This talk will focus on the conditional extremes framework, which allows forevent-based stochastic modeling of dependent extremes. In this framework, certain non-stationaryGaussian processes can be used as asymptotically-motivated models for the observed processconditioned on threshold exceedances at a fixed reference location and time. We explain howconstraints on the spatial and spatio-temporal Gaussian processes, arising from the conditioningmechanism, can be implemented through the latent variable approach, such that full-likelihood-based inference becomes feasible even with thousands of observed locations. We implement aBayesian inference approach using the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA), and weillustrate its flexibility with gridded Red Sea surface temperature data at over 6,000 observedlocations. Posterior sampling is exploited to study the probability distribution of cluster functionalsof spatial and spatio-temporal extreme episodes. This work is joint with Emma Simpson (UniversityCollege London) and Jennifer Wadsworth (Lancaster University).
Title: Density Regression with Bayesian Additive Regression Trees

Speaker: Vittorio Orlandi IS

Duke University
Flexibly modeling how an entire density changes with covariates is an important but challenginggeneralization of mean and quantile regression. While existing methods for density regressionprimarily consist of covariate-dependent discrete mixture models, we consider a continuous latentvariable model in general covariate spaces, which we call DR-BART. The prior mapping the latentvariable to the observed data is constructed via a novel application of Bayesian Additive RegressionTrees (BART). We prove that the posterior induced by our model concentrates quickly around truegenerative functions that are sufficiently smooth. We also analyze the performance of DR-BART ona set of challenging simulated examples, where it outperforms various other methods for Bayesiandensity regression. Lastly, we apply DR-BART to a U.S. census dataset to study returns to education.Our proposed sampler is efficient and allows one to take advantage of BART’s flexibility in manyapplied settings where the entire distribution of the response is of primary interest. Furthermore,our scheme for splitting on latent variables within BART facilitates its future application to otherclasses of models that can be described via latent variables, such as those involving hierarchical ortime series data.
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Title: Likelihood-Free Inference with Generative Neural Networks via Scoring
Rule Minimization

Speaker: Lornzo Pacchiardi CT

University of Oxford
Bayesian Likelihood-Free Inference methods yield approximate posteriors for simulator modelswith intractable likelihood. Some recent methods approximate the posterior using normalizingflows, namely neural networks implementing invertible transformations. When transforming,say, Gaussian random variables, normalizing flows parametrize a distribution whose density isaccessible thanks to the invertibility property. The transformation weights can thus be optimizedvia maximum likelihood (equivalently, Kullback-Leibler divergence minimization) from simulatedparameter-observation pairs. Here, we generalize this approach to the framework of ScoringRules (SRs) minimization. SRs evaluate probability distributions with respect to an outcome; weemploy them to assess how the approximate posterior for a simulated observation matches thecorresponding parameter value. The training objective for ""strictly proper"" SRs is minimizedwhen approximate and true posteriors coincide; additionally, some SRs can be minimized with-out evaluating the approximate posterior, but instead sampling from it. This allows relaxing theinvertibility requirement and using more general neural networks.
Title: A hierarchical Hidden Markov Model for cancer detection

Speaker: Sally Paganin CT

Harvard University
There is growing interest in developing tools for cancer screening and monitoring based on theanalysis of DNA sequencing data derived from non-invasive procedures such as blood samples. Atearly cancer stages, such samples contain DNA from a majority of normal cells and a low fraction oftumor cells. Cancer presence can be assessed measuring allelic imbalance: since a person inheritsone allele from each parents, the allele proportion at heterozygous loci is close to 0.5 in normalcells, whereas significant deviations from 0.5 are indicative of the presence of cancer. To efficientlyand sensitively detect such deviations, we model the allele proportions over the genome via anovel Bayesian hierarchical Hidden Markov Model. We leverage prior knowledge from populationgenome databases while borrowing information across multiple samples from the same subject.Hypothesis testing for cancer presence is embedded in the model via a spike and slab prior. Weshow the performance of our model at different levels of tumor fraction using in-silico mixeddata.
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Title: Clustering and Prediction with Variable Dimension Covariates

Speaker: Garritt Page IS

Brigham Young University
In many applied fields incomplete covariate vectors are commonly encountered. It is well knownthat this can be problematic when making inference on model parameters, but its impact onprediction performance is less understood. We develop a method based on covariate dependentpartition models that seamlessly handles missing covariates while completely avoiding any type ofimputation. The method we develop allows in-sample as well as out-of-sample predictions, even ifthe missing pattern in the new subjects’ incomplete covariate vector was not seen in the trainingdata. Any data type, including categorical or continuous covariates are permitted. In simulationstudies the proposed method compares favorably. We illustrate the method in two applicationexamples.
Title: Covariate-informed latent interaction models: Addressing geographic tax-
onomic bias in predicting bird-plant interactions

Speaker: Georgia Papadogeorgou IS

University of Florida
Climate change and reductions in natural habitats necessitate that we better understand species’ in-teractivity and how biological communities respond to environmental changes. However, ecologicalstudies of species’ interactions are limited by their geographic and taxonomic focus which can leadto severe under-representation of certain species and distort our understanding of inter-speciesinteractions. We illustrate that ignoring the studies’ focus can result in poor performance. Wedevelop a model for predicting species’ interactions that (a) accounts for errors in the recordedinteraction networks, (b) addresses the geographic and taxonomic biases of existing studies, (c) isbased on latent factors to increase flexibility and borrow information across species, (d) incorpo-rates covariates in a flexible manner to inform the latent factors, and (e) uses a meta-analysis dataset from 166 individual studies. We focus on interactions among 242 birds and 511 plants in theBrazilian Atlantic Forest, and identify 5% of pairs of species with an unrecorded interaction, butposterior probability that the interaction is possible over 80%. Finally, we develop a permutation-based variable importance procedure for latent factor network models and identify that a bird’sbody mass and a plant’s fruit diameter are most important in driving the presence and detectionof species interactions, with a multiplicative relationship.
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Title: Reliable variance matrix priors for Bayesian mixture models with Gaussian
kernels for problems of moderately high-dimensionality

Speaker: Michael Papathomas CT

University of St Andrews
Bayesian mixture modelling is an increasingly popular approach for clustering and density estima-tion. We study the choice of prior for the variance or precision matrix when Gaussian kernels areadopted. Typically, mixture models are assessed by considering observations in a space of only ahandful of dimensions. Instead, we are concerned with higher dimensionality problems, in a spaceof up to 20 dimensions, observing that the choice of prior becomes increasingly important as thedimensionality increases. After identifying certain undesirable properties of standard priors, wereview and implement possible alternative priors. The most promising priors are identified, as wellas factors that affect MCMC convergence. Results, using simulated and real data, show that thechoice of prior and its implementation are critical for deriving reliable inferences. Although ourwork focusses on the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model, we also discuss its relevance to BayesianMixtures of Finite Mixture models.
Title: Network structure learning under uncertain interventions

Speaker: Stefano Peluso IS

Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca
Gaussian Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) represent a powerful tool for learning the network ofdependencies among variables, a task which is of primary interest in many fields and specificallyin biology. Different DAGs may encode equivalent conditional independence structures, implyinglimited ability, with observational data, to identify causal relations. In many contexts however,measurements are collected under heterogeneous settings where variables are subject to exoge-nous interventions. Interventional data can improve the structure learning process whenever thetargets of an intervention are known. However, these are often uncertain or completely unknown,as in the context of drug target discovery. We propose a Bayesian method for learning dependencestructures and intervention targets from data subject to interventions on unknown variables of thesystem. Selected features of our approach include a DAG-Wishart prior on the DAG parameters,and the use of variable selction priors to express uncertainty on the targets. We provide theoret-ical results on the correct asymptotic identification of intervention targets and derive sufficientconditions for Bayes factor and posterior ratio consistency of the graph structure. Our method isapplied in simulations and real-data world settings, to analyze perturbed protein data and assessantiepileptic drug therapies.
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Title: Bayesian Models for Scalable Machine Learning

Speaker: Valerio Perrone IS

Amazon Web Services
In recent years we have witnessed an unprecedented increase in the volume and complexity ofdata, calling for scalable models that can leverage this wealth of information. For instance, highthroughput methods such as DNA sequencing are becoming the norm but extracting meaningfulrepresentations from this data remains an open problem. In this talk, we introduce new Bayesianmodels to address some of the key challenges posed by large scale data, showing their benefits ina variety of real-world applications.
In the first part of the talk, we introduce a novel Bayesian nonparametric prior for time-evolvingdata. We apply the new model to a natural language processing scenario, giving insights into theevolution of research trends across thirty years of NeurIPS conference papers. We then showhow Bayesian uncertainty estimates can be combined with the representations learned by deepneural networks to scale up to millions of datapoints and drive decision-making in industrial andpopulation genetics applications. We demonstrate in experiments that the resulting approachaccurately detects recombination hotspots from raw population genomic data, which can illuminatethe biological mechanism that underlies recombination and help geneticists map the mutationscausing genetic diseases.
Title: Graph Machine Regression for assessing the effects of chemical exposures
on health outcomes

Speaker: Michele Peruzzi IS

Duke University
We develop novel tools for assessing the effects of chemical exposures on health outcomes,allowing interactions, dependent/missing data and large, multivariate, and complex datasets. Inthese contexts, Gaussian process (GP)-based methods, such as Bayesian kernel machine regression(BKMR), are widely used, but may scale poorly to large samples (n) and number of exposures (p), inaddition to being unable to borrow information frommultiple health outcomes. We introduce a newgraph machine regression toolbox to overcome these issues. After creating a lower-dimensionaldomain D, we partition D into blocks mapped to a sparse directed acyclic graph (DAG), leading tomassively faster computations in large scale datasets, while maintaining the flexibility of GPs andeasily accommodating multivariate non-Gaussian outcomes of possibly different types (e.g., binaryand continuous). We illustrate our methods on large scale human exposome data.
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Title: Sequentially guided MCMC proposals for synthetic likelihoods and corre-
lated synthetic likelihoods

Speaker: Umberto Picchini CT

Chalmers University of Technology and University of Gothenburg
Synthetic likelihood (SL) is a simulation-based strategy for parameter inference when the likelihoodfunction is intractable. In SL, the likelihood function of the data is replaced by a multivariateGaussian density over summary statistics of the data. SL requires the simulation of many datasetsat each parameter of a sampling algorithm, such as MCMC, making the method computationally-intensive. We propose two strategies alleviating the computational burden [1]. First, we introducean algorithm producing a proposal distribution that is sequentially tuned and made conditional todata, thus rapidly “guiding” the parameters towards high posterior density regions. This could bepotentially used also with MCMC samplers for ABC. Second, we exploit strategies borrowed fromthe correlated pseudo-marginal MCMC literature, to increase chains mixing. Our methods enableinference via SL for challenging case studies, when the posterior is multimodal or when the chainis initialized in low posterior probability regions, where standard samplers failed.
[1] U. Picchini, U. Simola, J. Corander (2022). Sequentially guided MCMC proposals for syntheticlikelihoods and correlated synthetic likelihoods. Bayesian Analysis, doi:10.1214/22-BA1305.
Title: PAC-Bayes and Bayesian Neural Networks

Speaker: Kostantinos Pitas IS

Inria Grenoble Rhône-Alpes
Bayesian deep neural networks promise improved uncertainty estimation in critical applicationsand other benefits over their deterministic counterparts. While there has been great progressin (approximate) Bayesian inference for these models, applying the Bayesian approach directlymight not be so straightforward. Specifically, Bayesian inference is typically preoccupied with (andprovides guarantees for) inferring the most probable parameters given the training data. Deepneural network practitioners, on the other hand, typically care about predictive metrics such as testmisclassification rate and test negative log-likelihood. PAC-Bayesian generalization bounds bridgethese two worlds and give subtle but interesting intuitions for practical applications of Bayesiandeep learning.
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Title: Accelerating Inference for Neural Stochastic Differential Equations with
Checkpoints

Speaker: Dennis Prangle CT

University of Bristol
Stochastic differential equation (SDE) models are popular in areas such as biology, finance, physicsand medicine. Neural SDEs let the gradient term be the output of a neural network, allowing veryflexible behaviour. They can be used as models in their own right, or to approximate a posteriordistribution through variational inference.
However, current neural SDE training methods require sampling SDE paths for the entire time rangeof interest in each training iteration. This can become impractically costly for larger datasets. Wepropose a method where each training iteration only requires sampling a path over a randomlychosen short interval (analogous to mini-batch methods for IID data). Our method involves learningan approximation to the marginal SDE state at ""checkpoints"" - every possible interval start-point -using an amortised approach. Empirical studies show that themethod achieves orders ofmagnitudespeed-ups at only small reductions in accuracy.
Title: Non-Separable Spatio-temporal Models via TransformedMultivariate Gaus-
sian Markov Random Fields

Speaker: Marcos Prates IS

Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais
Models that capture spatial and temporal dynamics are applicable in many scientific fields. Non-separable spatio-temporal models were introduced in the literature to capture these dynamics.However, these models are generally complicated in construction and interpretation. We introducea class of non-separable Transformed multivariate Gaussian Markov random fields (TMGMRF) inwhich the dependence structure is flexible and facilitates simple interpretations concerning spatial,temporal and spatio-temporal parameters. Moreover, TMGMRF models have the advantage ofallowing specialists to define any desired marginal distribution in model construction withoutsuffering from spatio-temporal confounding. Consequently, the use of spatio-temporal modelsunder the TMGMRF framework leads to a new class of general models, such as spatio-temporalGamma random fields, that can be directly used to model Poisson intensity for space-time data.The proposed model was applied to identify important environmental characteristics that affectvariation in the abundance of Nenia tridens, a dominant species of grastropod in a well-studiedtropical ecosystem, and to characterize its spatial and temporal trends, which are particularlycritical during the Anthropocene, an epoch of time characterized by human-induced environmentalchange associated with climate and land use.
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Title: Empirical Copulas and Bayesian Modeling

Speaker: Serge Provost CT

Western University
The use of copulas is becoming more prevalent in connection with the Bayesian modeling of datasets. Novel approaches for estimating the density functions associated with empirical copulas areproposed. One of them involves smoothing Deheuvel’s joint empirical cumulative distribution func-tion and another one provides a semi-parametric representation of the copula density estimates.A representation expressed in terms of Bernstein polynomials will also be discussed. Additionally,the case of a data set and its running maxima will be considered, and the resulting copula will becompared to that associated with a Brownian motion process and its running maxima. As well,an indirect technique for estimating joint density functions from copula densities will discussed.Such density estimates and their graphical displays ought to contribute to facilitating the fitting ofBayesian models to multivariate observations. Such density estimates and their graphical displaysought to contribute to facilitating the fitting of Bayesian models to multivariate observations.Several illustrative examples involving stock market data will be presented.
Title: Differentially private synthetic data for disease mapping

Speaker: Harrison Quick IS

Drexel University
Motivated by the lack of formal privacy protections in place on CDC WONDER, recent work hasproposed the creation of a Synthetic CDCWONDER based on a differentially private Poisson-gammamodeling framework inspired by the disease mapping literature. More specifically, the approachsamples values from the posterior predictive distribution associated with modeling event countdata with a Poisson-likelihood and assuming a gamma prior on the underlying event rate. ThePoisson-gamma framework incorporates (and relies on) publicly available information such asestimates of the underlying population sizes and event rates to improve its utility and protectsthe sensitive data by increasing the informativeness of the prior distribution. The goal of thiswork is to present a comparison of the Poisson-gamma framework and the Laplace mechanism forthe purpose of generating a synthetic dataset comprised of the 26,000 cancer-related deaths inPennsylvania counties from 1980. We show that while the Poisson-gamma framework preservesinference on quantities such as urban/rural and black/white disparities in death rates, the Laplacemechanism –when forced to produce non-negative values – can fail to preserve both themagnitudeand direction of such disparities.
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Title: Modelling species’ responses to climate change using a flexible nonlinear
Bayesian approach

Speaker: Hayden Rabel CT

Statistics New Zealand
Species are disappearing faster than they are being discovered. Effects of climate change onbiodiversity require urgent assessment. Physiological responses to environmental and spatialgradients (such as temperature, altitude, depth, latitude, etc.) are non-linear – typically modal.Field data documenting species’ abundances (typically discrete counts) also show zero-inflationand variance-mean relationships. Asymmetries and/or flat or peaked responses also hampereffective modelling. We propose a flexible hierarchical nonlinear mathematical model that catershandsomely to ecological data, and apply this to broad-scale datasets in time and space. A Bayesianapproach prevents the model from heading towards illogical outcomes and provides a naturalframework for updating. Species’ modal positions along gradients can be estimated rigorously,and responses to changing environments can be tracked at global scales. We demonstrate ourtechnique on North American Breeding Birds, sampled over the past 50+ years.
Title: Bayesian Demography and Climate Change Assessment

Speaker: Adrian Raftery FL

University of Washington
Population forecasts are used by governments and the private sector for planning, with horizonsup to about three generations (around 2100) for different purposes. The traditional methods aredeterministic using scenarios, but probabilistic forecasts are desired to get an idea of accuracy,to assess changes, and to make decisions involving risks. In a major breakthrough, since 2015the United Nations has issued probabilistic population forecasts for all countries using a Bayesianmethodology that we review here. Assessment of the social cost of carbon relies on long-termforecasts of carbon emissions, which in turn rely on even longer-range population and economicforecasts, to 2300. Weextend theUNmethod to very-long range population forecasts, by combiningthe statistical approach with expert review and elicitation. We find that, while world population isprojected to grow for most of the rest of this century, it is likely to stabilize in the 22nd century,and to decline in the 23rd century.This is joint work with Hana Ševčíková.
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Title: Graph-Aligned Random Partition Model

Speaker: Giovanni Rebaudo IS

The University of Texas at Austin
Bayesian nonparametric mixtures and random partition models are effective tools to performprobabilistic clustering. However, standard independent mixture models can be restrictive in someapplications such as inference on cell-lineage due to the biological relations of the clusters. Theincreasing availability of large genomics data and studies require new statistical tolls to performmodel-based clustering and infer the relationship between the homogeneous subgroups of units.Motivated by single-cell RNA applications we develop a novel dependent mixture model to jointlyperform cluster analysis and align the cluster on a graph. Our flexible graph-aligned randompartition model exploits Gibbs-type priors as building blocks allowing us to derive analytical resultson the probability mass function (pmf) of the graph-aligned random partition. From the pmf, wederive a generalization of the well-known Chinese restaurant process and a related neat MCMCalgorithm to perform Bayesian inference. We perform posterior inference on real single-cell RNAdata from mice stem cells. We further investigate the performance of our model in capturingunderlying clustering structure as well as the underlying graph by means of a simulation study.
Title: Distributions for parameters

Speaker: Nancy Reid FL

University of Toronto
A series of workshops on foundational aspects of inference has been held regularly since 2013,under the title “Bayes, Frequentist, Fiducial (BFF)". One common goal among these three themes,and related developments, is the construction of a distribution for a parameter or parametersof interest. Confidence distributions, significance functions, fiducial distributions, plausibility,possibility, and belief functions, are some of the terms associated with these approaches. Thisoverview lecture will discuss historical and modern versions of the search for distributions forparameters, as mirrored through the BFF series of meetings and a forthcoming handbook.
Title: Discussion of Presentations

Speaker: Jerome Reiter IS

Duke University
As the discussant in this session, I will present my thoughts on the papers.
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Title: A Bayesian Gaussian Process for Estimating a Causal Exposure Response
Curve and its Change Points

Speaker: Boyu Ren CT

McLean Hospital
Motivated by environmental policy questions, we address the challenges of estimation, changepoint detection, and uncertainty quantification of a causal exposure-response function (CERF).Under a potential outcome framework, the CERF describes the relationship between a continuouslyvarying exposure (or treatment) and its causal effect on an outcome. We propose a new Bayesianapproach that relies on a Gaussian process (GP) model to estimate the CERF non parametrically.To achieve the desired separation of design and analysis phases, we parametrize the covariance(kernel) function of the GP to mimic matching via a Generalized Propensity Score (GPS). The tuningparameters of the matching function are chosen to optimize covariate balance. Our approachachieves automatic uncertainty evaluation of the CERF with high computational efficiency andenables change point detection through inference on the one-sided derivatives of the CERF. Weprovide theoretical results showing the correspondence between our Bayesian GP framework andtraditional approaches in causal inference for estimating causal effects of a continuous exposure.We apply the methods to 520,711 ZIP-code-level observations to estimate the causal effect oflong-term exposures to PM2.5, ozone and NO2 on all-cause mortality, as well as critical levels abovewhich drastic changes in their causal effects are observed, among Medicare enrollees in the UnitedStates.
Title: A Neural Network for Distributions

Speaker: Dan Richard CT

University of Alberta
Particle filters are used to solve probability filtering problems by representing the posterior dis-tribution over the state-space with a collection of particles, which are then analysed for decisionmaking purposes. This analysis could include calculation of various statistics, like the mean, toguide a decision; however, this could be leaving out vital information required for making gooddecisions. How can a decision be made that encapsulates all the information contained in theparticles? The answer is to provide the posterior distribution as an input to the newly developed“distributional neural network,” which differs from traditional neural networks that map real finitevectors to real finite vectors. The talk will provide a Universal Approximation result for neuralnetwork representations of arbitrary functions with measure valued or even topological spaceinputs. These approximations work well on a computer with empirical distributions and Bayesfactor like those that arise naturally from particle filters.
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Title: A generalized Bayes framework for probabilistic clustering

Speaker: Tommaso Rigon CT

University of Milano-Bicocca
Loss-based clustering methods, such as k-means and its variants, are standard tools for findinggroups in data. However, the lack of quantification of uncertainty in the estimated clusters isa disadvantage. Model-based clustering based on mixture models provides an alternative, butsuch methods face computational problems and large sensitivity to the choice of kernel. Thisarticle proposes a generalized Bayes framework that bridges between these paradigms throughthe use of Gibbs posteriors. In conducting Bayesian updating, the log-likelihood is replaced by aloss function for clustering, leading to a rich family of clustering methods. The Gibbs posteriorrepresents a coherent updating of Bayesian beliefs without needing to specify a likelihood for thedata, and can be used for characterizing uncertainty in clustering. We consider losses based onBregman divergence and pairwise similarities, and develop efficient deterministic algorithms forpoint estimation along with sampling algorithms for uncertainty quantification. Several existingclustering algorithms, including k-means, can be interpreted as generalized Bayes estimators underour framework, and hence we provide amethod of uncertainty quantification for these approaches;for example, allowing calculation of the probability a data point is well clustered.
Title: Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Trajectories: a robust alternative to Hamilto-
nian Monte Carlo

Speaker: Lionel Riou-Durand IS

University of Warwick
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a widely used sampler, known for its efficiency on high dimen-sional distributions. Yet HMC remains quite sensitive to the choice of integration time. Randomizingthe length of Hamiltonian trajectories (RHMC) has been suggested to smooth the Auto-CorrelationFunctions (ACF), ensuring robustness of tuning. We present the Langevin diffusion as an alternativeto control these ACFs by inducing randomness in Hamiltonian trajectories through a continuousrefreshment of the velocities. We connect and compare the two processes in terms of quantitativemixing rates for the 2-Wasserstein and L2 distances. The Langevin diffusion is presented as a limitof RHMC achieving the fastest mixing rate for strongly log-concave targets. We introduce a robustalternative to HMC built upon these dynamics, named Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Trajectories(MALT). Studying the scaling limit of MALT, we obtain optimal tuning guidelines similar to HMC,and recover the same scaling with respect to the dimension without additional assumptions. Weillustrate numerically the efficiency of MALT compared to HMC and RHMC.
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Title: Frequentist asymptotics for parametric emprical Bayes

Speaker: Stefano Rizzelli CT

Università Cattolica, Milan
Empirical Bayes (EB) methods, via maximum marginal likelihood estimators (MMLE) of prior hyper-parameters, provide popular alternatives to genuine Bayesian inference. For regular parametricmodels, we provide sufficient conditions for MMLE convergence to a set of oracle hyperparam-eter choices, asymptotically minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true datagenerating density and the marginal likelihood. This complements a result previously establishedin Petrone et al. (2014). We also refine their comparison between Bayes and EB to higher-orderasymptotics, showing that EB offers a closer approximation to posterior/predictive distributionsobtained with oracle hyperparameters than with nonoracle choices. We illustrate applications tolinear regression and finite mixture models. We further provide new results in a degenerate casewhere the EB prior can collapse to a point mass with nonvanishing frequentist probability, givingconditions under which the MMLE still asymptotically provides an oracle choice. Finally, we exploreextensions to irregular, nonidentifiable statistical models.
Title: Testing for components in finite and infinite mixtures

Speaker: Christian Robert CT

Université Paris Dauphine
Testing for the number of components in a finite mixture model or against the fit of a finite mixturemodel for a given dataset has long been and still is an issue of much interest, albeit yet missing afully satisfactory resolution. Using a Bayes factor to find the right number of components K in afinite mixture model is known to provide a consistent procedure. We furthermore establish theconsistence of the Bayes factor when comparing a parametric family of finite mixtures against thenonparametric location Dirichlet Process Mixture (DPM) model. In practice, estimating the modelevidence (1) is unfortunately a notoriously difficult task for finite and infinite mixture models andwe reexamine here different Monte Carlo techniques advocated in the recent literature, as well asnovel approaches based on Geyer’s (1994) reverse logistic regression technique and SequentialMonte Carlo (SMC).
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Title: Stereographic Markov chain Monte Carlo

Speaker: Gareth Roberts CT

University of Warwick
High dimensional distributions, especially those with heavy tails, are difficult for off-the-shelfMCMC samplers: the combination of unbounded state spaces, diminishing gradient informationand local moves, results in empirically observed "stickiness" and poor theoretical mixing properties– lack of geometric ergodicity. This talk will introduce a new class of MCMC samplers that map theoriginal high dimensional problem in Euclidean space onto a sphere and remedy these notoriousmixing problems. In particular, we develop Random Walk Metropolis type algorithms as wellas versions of Bouncy Particle Sampler that are uniformly ergodic for a large class of light- andheavy-tailed distributions and also empirically exhibit rapid convergence. This is joint work withJun Yang (Oxford) and Krys Latuszynski (Warwick).
Title: A Bayesian Approach to Spherical Factor Analysis for Binary Data

Speaker: Abel Rodriguez IS

University of Washington
Factor models are widely used across diverse areas of application for purposes that include di-mensionality reduction, covariance estimation, and feature engineering. Traditional factor modelscan be seen as an instance of linear embedding methods that project multivariate observationsonto a lower dimensional Euclidean latent space. This paper discusses a new class of geometricembedding models for multivariate binary data in which the embedding space correspond to aspherical manifold, with potentially unknown dimension. The resulting models include traditionalfactor models as a special case, but provide additional flexibility. Furthermore, unlike other tech-niques for geometric embedding, the models are easy to interpret, and the uncertainty associatedwith the latent features can be properly quantified. These advantages are illustrated using bothsimulation studies and real data on voting records from the U.S. Senate. This is joint work withXingchen Yu.
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Title: Cauchy Markov random fields for Bayesian inversion

Speaker: Lassi Roininen IS

LUT University
We consider using Cauchy Markov random field priors for Bayesian inversion with applicationsin sawmill log X-ray imaging. Using Cauchy fields leads to posterior distributions which are non-Gaussian, high-dimensional, multimodal and heavy-tailed. Thus, we need sophisticated optimiza-tion andMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC)methods. We firstly propose a one-dimensional secondorder Cauchy difference prior, and construct new first and second order two-dimensional isotropicCauchy difference priors. Another new Cauchy prior is based on the stochastic partial differentialequation approach, derived from Matérn type Gaussian presentation. We consider maximum aposteriori and conditional mean estimation. We exploit state-of-the-art MCMC methodologiessuch as Metropolis-within-Gibbs, Repelling-Attracting Metropolis, and No-U-Turn sampler variantof Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. We demonstrate the applicability of the models and methods withtwo one and two-dimensional synthetic deconvolution problems, and with real data examplearising from the sawmill X-ray imaging with extremely sparse measurement geometry requiringsophisticated prior constructions and efficient samping methods.
Title: A Bayesian nonparametric approach for causal inference with multiple
mediators

Speaker: Samrat Roy IS

University of Pennsylvania
Mediation analysis with contemporaneously observed multiple mediators is a significant area ofcausal inference. Recent methodologies dealing with multiple mediators are based on parametricmodels and thus may suffer from parametric misspecification. Also, the existing literature estimatesthe joint mediation effect as the sum of individual mediators effect, which, on many occasions, isnot a reasonable assumption. In this paper, we propose a methodology that overcomes the twoaforementioned drawbacks in the existing literature. Our method is based on a novel Bayesiannonparametric (BNP) approach, wherein, the joint distribution of the observed data (outcome,mediators, treatment, and confounders) is modeled flexibly using an enriched Dirichlet processwith three levels: the first level characterizing the conditional distribution of the outcome giventhe mediators, treatment, and the confounders, the second level corresponding to the conditionaldistribution of each of the mediators given the treatment and the confounders, and the third levelcorresponding to the distribution of the treatment and the confounders. Using the joint distributionin the EDP, we use standardization (g-computation) to compute causal mediation effects. Theefficacy of our proposed method is demonstrated with simulations. Also, we apply our proposedmethod to analyze data from a study of Ventilator-associated Pneumonia (VAP) co-infected patients,where the effect of the abundance of Pseudomonas on VAP infection is suspected to be mediatedthrough various antibiotic exposures.
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Title: An overview of Bayesian computational frameworks for teaching

Speaker: Colin Rundel IS

Duke University
Bayesian modeling has never been more accessible and widespread, this is due in large part todevelopment of modern Bayesian computational frameworks like BUGS, JAGS, Stan, etc. While thiswealth of choices is empowering, it can also be overwhelming to new users trying to decide whereto start. This is particularly true for instructors who need to carefully weight the advantages anddisadvantages of these frameworks in the context of their target audience and desired learningoutcomes. In this talk we will discuss some of the more popular options (JAGS, Stan, PyMC3, andothers)with a focus on integrating them into a Bayesianmodeling courses at both the undergraduateand graduate level. Specific attention will be given to the larger ecosystem for each framework, aswell as considerations around syntax, efficiency, and performance.
Title: Bayesian bi-clustering for temporally heterogeneous high-dimensional
longitudinal data

Speaker: Massimiliano Russo CT

Harvard University
X-linked Dystonia-Parkinsonism (XDP) is a rare genetic form of dystonia found almost entirelyamong males of Filipino descent, characterized by highly heterogeneous symptoms and unknownprogression patterns. Distinguishing sub-types of XDP is pivotal in advancing our understandingof the disease and in providing effective targeted treatment for the affected patients. However,analysis of existing data is complicated by the fact that (i) the patients are observed for only ashort length of time at different stages of progression, and (ii) the disease symptoms are measuredusing a large number of interdependent scales. To overcome these challenges, we propose anovel Bayesian statistical model that simultaneously clusters subjects according to the trajectoryof their progression and clusters variables into jointly relevant aspects of the disease. We applythe model to clinical XDP data and find that it reveals novel insights into the patterns of diseaseprogression.
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Title: ABC-ROM: Time-series forecasting with ABC prediction uncertainty and
Reduced Order Models

Speaker: Robin Ryder CT

Université Paris-Dauphine
We consider high-dimensional Partial Differential Equations models with incomplete observations.Data arise from a stochastic process involving a large number of time-evolving compartments, butwe only observe a small number of (collections of) these compartments. In such a setting, noanalytical solution is available, so Numerical Analysts rely on Reduced Order Models instead, asimulation-basedmethodwhich projects synthetic trajectories onto a lower-dimensional space. Wepropose a technique to combine Reduced Order Models with Approximate Bayesian Computation,and obtain an approximate, fully-Bayesian prediction interval. We apply this method to predictionuncertainty for detailed epidemiological models of the Covid pandemic.
Title: Scalable structure learning and inference for domain-specific probabilistic
programs

Speaker: Feras Saad IS

MIT
A key challenge in using probabilistic programming for data science applications is learning accuratemodels from complex data and performing fast and accurate Bayesian inference. In this talk, Iwill present new Bayesian structure discovery techniques that make it possible to automaticallylearn entire probabilistic programs in domains that include tabular data, relational data, andunivariate and multivariate time series. Bayesian inference in these learned programs can be thenperformed effectively by compiling them in the Sum-Product Probabilistic Language (SPPL), a newsystem that automatically delivers fast exact answers to a range of user queries. Applications andruntime/accuracy improvements will be shown for a variety of data science problems such asforecasting flu rates, discovering relational structure in political data, and analyzing the fairness ofdecision tree classifiers.
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Title: Bayesian Additive Multivariate Decision Trees for Spatial Nonparametric
Function Estimation on Complex Domains

Speaker: Huiyan Sang IS

Texas A&M University
Spatial nonparametric regression on complex domains has been a challenging task. Many popularensemble/boosting tree nonparametric regression models based on binary decision trees withunivariate split rules are not designed to account for intrinsic geometries and domain boundaries.This article proposes a Bayesian additive multivariate decision tree regression model for spatialnonparametric regression on manifolds, with an emphasis on complex constrained domains orirregularly shaped spaces embedded in Euclidean spaces. Our model is built upon multivariatedecision treeweak learners, where a node of the decision tree can split amultivariate spatial featurespace while respecting spatial contiguity constraints as well as intrinsic geometries and domainboundary constraints. Equipped with a soft prediction scheme, our method is demonstrated tosignificantly outperform other competing methods such as BART and GP in simulation experimentsand in an application to the chlorophyll data in Aral Sea, due to its strong local adaptivity to differentlevels of smoothness.
Title: Non-Gaussian geostatistical models using nearest neighbors processes

Speaker: Bruno Sanso CT

University of California, Santa Cruz
We present a framework for non-Gaussian spatial processes that encompasses large distributionfamilies. Spatial dependence for a set of irregularly scattered locations is described with a mixtureof pairwise kernels. Focusing on the nearest neighbors of a given location, within a reference set,we obtain a valid spatial process: the nearest neighbor mixture transition distribution process(NNMP). We develop conditions to construct general NNMP models with arbitrary pre-specifiedmarginal distributions. Essentially, NNMPs are specified by a bi-variate distribution, with suitablemarginals, used to specify the mixture transition kernels. Such distribution can be spatially varying,to capture non-homogeneous spatial features. The mixture structure of the model allows forefficient MCMC-based exploration of posterior distribution of the model parameters, even forrelatively large number of locations. We illustrate the capabilities of NNMPs with observationscorresponding to distributions with different non-Gaussian characteristics: Long tails; Compactsupport; skewness.
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Title: Private Tabular Survey Data Products through Synthetic Microdata Genera-
tion

Speaker: Terrance Savitsky IS

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
We propose two synthetic microdata approaches to generate private tabular survey data productsfor public release. We adapt a pseudo posterior mechanism that downweights by-record likelihoodcontributions with weights ∈ [0, 1] based on their identification disclosure risks to producingtabular products for survey data. Our method applied to an observed survey database achieves anasymptotic global probabilistic differential privacy guarantee. Our two approaches synthesize theobserved sample distribution of the outcome and survey weights, jointly, such that both quantitiestogether possess a privacy guarantee. The privacy-protected outcome and survey weights are usedto construct tabular cell estimates (where the cell inclusion indicators are treated as known andpublic) and associated standard errors to correct for survey sampling bias. Through a real dataapplication to the Survey of Doctorate Recipients public use file and simulation studies motivatedby the application, we demonstrate that our two microdata synthesis approaches to constructtabular products provide superior utility preservation as compared to the additive-noise approachof the Laplace Mechanism. Moreover, our approaches allow the release of microdata to the public,enabling additional analyses at no extra privacy cost.
Title: Scalable Bayesian inference for time series via divide-and-conquer

Speaker: Deborshee Sen IS

University of Bath
Bayesian computational algorithms tend to scale poorly as data size increases. This had led to thedevelopment of divide-and-conquer-based approaches for scalable inference. These divide thedata into subsets, perform inference for each subset in parallel, and then combine these inferences.While appealing theoretical properties and practical performance have been demonstrated forindependent observations, scalable inference for dependent data remains challenging. In this work,we study the problem of Bayesian inference from very long time series. The literature in this areafocuses mainly on approximate approaches that lack rigorous theoretical guarantees. We proposea simple and scalable divide-and-conquer method, and provide accuracy guarantees. Numericalsimulations and real data applications demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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Title: Modeling First Arrival of Migratory Birds using a Hierarchical Max-infinitely
Divisible Process

Speaker: Benjamin Shaby IS

Colorado State University
"Humans have recorded the arrival dates of migratory birds for millennia, searching for trends andpatterns. As the first arrival among individuals in a species is the realized tail of the probabilitydistribution of arrivals, the appropriate statistical framework with which to analyze such events isextreme value theory. Here, for the first time, we apply formal extreme value techniques to thedynamics of bird migrations. We study the annual first arrivals Magnolia Warblers using moderntools from the statistical field of extreme value analysis. Using observations from the eBird database,we model the spatial distribution of Magnolia Warbler arrivals as a max-infinitely divisible process,which allows us to spatially interpolate observed annual arrivals in a probabilistically coherent way,and to project arrival dynamics into the future by conditioning on climatic variables. "
Title: Bayesian analysis ofmatrix datawith applications to professional basketball
game analysis

Speaker: Weining Shen IS

University of California, Irvine
We propose a Bayesian nonparametric matrix clustering approach to analyze the latent heterogene-ity structure in the shot selection data collected from professional basketball players in the NationalBasketball Association (NBA). The proposed method adopts a mixture of finite mixtures frameworkand fully utilizes the spatial information via a mixture of matrix normal distribution representa-tion. We propose an efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm for posterior sampling thatallows simultaneous inference on both the number of clusters and the cluster configurations. Wealso establish large-sample convergence properties for the posterior distribution. The compellingempirical performance of the proposed method is demonstrated via simulation studies and anapplication to shot chart data from selected players in the NBA’s 2017–2018 regular season.
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Title: Non-Stratified Chain Event Graphs for Modelling Asymmetric Processes

Speaker: Aditi Shenvi IS

University of Warwick
Probabilistic graphical models provide a powerful and intuitive framework for representing complexprocesses through the conditional independence relationships of their defining random variablesor events. They have been successfully applied to wide range of domains. However, populargraphical models such as Bayesian networks (BNs) are unable to effectively represent processeswith context-specific independencies (CSI) or structural asymmetries i.e. processes whose eventspaces do not admit a natural product space structure. Chain event graphs (CEGs) are a recentfamily of graphical models that were proposed for modelling such processes. CEGs generalisethe class of discrete state space BNs. The CEG literature, through the ‘stratified’ CEG class, hasdemonstrated its efficacy over BNs in modelling processes with CSI. However, despite structuralasymmetries being common in many domains (occurring naturally e.g. a defendant vs prosecutor’sversion of events, or by design e.g. a non-factorial public health intervention), modelling suchasymmetric processes with CEGs has largely been unexplored. In this talk we present the class of‘non-stratified’ CEGs that can model such asymmetric processes. We demonstrate their suitabilityfor asymmetric processes through applications in public health and policing.
Title: Sampling with Mirrored Stein Operators

Speaker: Jiaxin Shi CT

Microsoft Research New England
Accurately approximating an unnormalized distribution with a discrete sample is a fundamentalchallenge in machine learning and probabilistic inference. Particle evolution methods like Steinvariational gradient descent tackle this challenge by applying deterministic updates to particlesusing operators based on Stein’s method and reproducing kernels to sequentially minimize Kullback-Leibler divergence. However, these methods break down for constrained targets and fails to exploitinformative non-Euclidean geometry. In this talk, I will introduce a new family of particle evolutionsamplers suitable for constrained domains and non-Euclidean geometries. These samplers arederived from a new class of Stein operators and have deep connections with Riemannian Langevindiffusion, mirror descent, and natural gradient descent. We demonstrate that these new samplersyield accurate approximations to distributions on the simplex, deliver valid confidence intervalsin post-selection inference, and converge more rapidly than prior methods in large-scale uncon-strained posterior inference. Finally, we establish the convergence of our new procedures underverifiable conditions on the target distribution.
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Title: A Bayesian decision support system for counteracting activities of terrorist
groups

Speaker: Jim Smith CT

University of Warwick & the Alan Turing Institute
Activities of terrorist groups present a serious threat to the security and well-being of the generalpublic. Counterterrorism authorities aim to identify and frustrate the plans of terrorist groupsbefore they are put into action. Whilst the activities of terrorist groups are likely to be hidden anddisguised, its members need to communicate and coordinate to organise their activities. Suchobservable behaviour and communications data can be utilised by the authorities to estimatethe threat posed by the group. We present a Bayesian integrating decision support system thatcan combine information relating to each member of a terrorist group as well as the combinedactivities of the group. Our model, thus, folds in the level of threat posed by each member of thegroup through a credible proxy measure (i.e. the observed activities of each member), which iscrucial in such social networks where individuals cannot be considered exchangeable.
Title: Fast and Accurate Variational Inference for Models with Many Latent
Variables

Speaker: Michael Smith IS

University of Melbourne
Models with a large number of latent variables are often used to utilize the information in big orcomplex data, but can be difficult to estimate. Variational inference methods provide an attractivesolution. These methods use an approximation to the posterior density, yet for large latent variablemodels existing choices can be inaccurate or slow to calibrate. Here, we propose a family oftractable variational approximations that are more accurate and faster to calibrate for this case. Itcombines a parsimonious approximation for the parameter posterior with the exact conditionalposterior of the latent variables. We derive a simplified expression for the re-parameterizationgradient of the variational lower bound, which is the main ingredient of optimization algorithmsused for calibration. Implementation only requires exact or approximate generation from theconditional posterior of the latent variables, rather than computation of their density. In effect,our method provides a new way to employ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) within variationalinference. We illustrate with random coefficients tobit model applied to twomillion sales by 20,000individuals in a consumer panel. Last, we show how to implement data sub-sampling in variationalinference for our approximation, further reducing computation time.
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Title: Federated Learning with Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

Speaker: Qifan Song IS

Purdue University
Federated learning (FL) becomes an emerging learning paradigm. It is a distributed machinelearning architecture that trains a centralized global model using decentralized data sets. This workproposed a Bayesian federated learning algorithm, namely, the federated averaging stochasticHamiltonian Monte Carlo (FA-HMC), for parameter estimation and uncertainty quantification. Weprovide rigorous convergence guarantees of FA-HMC for non-iid distributed data sets, under thestrongly convexity and Hessian smoothness assumptions. Our analysis reveals how the dimensionof parameter space, the frequency of communication between the center node and worker nodes,and the heterogeneity level among local data sets affect the convergence of FA-HMC. The resultsare supported by our simulations.
Title: Fast Approximate BayesBag Model Selection via Taylor Expansions

Speaker: Neil Spencer CT

Harvard University
In recent years, BayesBag has emerged as an effective remedy for the brittleness of Bayesianmodel selection under model misspecification. However, computing BayesBag can be prohibitivelyexpensive for large datasets. In this talk, I propose a fast approximation of BayesBag modelselection based on Taylor approximations of the log marginal likelihood, which can achieve resultscomparable to BayesBag in a fraction of the computation time. I provide concrete bounds forthe approximation error and establish conditions under which it converges to zero as the datasetgrows.
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Title: Divide-and-Conquer Bayesian Inference in Hidden Markov Models

Speaker: Sanvesh Srivastava IS

University of Iowa
Divide-and-conquer Bayesian methods consist of three steps: dividing the data into smaller com-putationally manageable subsets, running a sampling algorithm in parallel on all the subsets, andcombining parameter draws from all the subsets. The combined parameter draws are used forefficient posterior inference in massive data settings. Several innovative methods have been devel-oped over the years, but a major restriction common to all is that their first two steps assume thatthe observations are independent. We address this problem by developing a divide-and-conquermethod for Bayesian inference in parametric hidden Markov models, where the state space isknown and finite. First, we show that the dependence can be preserved on the subsets by appro-priately modifying the subset likelihoods. Second, if the number of subsets is chosen appropriatelydepending on the mixing properties of the hidden Markov chain, then we show that the subsetposterior distributions defined using the modified likelihood are asymptotically normal as thesubset sample size tends to infinity. Finally, we present numerical results to justify the empiricalvalidity of the theoretical results.
Title: Uncertainty calibration and exemplar identification for heterogeneous
treatment effects with Individualized Bayesian Causal Forests (iBCF)

Speaker: Jennifer Starling CT

Mathematica Policy Research
Bayesian Causal Forests (BCF) has proven to be an effective framework for estimating hetero-geneous treatment effects, particularly where standard methods yield biased estimates due toresidual confounding. BCF parameterizes BART models to allow for separate regularization oftreatment and prognostic effects, making it possible to shrink towards homogeneity. However,BCF’s credible intervals are known to under-cover, and treatment effect estimates are purely afunction of measured covariates, without the ability to identify “exemplar” observations thatrespond to treatment more strongly than covariates predict. We introduce iBCF, a new version ofthe BCF prior that incorporates observation-level random effects to allow for robust estimation ofindividual causal impacts. We demonstrate the utility of this approach in calibrating uncertaintyand identifying exemplar observations. We showcase the benefits of this approach in a simulationbased on real data from a Medicare primary care program.
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Title: Bayes(ish) Estimates for the Linear(ish) Model

Speaker: David A. Stephens KL

McGill University
Even in a world of ever-more sophisticated constructions, the linear model still holds a centralposition in many domains of statistical analysis. In this talk I will review the use of the linear modelin some modern statistical settings, and in particular discuss the implications for Bayesian analysisin the semiparametric setting. In causal inference, the most common statistical strategies arebased on frequentist analyses derived from estimating equations, and these methods are attractivebecause of guarantees of performance under various forms of mis-specification. In this talk I willdiscuss Bayesian equivalent approaches based on the linear model, and attempt to justify andverify the validity of the approaches as fully Bayesian, in the sense that they are derived fromprobabilistic formulations of decision problems, even though some aspects of the analyses appearto make compromises.
Title: Measuring the robustness of Gaussian processes to kernel choice

Speaker: Will Stephenson IS

MIT
Gaussian processes (GPs) are used to make medical and scientific decisions, including in cardiaccare and monitoring of atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. Notably, the choice of GP kernel isoften somewhat arbitrary. In particular, uncountably many kernels typically align with qualitativeprior knowledge (e.g. function smoothness or stationarity). But in practice, data analysts chooseamong a handful of convenient standard kernels (e.g. squared exponential). In the present work,we ask: Would decisions made with a GP differ under other, qualitatively interchangeable kernels?We show how to answer this question by solving a constrained optimization problem over afinite-dimensional space. We can then use standard optimizers to identify substantive changes inrelevant decisions made with a GP. We demonstrate in both synthetic and real-world examplesthat decisions made with a GP can exhibit non-robustness to kernel choice, even when prior drawsare qualitatively interchangeable to a user.
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Title: Bayesian Covariate-Dependent Gaussian Graphical Models with Varying
Structure

Speaker: Francesco Stingo IS

University of Florence
We introduce Bayesian Gaussian graphical models with covariates (GGMx), a class of multivariateGaussian distributions with covariate-dependent sparse precision matrix. We propose a generalconstruction of a functionalmapping from the covariate space to the cone of sparse positive definitematrices, that encompasses many existing graphical models for heterogeneous settings. Ourmethodology is based on a novel mixture prior for precision matrices with a non-local componentthat admits attractive theoretical and empirical properties. The flexible formulation of GGMx allowsboth the strength and the sparsity pattern of the precision matrix (hence the graph structure)changewith the covariates. Posterior inference is carried out with a carefully designedMarkov chainMonte Carlo algorithm which ensures the positive definiteness of sparse precision matrices at anygiven covariates’ values. Extensive simulations and a case study in cancer genomics demonstrate theutility of the proposed model. Joint work with Yang Ni and Veerabhadran Baladandayuthapani.
Title: Bayesian Spatio-Temporal Models for EPV in Hockey: A Simulation Ap-
proach

Speaker: Tyrel Stokes IS

McGill/Zelus Analytics
Building off previous work in Basketball, Soccer, and Hockey exploring expected possession valuewe consider offensive play sequences from event-level hockey data as realizations from stochasticprocesses. We construct more than 40 spatio-temporal submodels fit in INLA which allow us toforward simulate entire play sequences at the resolution of the data from the posterior predictivedistribution. We use time since zone entry as a proxy for unobserved offensive and defensivestructure. This allows us to effectively propagate and quantify uncertainty in outcomes of interest,namely expected value of the sequences and added value of player actions. We discuss insightsfrom the model on OHL data and extensions to full-ice data.
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Title: Bayesian estimation of nonlinear Hawkes processes

Speaker: Deborah Sulem CT

University of Oxford
Temporal point processes (TPP) are widely applied to model the occurrences of events, e.g., naturaldisasters, online message exchanges, financial transactions or neuronal spike trains. The Hawkesmodel is a TPP model which allows the probability of occurrences of future events to depend onthe past of the process and is particularly popular for modelling interactive phenomena such asdisease expansion. In this work we consider the nonlinear multivariate Hawkes model, which cannotably account for excitation and inhibition between interacting entities. We provide theoreticalguarantees for applying nonparametric Bayesian estimation methods; in particular, we obtainconcentration rates of the posterior distribution on the parameters, and convergence rates ofBayesian estimators. Another object of interest in event-data modelling is to infer the graph ofinteraction - or Granger causal graph. In this case, we provide consistency guarantees for Bayesianmethods.
Title: Collapsed blocked Gibbs sampling for improved convergence in latent
variable models

Speaker: David Swanson CT

University of Oslo
Marginalizing over nuisance parameters can improve convergence of MCMC, as can blockingcorrelated parameters. This is straightforward to visualize and think about in contexts like low-dimensional multivariate normal distributions, but for latent variable models it is difficult becauseof the non-smooth way in which label assignment and cluster-specific parameters relate to oneanother. In general, however, cluster assignment of observations close to one another will tend tocorrelate since their weight pulls a cluster’s mean to a center held in common. One can explorewith respect to this correlation by sampling cluster assignments for a random block of observations,not updating cluster-specific parameters for several iterations, then performing an accept-rejectstep for each proposed block move. One can cater blocking to the context to push acceptanceprobabilities close to 1 and assure ergodicity by only using a weighted coin. The approach alsoyields computational advantages.
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Title: Non-reversible parallel tempering on optimized paths

Speaker: Saifuddin Syed IS

University of Oxford
MCMC methods are a popular tool in computation science used to evaluate expectations withrespect to complex probability distributions over general state spaces. They work by averagingover the trajectory of a Markov chain stationary with respect to the target distribution. In theory,the MCMC algorithms converge asymptotically, but, in practice, for challenging problems wherethe target distributions are high-dimensional with well-separated modes, MCMC algorithms canget trapped exploring local regions of high probability and suffer from poor mixing.
Physicists and statisticians independently introduced parallel tempering (PT) algorithms to tacklethis issue. PT delegates the task of exploration to additional annealed chains running in parallelwith better mixing properties. They then communicate with the target chain of interest and helpdiscover new unexplored regions of the sample space. Since their introduction in the 90s, PTalgorithms are still extensively used to improve mixing in challenging sampling problems arising instatistics, physics, computational chemistry, phylogenetics, and machine learning.
The classical approach to designing PT algorithms was developed using a reversible paradigm that isdifficult to tune and deteriorates in performancewhen toomany parallel chains are introduced. Thistalk will introduce a new non-reversible paradigm for PT that dominates its reversible counterpartwhile avoiding the performance collapse endemic to reversible methods. We will then establishnear-optimal tuning guidelines and efficient black-box methodology scalable to GPUs. Our workout-performs state-of-the-art PT methods and has been used at scale by researchers to studythe evolutionary structure of cancer and discover magnetic polarization in the photograph of thesupermassive black hole M87.
Title: Recent developments in Gibbs posterior inference

Speaker: Nicholas Syring IS

Iowa State University
Bayesian inference has certain advantages, but a fully (and generally correctly) specified statisticalmodel is needed to realize those advantages. What if the quantity of interest is not naturallydescribed as a "model parameter"? Then there is no sense in which a specified statistical modelcould be "correct" and, hence, there’s risk of model misspecification bias. To avoid this bias, onecan construct a so-called Gibbs posterior that directly targets the quantity of interest, compared toa Bayesian posterior that does so only indirectly through a (possibly misspecified) statistical modeland marginalization. In this talk, first I’ll motivate and define Gibbs posteriors. Second, I’ll presentasymptotic properties of Gibbs posteriors with a focus on specific examples. Finally, I’ll discuss theneed to properly scale the Gibbs posterior so that inferences (or predictions) are valid, and presentan algorithm that achieves this.
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Title: Decision-guided Bayesian model uncertainty analysis: Betting on better
models

Speaker: Emily Tallman IS

Duke University
I discuss background and examples of Bayesian predictive decision synthesis (BPDS) in the eval-uation, comparison, and combination of candidate models. BPDS extends the foundations andpractical advances of Bayesian predictive synthesis (BPS) by formally involving decision-analyticoutcomes in assessing and weighting candidate models. A subjective Bayesian perspective admitsthe integration of context-specific utility functions that emphasize the intended uses of modelswhen evaluating predictions. BPDS theory builds on methods of entropic tilting to enable imple-mentation. Specific examples come from applied contexts including optimal design in regressionprediction and sequential time series forecasting for financial portfolio decisions.
Title: Guided sequential ABC schemes for intractable Bayesian models

Speaker: Massimiliano Tamborrino IS

University of Warwick
Sequential algorithms such as sequential importance sampling (SIS) and sequential Monte Carlo(SMC) have shown to be fundamental in Bayesian inference for models not admitting a readilyavailable likelihood function. For approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), sequential Monte CarloABC is the state-of-art sampler. However, since the ABC paradigm is intrinsically computationallywasteful, sequential ABC schemes can benefit from well-targeted proposal samplers that efficientlyavoid improbable parameter regions. We contribute to the ABC modeller’s toolbox with novelproposal samplers that are conditional to summary statistics of the data. In a sense, the proposedparameters are ""guided"" to rapidly reach regions of the posterior surface that are compatible withthe observed data. This speeds up the convergence of these sequential samplers, thus reducingthe computational effort, while preserving the accuracy in the inference. We provide a variety ofguided (Gaussian or copula-based) samplers for both SIS-ABC and SMC-ABC and consider severalcase-studies, including a simulation study of cell movements with high-dimensional summarystatistics. This is a joint work with Umberto Picchini (Chalmers University and the University ofGöteborg).
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Title: Partial Membership Models for Functional Data

Speaker: Donatello Telesca IS

University of California, Los Angeles
Partial membership models, or mixed membership models, are a flexible unsupervised clusteringmethod that allows observations to belong to multiple clusters at the same time. In this paper,we propose a Bayesian partial membership model for functional data. By using the multivariateKarhunen-Loeeve theorem, we are able to derive a scalable representation that maintains data-driven covariance structures and establish conditional posterior consistency. Compared to previouswork on partial membership models, our proposal allows for increased flexibility, with the benefitof direct interpretation of the mean and covariance functions. Our work is motivated by studies infunctional brain imaging of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
Title: Pathwise Conditioning of Gaussian Processes

Speaker: Alexander Terenin IS

University of Cambridge
In Gaussian processes, conditioning and computation of posterior distributions is usually done in adistributional fashion by working with finite-dimensional marginals. Recently, an alternative wayof thinking about conditioning, based on actual random functions rather than their probabilitydistributions, has gained prominence within the machine learning community. This perspective isparticularly helpful in decision-theoretic settings such as Bayesian optimization, where it enablesefficient computation of a wider class of acquisition functions than otherwise possible. In thistalk, we describe these recent advances in a language accessible to the statistics community, anddiscuss their broader implications to Bayesian nonparametrics.
Title: Black Box Probabilistic Numerics

Speaker: Onur Teymur CT

University of Kent
Probabilistic numerics casts numerical tasks, such the solution of differential equations, as inferenceproblems to be solved. One approach is to model the unknown quantity of interest as a randomvariable, and then to constrain it using information generated during the course of a traditionalnumerical method. However, this information may be nonlinearly related to the quantity ofinterest, rendering the proper conditioning of random variables difficult or impossible. Instead,we construct probabilistic numerical methods based only on the final output from a traditionalmethod. A convergent sequence of approximations to the quantity of interest constitute a dataset,from which the limit can be extrapolated, in a probabilistic analogue of Richardson’s extrapolation.This approach massively expands the range of tasks to which probabilistic numerics can be applied,inheriting the features and performance of state-of-the-art numerical methods, as well as enablingprovably higher orders of convergence to be achieved.
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Title: Functional Priors for Bayesian Deep Learning

Speaker: Ba-Hien Tran CT

EURECOM
The Bayesian treatment of neural networks dictates that a prior distribution is specified overtheir weight and bias parameters. This poses a challenge because modern neural networks arecharacterized by a large number of parameters and non-linearities. The choice of these priorshas an unpredictable effect on the distribution of the functional output which could representa hugely limiting aspect of Bayesian deep learning models. Differently, Gaussian processes offera non-parametric rigorous framework to define prior distributions over the space of functions.With this contributed talk we aim to introduce a novel and robust framework to impose suchfunctional priors onmodern neural networks throughminimizing theWasserstein distance betweensamples of stochastic processes. We provide extensive experimental evidence that coupling thesepriors with scalable Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling offers systematically large performanceimprovements over alternative choices of priors and state-of-the-art approximate Bayesian deeplearning approaches.
Title: Information geometry in Variational Bayes

Speaker: Minh-Ngoc Tran IS

University of Sydney
Variational Bayes (VB) has become a widely-used tool for Bayesian inference in statistics andmachine learning. Nonetheless, the development of the existing VB algorithms is so far generallyrestricted to the case where the variational parameter space is Euclidean, which hinders thepotential broad application of VB methods. We extend the scope of VB to the case where thevariational parameter space is a Riemannian manifold. We develop an efficient manifold-based VBalgorithm that exploits both the geometric structure of the constraint parameter space and theinformation geometry of the manifold of VB approximating probability distributions. Our algorithmis provably convergent and achieves a good convergence rate. We demonstrate through numericalexperiments that the proposed algorithms are stable, less sensitive to initialization and comparesfavourably to existing VB methods.
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Title: A Time-Dependent Poisson-Gamma Model for Recruitment Forecasting in
Multicenter Clinical Trials

Speaker: Armando Turchetta CT

McGill University
Estimating the recruitment time in multicenter clinical trials is a key component of the feasibilityassessment. Yet, deterministic models mainly based on trial investigators’ recruitment assumptionsare still used. A Bayesian approach built on a doubly stochastic Poisson process, known as thePoisson-Gamma model, was introduced to address the lack of a strong and consistent statisticalmethodology in this field. This approach is based on the modeling of enrollments as a Poissonprocess where the recruitment rates are assumed to be constant over time and to follow a commonGamma prior distribution. However, the constant-rate assumption is a restrictive limitation thatis rarely appropriate for applications in real clinical trials. In this presentation, we illustrate aflexible generalization of this methodology which allows the enrollment rates to vary over time bymodeling them through B-splines, and we show the suitability of this approach for a wide range ofrecruitment behaviors.
Title: Dealing with large data sets in spatio-temporal disease mapping

Speaker: Maria Dolores Ugarte IS

Universidad Pública de Navarra
In this talk we propose a general procedure to analyse large data sets in spatio-temporal diseasemapping. Model fitting is carried out over a partition of the spatio-temporal domain. This is asimple idea that works very well in this context as the models are defined to borrow strength locallyin space and time, providing reliable risk estimates. Parallel and distributed strategies are proposedto speed up computations in a setting where Bayesian model fitting is generally prohibitivelytime-consuming and even unfeasible. We evaluate the whole procedure in a simulation study witha twofold objective: to estimate risks accurately and to detect extreme risk areas while avoidingfalse positives/negatives. We show that our method outperforms classical global models. A realdata analysis will be also presented."
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Title: The G-Wishart Weighted Proposal Algorithm: Efficient Posterior Computa-
tion for Gaussian Graphical Models

Speaker: Willem van den Boom IS

National University of Singapore
Gaussian graphical models can capture complex dependency structures amongst variables. For suchmodels, Bayesian inference is attractive as it provides principled ways to incorporate prior infor-mation and to quantify uncertainty through the posterior. However, posterior computation underthe conjugate G-Wishart prior on the precision matrix is expensive for general non-decomposablegraphs. We therefore propose a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method named the G-Wishartweighted proposal algorithm (WWA). WWA’s distinctive features include delayed acceptanceMCMC, Gibbs updates for the precision matrix and an informed proposal on the graph space thatenables embarrassingly parallel computations. Compared to existing approaches, WWA reducesthe frequency of the relatively expensive sampling from the G-Wishart distribution. This results infaster MCMC convergence, improved MCMC mixing and reduced computation time. Numericalstudies show that WWA provides a more efficient tool for posterior inference than competingstate-of-the-art MCMC algorithms.
Title: A Flexible Predictive Density Combination Model for Large Financial Data
Sets in Regular and Crisis Periods

Speaker: Herman van Dijk IS

Tinbergen Institute, Erasmus University and Norges Bank
A flexible predictive density combination model is introduced for large financial data sets whichallows for dynamicweight learning andmodel set incompleteness. Dimension reduction proceduresallocate the large sets of predictive densities and combination weights to relatively small sets.Given the representation of the probability model in extended nonlinear state-space form, efficientsimulation-based Bayesian inference is proposed using parallel sequential clustering as well asnonlinear filtering, implemented on graphics processing units. The approach is applied to combinepredictive densities based on a large number of individual stock returns of daily observations over aperiod that includes the Covid-19 crisis period. Evidence on the quantification of predictive accuracy,uncertainty and risk, in particular, in the tails, may provide useful information for investmentfund management. Information on dynamic cluster composition, weight patterns and model setincompleteness give also valuable signals for improved modelling and policy specification.
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Title: Spike-and-slab variable selection priors for structured data: recent ad-
vances for image-on-scalar regression models

Speaker: Marina Vannucci IS

Rice University
A large body of research has been devoted to variable selection in recent years. Bayesian methodshave been successful in applications, particularly in settings where the amount of measuredvariables can bemuch greater than the number of observations. In this talk, I will briefly review spike-and-slab prior constructions that employ a point mass distribution at zero for variable selection.I will focus on regression settings and will discuss prior constructions that account for specificstructures in the covariates, for suitable applications. I will conclude by introducing a novel global-local spike-and-slab prior for image-on-scalar regression models.
Title: Likelihood-free Sequential Transport Monte Carlo

Speaker: Cecilia Viscardi IS

University of Florence
Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) is a class of methods for drawing inferences when thelikelihood function is unavailable or computationally demanding to evaluate. Importance samplingand other algorithms using sequential importance sampling steps are state-of-art methods inABC. Most of them get samples from tempered approximate posterior distributions defined byconsidering a decreasing sequence of ABC tolerance thresholds. Their efficiency is sensitive to thechoice of an adequate proposal distribution and/or forward kernel function. We present a novelABC method addressing this problem by combining importance sampling steps and optimizationprocedures. We resort to Normalising Flows (NFs) to optimize proposal distributions over a familyof densities to transport particles drawn at each step towards the next tempered target. Therefore,the combination of sampling and optimization steps allows tempered distributions to get efficientlycloser to the target posterior. Finally, we show the performance of our method on examples thatare a common benchmark for likelihood-free inference.
Title: Dependence between Bayesian neural network units

Speaker: Mariia Vladimirova CT

Inria Grenoble
The connection between Bayesian neural networks and Gaussian processes gained a lot of attentionin the last few years, with the flagship result that hidden units converge to a Gaussian processlimit when the layers’ width tends to infinity. Underpinning this result is the fact that hiddenunits become independent in the infinite-width limit. Our aim is to shed some light on hiddenunits dependence properties in practical finite-width Bayesian neural networks. In addition totheoretical results, we assess empirically the depth and width impacts on hidden units dependenceproperties.
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Title:Stochastic processes and dynamic networks

Speaker: Alexander Volfovsky IS

Duke University
Dynamic network data have become ubiquitous in social network analysis, with new informationbecoming available that captures when friendships form, when corporate transactions happenand when countries interact with each other. Moreover, data are available about individual actorsin the network, including information about the spread of viral (disease or otherwise) processesbetween individuals in the network. We argue that the dynamics of these processes should becoupled with those of the network evolution in order to improve downstream inference. Wethen present a case study of stochastic epidemic models where the joint dynamics are modeledas a continuous-time Markov chain such that disease transmission is constrained by the contactnetwork structure, and network evolution is in turn influenced by individual disease statuses. Wepropose a likelihood-based inference method for this model and describe several innovations inmissing data imputation that allows us to perform this inference. We conclude by describing howthese types of stochastic network models can be leveraged for design of experiments and policyevaluation.
Title: Active Bayesian Causal Discovery

Speaker: Julius von Kügelgen IS

Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems, Tübingen, Germany & University of Cambridge, Cam-bridge, United Kingdom
Observational causal discovery typically requires large amounts of data and can only recover theMarkov equivalence class of graphs consistent with observation. On the other hand, experimen-tal data facilitates more efficient learning and uniquely recovering the causal graph (subject tocertain assumptions). In low-data regimes and safety-critical applications, a Bayesian approach isparticularly attractive as it allows for uncertainty (over possible graphs and the parameters of theassociated causal models) to be taken into account when making downstream predictions, e.g.,about the effect of interventions on the rest of the system. I will present recent work in which aBayesian agent (e.g., a robot or lab scientist) actively interacts with its environment through causalinterventions on observed variables to learn a probabilistic causal model as efficiently as possible.In particular, we consider the class of nonlinear, additive Gaussian noise structural causal models(using Gaussian process priors over structural equations), employ a recently proposed differen-tiable graph parametrisation to scale our method to tens of nodes, and use Bayesian optimisationto select not only intervention targets but also intervention values by efficiently approximatelymaximising an estimate of expected information gain.
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Title: When can a Bayesian divide and conquer: General optimality guarantees
for distributed nonparametric Bayesian methods.

Speaker: Lasse Vuursteen CT

Delft University of Technology
Many traditionalmethods of inference do not scale to very large datasets, due to e.g. computationalor memory bottlenecks. For example, as the computational complexity of evaluating a likelihoodscales at least linearly in the number of observations, many (Bayesian) likelihood based methodsdo not scale when the data is too large.
In a distributed method the data are divided over several machines (e.g. servers and/or cores).Each machine runs an algorithm on its local data and the output is aggregated on a central machine,where the inference is then performed. For instance, each local machine computes a posteriorbased on only its local data, after which draws from each of the local posteriors are averaged acrossthe machines. These types algorithms go by many names (divide and conquer, embarrassinglyparallel MCMC, consensus Monte Carlo) and whilst many theoretical and simulation studies exist inthe literature, general theory describing when divide and conquer type strategies perform optimallyis lacking.
In this work, we provide general sufficiency conditions that guarantee optimal convergence ratesfor simple divide and conquer strategies. We demonstrate the guarantees for a variety of nonpara-metric models and priors, providing novel optimal contraction guarantees for scalable Bayesianmethods.
Title: Colombian Women’s Life Patterns: A Multivariate Density Regression Ap-
proach

Speaker: Sara Wade IS

University of Edinburgh
Women in Colombia face difficulties related to the patriarchal traits of their societies and well-known conflict afflicting the country since 1948. In this critical context, our aim is to study therelationship between baseline socio- demographic factors and variables associated to fertility,partnership patterns, and work activity. To best exploit the explanatory structure, we propose aBayesian multivariate density regression model, which can accommodate mixed responses withcensored, constrained, and binary traits. The flexible nature of the mod- els allows for nonlinearregression functions and non-standard features in the er- rors, such as asymmetry or multi-modality.The model has interpretable covariate- dependent weights constructed through normalization,allowing for combinations of categorical and continuous covariates. Computational difficultiesfor inference are overcome through an adaptive truncation algorithm combining adaptive Me-tropolis-Hastings and sequential Monte Carlo to create a sequence of automatically truncatedposterior mixtures. For our study on Colombian women’s life patterns, a variety of quantities arevisualised and described, and in particular, our find- ings highlight the detrimental impact of familyviolence on women’s choices and behaviors.
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Title: Bayesian consistency with various metrics; including the Wasserstein

Speaker: Stephen Walker IS

University of Texas at Austin
Traditional approaches to Bayesian consistency rely on sieves, measures of entropy and the suitableallocation of prior mass. Consistency is then typically obtained for the weakest of the strongmetrics; i.e. the Hellinger distance. This talk will investigate an alternative strategy which is basedon inequalities between metrics, including the Wasserstein, the Kolmogorov and the sup metrics.The smoothing of density functions also plays a role, using, for example, the Fourier integraltheorem. The aim is to explicitly use weak convergence to establish stronger forms of convergenceusing the inequalities.
Title: Bayesian Model Assessment for Jointly Modeling Multidimensional Re-
sponse Data With Application to Computerized Testing

Speaker: Xiaojing Wang IS

University of Connecticut
Computerized assessment provides rich multidimensional data including trial-by-trial accuracy andresponse time (RT) measures. A key question in modeling this type of data is how to incorporateRT data, for example, in aid of ability estimation in item response theory (IRT) models. To addressthis, we propose a joint model consisting of a two-parameter IRT model for the dichotomousitem response data, a log-normal model for the continuous RT data, and a normal model forcorresponding paper-and- pencil scores. Then, we reformulate and reparameterize the model tocapture the relationship between the model parameters, to facilitate the prior specification, and tomake the Bayesian computationmore efficient. Further, we propose several newmodel assessmentcriteria based on the decomposition of deviance information criterion (DIC) the logarithm of thepseudo-marginal likelihood (LPML). The proposed criteria can quantify the improvement in the fitof one part of the multidimensional data given the other parts. Finally, we have conducted severalsimulation studies to examine the empirical performance of the proposedmodel assessment criteriaand have illustrated the application of these criteria using a real dataset from a computerizededucational assessment program.
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Title: Leveraging Historical Data via the Marginal Likelihood Criterion

Speaker: Yu-Bo Wang IS

School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, Clemson University, Clemson
One of desirable features of Bayesian analysis is that an end user can incorporate the availablehistorical data into the prior setting to attain more precise analysis. Among many historical data-driven priors, the power prior that allows for different amount of information borrowing is attractiveand has become increasingly popular in many applications. The determination of how muchinformation can be leveraged from the historical data relies on comparability between the currentand historical data. Themarginal likelihood that measures the overall model fit to the data has beenused to determine the choice of the discounting parameter in the use of the power prior under asimple model such as the normal linear regression model. However, the utilization of the marginallikelihood for a complex model has been woefully hindered by the analytical intractability of thecomplicated posterior kernel. To circumvent this computational challenge, we apply the recentdevelopments of the partition weighted kernel (PWK) estimation and its variations to the powerprior framework. With this powerful computation technique, even separately leveraging multiplehistorical data sets via the marginal likelihood becomes computation scalable. We illustrate howour proposed strategies are useful in determining the power priors in a benchmark dose toxicologystudy and a clinical trial for the development of anti-depression drugs.
Title: Data Augmentation for Bayesian Deep Learning

Speaker: Yuexi Wang CT

University of Chicago
Deep Learning (DL) methods have emerged as one of the most powerful tools for functionalapproximation and prediction. While the representation properties of DL have been well stud-ied, uncertainty quantification remains challenging and largely unexplored. Data augmentationtechniques are a natural approach to provide uncertainty quantification and to integrate MCMCstochastic search with stochastic gradient descent methods currently used in DL. Our paper showsthat training DL architectures with data augmentation can lead to efficiency gains. To demonstrateour methodology, we develop data augmentation algorithms for a variety of commonly usedactivation functions: logit, ReLU and SVM. We compare our methods with traditional stochasticgradient descent with back-propagation. Our optimization procedure leads to a version of itera-tively re-weighted least squares and can be implemented at scale with accelerated linear algebramethods providing substantial performance improvement. We illustrate our methodology on anumber of standard datasets. Finally, we conclude with directions for future research.
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Title: Sound the alarm: modeling behavioral changes in response to epidemic
intensity

Speaker: Caitlin Ward CT

University of Calgary
For many infectious disease outbreaks, the at-risk population changes their behavior in responseto the outbreak severity, changing the transmission dynamics to change in real-time. Variousapproaches to behavioral change modeling have been proposed, but work assessing the statisticalproperties of these models is limited. We propose a model formulation where time-varyingtransmission is captured by the level of “alarm" in the population and specified as a function of thepast epidemic trajectory. The model is set in a data-augmented Bayesian framework as epidemicdata are often only partially observed, and we can utilize prior information to help with parameteridentifiability. We investigate the estimability of the population alarm across a wide range ofscenarios, using both parametric functions and non-parametric Gaussian process and splines. Thebenefit and utility of the proposed approach is illustrated through an application to COVID-19 datafrom Montreal, Canada.
Title: Bayesian projection of international migration flows

Speaker: Nathan Welch IS

University of Washington
We propose a method for forecasting global human migration flows. A Bayesian hierarchical modelis used to make probabilistic projections of the 39,800 bilateral migration flows among the 200largest countries from 2020 through 2045. The model is fit to estimates of quinquennial bilateralmigration flows from 1990 through 2020. We find that the model produces well calibrated out-of-sample forecasts of bilateral flows, as well as total country-level inflows, outflows, and net flows.The mean absolute error decreased by 61% using our method compared to a leading model ofinternational migration. Out-of-sample analysis indicates that simple models of migration flowsoffer accurate projections of bilateral migration flows in the near term. Our method matches orimproves on the out-of-sample performance using these simple deterministic alternatives, whilealso accurately assessing uncertainty. Finally, we adapt a fully probabilistic population projectionmodel to generate bilateral migration flow forecasts by age and sex for the 200 most populouscountries.
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Title: Subjectivist Model Uncertainty Analysis for Prediction and Decisions

Speaker: Mike West BF

Duke University
Bruno de Finetti (in his 1951 paper at the 2nd Berkeley Symposium on Mathematical Statistics andProbability) had the view that "... from the subjective standpoint, no assertion is possible without apriori opinion, but the variety of possible opinions makes problems depending on different opinionsinteresting.”
A light adaptation to current interests emphasises the variety of possible "inferences and decisions"that makes problems depending on different "models" interesting.
Questions ofmodel assessment, calibration, comparison and combination define continuing concep-tual and practical challenges to all areas of quantitative analysis. Recent developments in Bayesianthinking have advanced methodology in areas including forecast distribution combination withdefined predictive goals, while also highlighting foundational questions on the scope of Bayesianmodel uncertainty analysis as it is traditionally understood. A renewed focus on foundationalquestions is emphasising both the inferential "Yin" and the decision analytic "Yang" of Bayesiananalysis, with resulting methodological implications. Linking to such perspectives underlying deFinetti’s development and promotion of subjective Bayesian reasoning, the broader conversationexplicitly addresses both predictive and decision analytic goals in the model uncertainty, evaluationand synthesis enterprise.
Title: Myths and Reality in Bayesian Deep Learning

Speaker: AndrewWilson IS

New York University
Bayesian inference makes more sense for modern neural networks than virtually every other modelclass, because these models can represent many compelling and complementary explanationsfor data, corresponding to different settings of their parameters. However, a number of mythshave emerged about modern Bayesian deep learning. In this talk we will evaluate the followingquestions: (1) is Bayesian deep learning practical? (2) are standard (e.g. Gaussian) priors arbitraryand poor? (3) is ""deep ensembles"" a non-Bayesian competitor to standard approximate inferenceapproaches? (4) does the common practice of posterior tempering, leading to ""cold posteriors"",mean the Bayesian posterior is poor? I will also discuss the success stories, future opportunities,and challenges in Bayesian deep learning.
Key references: [1] Bayesian Deep Learning and a Probabilistic Perspective of Generalization(https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.08791) [2] What are Bayesian Neural Network Posteriors Really Like?(https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.14421) [3] Dangers of Bayesian Model Averaging under Covariate Shift(https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.11905) [4] On Uncertainty, Tempering, and Data Augmentation inBayesian Classification (https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.16481) [5] BayesianModel Selection, theMarginalLikelihood, and Generalization (https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.11678)
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Title: An Equivalence between Bayesian Priors and Penalties in Variational Infer-
ence

Speaker: Pierre Wolinski CT

Inria
In machine learning, it is common to optimize the parameters of a probabilistic model, modulatedby an ad hoc regularization term that penalizes some values of the parameters. Regularization termsappear naturally in Variational Inference (VI), a tractable way to approximate Bayesian posteriors:the loss to optimize contains a Kullback–Leibler divergence termbetween the approximate posteriorand a Bayesian prior. We fully characterize which regularizers can arise this way, and provide asystematic way to compute the corresponding prior. This viewpoint also provides a predictionfor useful values of the regularization factor in neural networks. We apply this framework toregularizers such as L2 , L1 or group-Lasso.
Title: Properties of the bridge sampler with a focus on splitting the MCMC sam-
ple

Speaker: Jackie Wong CT

University of Essex
Computation of normalizing constants is a fundamental problem in various disciplines, particularlyin Bayesian model selection. A sampling-based technique known as bridge sampling (Meng andWong 1996) has been found to produce accurate estimates with good asymptotic properties. Forsmall to moderate sample, however, we demonstrate that the (optimal) bridge sampler producesbiased estimates. Specifically, when one density is constructed to be close to the target density,our simulation-based results indicate that the correlation-induced bias is non-negligible and growswith dimensionality. We show how the simple adaptive approach we termed “splitting" alleviatesthe bias at the expense of higher standard errors, irrespective of dimensionality. We then modifythe approach by Wang et al. (2019) to address the higher standard error due to splitting, which islater generalized. We conclude the talk by applying a combination of these adaptive methods toimprove bridge sampling estimates in a practical example, and offer recommendations for Bayesianapplications.
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Title: Tree-Informed Bayesian Multi-Source Domain Adaptation

Speaker: Zhenke Wu IS

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Determining causes of deaths (COD) occurred outside of civil registration and vital statistics systemsis challenging. A technique called verbal autopsy (VA) is widely adopted to gather information ondeaths in practice. A VA consists of interviewing relatives of a deceased person about symptoms ofthe deceased in the period leading to the death, often resulting in multivariate binary responses.While statistical methods have been devised for estimating the cause-specific mortality fractions(CSMFs) for a study population, continued expansion of VA to new populations (or “domains”)necessitates approaches that recognize between-domain differences while capitalizing on potentialsimilarities. In this talk, we propose such a domain-adaptive method that integrates externalbetween-domain similarity information encoded by a pre-specified rooted weighted tree. Given acause, we use latent class models to characterize the conditional distributions of the responses thatmay vary by domain. We specify a logistic stick-breaking Gaussian diffusion process prior along thetree for class mixing weights with node-specific spike-and-slab priors to pool information betweenthe domains in a data-driven way. Posterior inference is conducted via a scalable variational Bayesalgorithm. Simulation studies show that the domain adaptation enabled by the proposed methodimproves CSMF estimation and individual COD assignment. We also illustrate and evaluate themethod using a validation data set. The talk concludes with a discussion on limitations and futuredirections.
Title: Can we do better than Spike-and-Slab? — New theory about L1-ball priors
in variable selection

Speaker: Maoran Xu CT

University of Florida
Spike-and-slab priors have been viewed as the "gold standard" for variable selection in high di-mensional regression. Although some optimality has been shown for signal recovery when bothn and p diverge, in practice under a large but finite p (with p gt; n), we found that the shrinkageeffect of spike-and-slab is often overly-aggressive, causing elimination of true signals in estimates.In this study, we conduct theoretical analysis on the alternative, "L1-ball prior", whose sparsityis induced by projecting a continuous precursor random variable onto the surface of L1-ball. Weshow that when the precursor is allowed to be distributed anisotropically, the induced L1-ballprior gains substantial adaptiveness to different scales of signals. This improvement leads to amuch superior signal detection limit, compared to common spike-and-slab priors using iid Bernoulliinclusions. We demonstrate practical advantages of these L1-ball priors in both simulations anddata applications, where we obtain a much-improved balance between controlling false discoveryrate and maintaining high statistical power.
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Title: Nonparametric Bayesian Estimation of Heterogeneous Causal Effects Using
Real-World Data

Speaker: Xinyi Xu IS

Ohio State University
Inferring a causal relationship is an important task in social science and health research. In a largepopulation, different subgroups might respond differently to certain treatments. Identifying andestimating the heterogeneous effects can help researchers improve treatments or better allocateresources to meet the needs. In studies with real world data, propensity score is often used as adimension reduction tool to aid the inference under the ignorable treatment assignment assump-tion. In this work, we develop a semiparametric Bayesian approach for efficient heterogeneouscausal effect estimation in observational studies. Our model incorporate propensity scores and ob-servable factors into potential outcome models via flexible Gaussian process regressions. We showthat our model produces estimators outperform several popular causal methods with improvedefficiency and better identification of heterogeneous effects. Furthermore, we apply our methodto investigate the impact of college attendance on women fertility, which is known to suffer fromthe potential heterogeneous effects.
Title: Bayesian Sparse Mixture Models in High Dimensions

Speaker: Yanxun Xu IS

Johns Hopkins University
We propose a Bayesian method to estimate high-dimensional Gaussian mixture models whosecomponent centers exhibit sparsity using a continuous spike-and-slab shrinkage prior. The numberof components is not required to specify a priori and can be adaptively estimated from posteriorinference. We establish the minimax risk for the parameter estimation in sparse Gaussian mixturemodels and show that the posterior contraction rate of the proposed Bayesian model is minimaxoptimal. We also obtain a contraction rate for the misclustering error as a by-product by usingtools from matrix perturbation theory. Computationally, posterior inference can be implementedvia a standard Gibbs sampler with data augmentation, circumventing the challenging frequentistnonconvex optimization-based algorithms. The validity and usefulness of the proposed approachis demonstrated through simulation studies and the analysis of a real-world single-cell sequencingdata.
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Title: Towards the Next Generation of Artificial Intelligence with its Applications
in Practice

Speaker: Hongxia Yang IS

Alibaba DAMO Academy
Artificial intelligence has reached or surpassed human standards in the perceptual intelligencefields such as “listening, speaking, and seeing", but it is still in its infancy in the field of cognitiveintelligence that requires external knowledge, logical reasoning, or domain migration. After long-termexploration and verification of large-scale online businesses such as Taobao andAlipay, we havebuilt a “super brain" through the extremely large scale pre-training model M6, and built “flexiblelimbs" through the edge-cloud collaboration platform Gemini, to fully present the comprehensivepicture of the next generation of AI. The 10 trillion M6 is currently the world’s largest pre-trainingmodel, achieving the industry’s ultimate low-carbon efficiency. Compared to GPT-3, M6 uses only1% of the energy consumption which greatly promotes the development of ubiquitous AI. Thisyear, M6 supported the world’s largest shopping festival Double 11 for the first time. Relying on itsmulti-modal understanding ability, M6 greatly improved search and recommendation accuracy ofTaobao and Alipay; with its smooth writing ability, M6 created scripts and copywriting for Tmallvirtual streamers; depending on its generated high-definition images, M6 has been on duty inRhino Intelligent Manufacturing and increased the efficiency of designers by 5 times. We developedGemini, the industry’s first edge-cloud collaborative learning framework with the definition offive paradigms: cloud, edge, cloud-centric, edge-centric, and edge-cloud collaboration learningmodes. It not only protects data privacy, but also has outstanding performances in personalizedrecommendations. This talk we will include details of state-of-the-art recommendation system inpractice, M6 and Gemini.
Title: Variational inference for cutting feedback in misspecified models

Speaker: Xuejun Yu IS

National University of Singapore
Bayesian analyses combine information represented by different terms in a joint Bayesian model.When one or more of the terms is misspecified, it can be helpful to restrict the use of informationfrom suspect model components to modify posterior inference. This is called “cutting feedback”,and both the specification and computation of the posterior for such “cut models” is challenging. Inthis paper, we define cut posterior distributions as solutions to constrained optimization problems,and propose optimization-based vari- ational methods for their computation. These methods arefaster than existing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approaches for computing cut posteriordistributions by an order of magnitude. It is also shown that variational methods allow for theevaluation of computationally intensive conflict checks that can be used to decide whether or notfeedback should be cut. Our methods are illustrated in a number of simulated and real examples,including an application where recent methodological advances that combine variational inferenceand MCMC within the variational optimization are used.
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Title: Robust leave-one-out cross-validation for high-dimensional Bayesian mod-
els

Speaker: Giacomo Zanella CT

Bocconi University
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) is a popular method for estimating out-of-sample pre-dictive accuracy. However, computing LOO-CV criteria can be computationally expensive due tothe need to fit the model multiple times. In the Bayesian context, importance sampling provides apossible solution but classical approaches can easily produce estimators whose variance is infinite,making them potentially unreliable. Here we propose and analyze a novel mixture estimator tocompute Bayesian LOO-CV criteria. Our method retains the simplicity and computational conve-nience of classical approaches, while guaranteeing finite variance of the resulting estimators. Boththeoretical and numerical results are provided to illustrate the improved robustness and efficiency.The computational benefits are particularly significant in high-dimensional problems, allowing toperform Bayesian LOO-CV for a broader range of models.
Title: Spatial scale-aware tail dependence modeling for high-dimensional spatial
extremes

Speaker: Likun Zhang IS

Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory
Extreme events over large spatial domains like the contiguous United States may exhibit highlyheterogeneous tail dependence characteristics, yet most existing spatial extremes models yieldonly one dependence class over the entire spatial domain. To accurately characterize ‘stormdependence’ in analysis of extreme events, we propose a mixture component model that achievesflexible dependence properties and allows truly high-dimensional inference for extremes of spatialprocesses. We modify the popular random scale construction that multiplies a Gaussian randomfield by a single radial variable; that is, we add non-stationarity to the Gaussian process whileallowing the radial variable to vary smoothly across space. As the level of extremeness increases,this single model exhibits both long-range asymptotic independence and short-range weakeningdependence strength that leads to either asymptotic dependence or independence. Under theassumption of local stationarity, we make inference on the model parameters using local Bayesianhierarchical models, and run adaptive Metropolis algorithms concurrently via parallelization. Then,after conducting posterior inference locally, the mixture component representation of the modelcoherently ties the local posteriors together to obtain a globally nonstationary model.
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Title: Bayesian Design Uncertainty in Two-Stage Propensity Score Analysis

Speaker: Corwin Zigler IS

University of Texas at Austin
Propensity score methods are frequently framed in terms of a “design stage" where propensityscores (PSs) are estimated and implemented to approximate a randomized experiment and an“analysis stage" where treatment effects are estimated conditional on the design. Here we considera Bayesian perspective on how uncertainty associated with the design stage impacts estimation ofcausal effects in the analysis stage. Such design uncertainty can derive from the fact that the PSitself is an estimated quantity, but also from other features of the design stage tied to choice of PSimplementation. We offer a procedure for obtaining the posterior distribution of causal effectsafter marginalizing over a distribution of design-stage outputs, the details of which will depend onboth how the PS is implemented in the design stage and how the treatment effect is estimatedin the analysis stage. Instances where the analysis does not depend on a parametric likelihood(e.g., matching or weighted estimators) are particularly complicated for Bayesian inference. Weconsider a sample of commonly used PS implementations to assess Bayesian design uncertainty fora variety of design-related issues such as confounder selection, propensity score pruning for overlap,matching uncertainty, and attribution of treatment effect uncertainty to notions of between- andwithin-design variability. Methodology is illustrated in investigations of the association betweenlevels of ambient air pollution and elevated exposure to emissions from power plants.
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